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A:BSTRACT

A.C'.i:IVTIIES AT T.IJ.E EIGHTH GRADE LE'/EL
Tb.e comro'l.m1.ca.tions mecUa he.ve dircctHd a.ttr:::ntio!J. ".;;o the fact

that the Unite~1 Stlltes have a people vith time on thei!· ha:nds a:nd
have ste.ted t":lat as a. people the nat:!.on is reco8,nized for work

anf.. wo:rknanShip, ·ou:e that individuals do not knOW' hCtYI to ·,;.se
wisely leisure time which the shorter vor~1eek, makes ?O~aible
throur..h :;cience

~nd

technology.

O'bvi.c<Wly t~.~ preva:n:i.:ng leisure problem a:p:peaJ.•s to be one
of ednca.tion, o.nd art educlltion, a part of educe.tiOl'\.ll ap'Pe.ar3 to

be t~!l area in uc~ool. vhere tu a degree stud~nts can mkc ci<Jco~~rles

L'1Cf:>:n1ngful l~isur.c time a.ctivltics.

in

t~e

EC.uc~tors b.:we r.turli::~J. thit>

field of art.
I-;y tmhg the~ learners themoelv·~Z a.t the eighth r,rade level

tr~ c:l<!.S~::"(;'Z! u:nits this study wcs done in 'the S;?ring of 1960, c.n:J.

2

A ~~dom sample van dl~~, t~ing the Fisher-Yates Table,
nim:!l1g e.t f1·om 20 - 2~ of classroom UI'.its from self-contrdncd 1

platoon, and junior high cchool eighth gr~e classes in ·the St.
raul Public Schoola.
Data wn.s gathered in t\o!o schedules.
~s an essay ''My Favorite ?.:o.stimc

11

In the first zchedule

b'!J.sed on an outline a.nd

tm

t'Ar:ti,rtt.iee Tiu~::! 'l'ai::le 11 in ha.lf how.· ir1tervals for e. s·ta.gg~-.:·ed

Ol:.e day but ra!lr10~ass p:r.oo.uced a.-!!t.:tvltias for each of the seve11

days of the weekc

In the second schedule vere three. qtwstia!lllu.i:res:

"A Pupil 1 s Qu..~st:toxm.aire," a. •Teacha:rvs Questionnaire~" and e.
paired rank order ''PI..'llil Preference Q'.testionnaire. "

On both

schedules a 10~~ return wes realized.

The null hypothesis, there is no

:rel~tionship

betveen the

art ct:J.Ticulum and leisure time e.ctiv~.ties at the eighth gre.de
level, was used.

Using the chi-t1C!Ut1I'e technique at the ,001

level of significance, the null hT~thesis '1-te.s rejected.

Te:1cher~s

off'eringa o.nd pupil prefe1·ences were aJ.so compare~'\ b"J chi-sg,m:r.e
6\t tOOl level of significance.

Rank. order p:."eferences by co·:"!IP!lred

comps-.rlsml vitb. l'1.rpil preferences a..r~l ~e~c!:\e1· :x'£~sponscs ·;,rc.r~ rrr~de

f'or con.·elations., P~rson Prcx!u.ct M<ru:ent Correlation Coefficient

(r ), le.ter transferi:ng the obtained r to z, and then tre.nofer:lng
the two 2.'s b3ck to r by u.sir.:-; a table.

Tho proba.bili.ty is .99

tha.t the iL.terval tested cor..tains the true r, again rejccM.:ng the

null hy-pot~.csis..

Sex differr.mces by rank 'Ym.s also establi;;hed.

'Based on the find.:\.nca 1."1 th<~ ro.ndom sample, signlf'icant
positive: conrpc~ri~ons resulted ,;ith .si91ifica.!lt implica.tionn.
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3
Teachers need to sur.rey

~·t;u.dents'

leis•:cre time

1ntere~;ts

with1.n

ea.ch classroom uni:t. o.nd develop curriculu:ns in terms of indiyidual
interests.

It

1~ecan~~

c.p'Pare:nt that cur!"icular offerings are geared

more to girln thn.n to boyn.

In developing an art curric'lU.um

teachers v,r.Lt.1 curriculum com:nittces c.:.n

consid~r

tl.c·tivitir;s tho.t apr.eal to boys' i:.:J.te:ra:.>ts.

the incl•.wion of

Broader curriculm;.

v.nd co-c\trrlcu18.r Gf:i.'erings need to be plannc:cl to mee·t; the neetls

ccrnsidcraticm should be giYetl b"J cttuiculum. t'.lllkers to vhn.t
stude·nts enjoy a.n.1 do in leisure tim~.

Classroom les.r:ling

ought to be oriented to the develcpo;ncmt of

1e5.;;·~.tre

time activities

for life-long enjoyment, ,.ndividual .fulfillment, and :pa,rticipatior...
Sioilar s:na :further leisure t:J.::J~.e stud~.es should be conoucted in

. orler to arrive at a theory of leism·e. for t-u··l;

ea~;c.ation.
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CBAPrER I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS RELATED RESEARCH

This study originated from my strong curiosity as to the
nature of leisure time activities of adolescent boys and girls.
One person may exercise his freedom in preferring to be amused
and another in carving a statue.

But it is not possible to say

that one should do this or the other that.
is that be ought to

~

The essantial point

to do something, and to want tc do

something and to make an appropriate choice are matters of
educat.ion.
Inspiration to do something and to
grow out of experience.

choo~e

courses of action

It seems that experiences in the art

curriculum are fertile resources for the individual to draw upon
in leisure in order to extend beyond what he bas traditionally done.
Therefore, this study is concerned with surveying the
acttvities of the St. Paul Public School eighth grade boys and girls
in art education during the school year 1959-60, with the purpose
of studying the relationship between the art curriculum and leisure
time activities of the

students~

TJ elaborate, tbe eighth grade was chosen as the focal point
for this study because here the eigl.tb grade was the last
which art was a required subject.

g~ade

in

From this point on, art became

2

an elective subject in tha St. Paul Public Schools.

However, it is

to be noted that in the early sixties administrative reorganization
located all eighth grade classes in juaior high schools.
eliminated eighth grade classes from
classrooms.

self~contained

This change

and platoon

Later, in 1971, innovative plans for organization

located many eighth grade pupils in the Open School, and in learning
clusters.

At this

po~nt

the junior high school continues to serve

most eighth grade classes.

I.

JUSTIFICATION OF TBE STUDY

The primary aim of this study was to describe the status of
the

leisur~

time activities of students in relation to the art

curriculum and thereby secure material which might reve•l
clues needed to modify school practices.
activities that could have

possibl~

Of all the qualities and

be~n i~~estigated,

a selection was made

of art rel&ted activities as these appeared to be worthwhile
potentials for leisure time participation.

Recognition waa given

to the fact that this method is chiefly of value in revealing the
status quo.

However, it was conjectured that it may or may not

bring into focus a relationship between art education and art
related leisur.e time pursuits. Although the curriculum very
c.0111monly bas been viewed as an influential force in cultural
reconstruction, it may be difficult to establish sny clear
relationship between classroom experiences and art-related leisure
tiMe pursuits.

.
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But in making general observations of the present social
environment, one can identify particular phenomena.
b~fore,

More than ever

art forms pervade this social environment in almost every

vicissitude of human

lif~.

Leisure time is on the increase.

Forceful,

rapid change colors and, at the same ttme, clouds the atmosphere,
with human uncertainty.
brought

disloc~.tion,

For large numbers of people, change bas

disfunction, despair and

ev:~·a

oppression,

rather than the fulfillment of individual aspirations for all people.
Recently observers and scholars have expounded their views
of this domestic scene, some in agreement and others not, that
human behavior in the present social settiug constitutes a cultural
revolution (80,

~··

2-3) •

Others explain it as cultural shock, but

Toffler deals with the phenomena as, ''Future Shock," at the same time
asserting that more and greater change is imminent (87, pp. 10-11).
With a broader view Glasser, in his forthcoming book calls the
present stage of change, "Phase lV:

The Civilized Identity Crisis."

(4l, PP• 26-31)
Addressed to the present-day social revolution,

Lani~r,

has

this to say about the teaching of art as social revolution:
To the extent that our schools do not participate in forming
the direction of that revolution, they will not live up to
their social obligation. That one role of public education
is to take part in reforming society is no new philosophical
or theoretical position. Initially in the writings of John
Dewey and later with Theodore Brameld, the position is clearly
aud equivocally explained. On an empirical level as well,
at least two instances in which the schools have come recently
to mind. In the early decades of this century, we accepted
the concept of America as a ''melting pot'' for a multiplicity
of diverse ethnic i.nunigrants, a concept which casts the schools
in the role of a primary agent of social change. While the
sch~ols did not change the existing society, they did in a

4

very real sense, rebuild the social patterns of the younger
immigrants and the children of older ones.
In more rec~nt years, the potential reformative powers of the
1954, school d~s9grsgation decision of the u. s. Supreme
Cout·:': bas been diluted by lack of widening implementation.
Yet r.he potenti;al for sncial change was and is present.
(61, ;. 315)
The gX'owing

awareu~ss

that the ''melting pot" concept

t:>perated as a leveling effect in American life prompts many
people of etlmic ori.gins and others to search for i.dentity.
Cultural education through art is needed at every grade level
in our schools so all may learn about and appreciate vast conlcributiona of ethnic minorities.

For some, cultural education may lead

to leisure time interests which will develop into study and
involvement with particular groups.
hostility and competition.

For others it may reduce

In either case greater human under-

atandiug will be sn outcome.
Prior to the phase referred to as a social

revol~tion,

Oppenheimer isolated, "the man of acience and the man of art,"
as instrumental agents to deal with the search for order, at
least in part, in the human environment.

He says:

Both the man of science and the man of art live always at
the edge of mystery, surrounded by it; both alwayQ, as the
measure of their creation, have bad to do with the harmonization of what is new and what is familiar, with the balance
between novelty and synthesis, with the struggle to make
partial order in the total chaos. They can, in their work,
and in their lives, help themselves, help one another, and
help all men. (77, p. 145)
At no time,

~~rr~ps,

has there been the opportunity, as

well as the crucial need, for art people to assert themselves
toward social reccmstruction for improving the human condition•

5

Honest appraisal. identity of what is relevant. manner of approaching studies, and

~orkable

solutions will be arrived at only after

exercising the imagination as never before.
In support of methodology in art education, Hausman, in
1959, made the observati-on that art is more closely related to

! priori rationalism than empirical study:
• • • many would-be researchers in art education are not
sufficiently sophisticated in the method of science; while
those who can handle the "tools of research" oftentimes
lack the capacity to make critical judgments about the
nature of art. (SO, p. 355)
But since then, many well designed studies in art education
have emerged.

However, this does not account for the meager

research in general on tb,e leisure time objectives.
Harris

state~!

the broad and general need for experimental

studies of leisure time outcomes in education:
There are no experimental studies of the modification of
leisure time interests, wherein suitable control or comparison groups have b~en established. {47, p. 151)
It bas been generally granted.
complex.

Hence they do not easily

t';~,at

len·~

human problems are

themselves to scientific

verification through weighing and measuring.

Some scholars have

identified the problem of leisure, considered it as an asset as
well as a liability, but they have been reluctant to probe into
it objectively.

The subject has elapsed into speculation by

those with peripheral interests in the arts with the hope that
someone will tackle it.

Riesman, Glazer and Denney summed up

the status in the following paragraph:
Admittedly, we know very little about play, partly as the
result of the cultural definitions that give priority to

6

work. Research l:::=::JAS been mainly concerned with the 11 social
character" of th~ prod.-ucer; only recently has the same
attention been psESid t<:> the consumer; we have still to
discover the pla3iiifer. ~et is it sensible to suggest reset;;rch
into play when it:::: is t><>ssi.ble that it would lead to increasing public and s~ste111a1:ic interference with an area that
ideally deserved
pri"Va.cy and lack of system? Perhaps a conspiracy of silenc:::e al>o.-ut 1eisure and play is its best
protection. (81 = ' PP• .315-316)
Although the statemen"CI£ is 'b..ased on judgment from incomplete
evidence, it carries -.the eLement of challenge to venture into
"this conspiracy of s =::::ilence. ."
Il:. ~ • STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This study att--emptS .- in accord with the assumptions
relative to the leis~e tia:le objectives of art education, to
survey the leisure ti=:JJ!e a_ctivities of eighth grade boys and
girls and to survey t::.__=he art: activities offered in eighth grade.
It is restricted to ~igbth

grade pupils attending public schools

in the city of St. ~ul, K:innesota.

Leisure time activities are

studied to discover t::=be re 3.ationships, or lack of them, · to the
art cmrriculum.

III·

l'UB.POSE OF TEE STUDY

The aims of t~is st-udy al'e to describe the status of art
and craft related le =::tsur:e
to the art

curricul~,

to

the pupils are havia,z:S are

time activities and their relationshi.p

find out if, indeed, the art experiences
"Well designed to develop the pupils for

desirable leisure t~e activities, and to reveal clues for
modifying tbe art c~ricu1.um.

In order to describe the status

7

of art and craft relateu leisure ttme activities, I developed
questionnaires for both students and.teachers to find relationsnips, if any, between the art curriculum and leisure ttme
activities of students, between what activities interest pupils
and how these interests are e~tended into leisure time activities,
and between boys' preferences and girls' preferences to art
related leisure ttme activities •
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CBAP!ER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I.

TIMELINESS OF TBE STUDY

When the twelfth annual Conference of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development met in St. Louis in
1957, it stressed the need for greater emphasis on the use of
leisure time as one of the present trends in education.

The

adjective "greater" in this context implied a continuity as well
as a doubt as to the adequacy of the present emphasis.

This

doubt aroused conjectures as to quantity, nature, or character,
but possibly all three.
The leisure problem bas been accentuated by economic
and social

c~nge

and therefore, is essentially one of education.

Man has overcome many of the perils of nature through scientific
use of power which replaces older sources of power:
wind, water, and most pertinently human.

animal,

Sufficient power

emancipated him from age-old problems and unrelenting toil and
at the same time enabled him to begin to produce products in
abundant quantities to attain a high standard of living and at
the same time empowered him to work fewer hours, thus increasing
his

; - ..._.. ·~' ~-. .

.

... ' .,

. . ...,

}

.

lei~ure.

Suddenly, it seems, advancing industrialization

•

0

f.

'
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and technical development created the problem of urbanization,
characterized by intricate organization and specialization.
Greater concern about waste resulting from poor planning eventually manifested itself in the
job and away from the job.

wis~

use of time, both on the

This directed attention toward

leisure time and especially its mounting trends:

passive par-

ticipation over active participation, buying pleasure as a
commodity over self-chosen and self-initiated leisure time
activities, and human debasement over expression and fulfillment.
In the cultural framework, the problem of leisure pursuits
in relation to the art curriculum is obviously urgent.
a~d

Neumeyer

Neumeyer stated the place of the arts in our cultural order:
One of the underlying purposes of education is to develop
an appreciation of fine music and art. An educated person
should be able t~ enjoy the beauties of the world about
htm and to understand its culture. The creation of an
aesthetic appreciation and an intelligent estimate and
enjoyment of painting, sculpture, architecture, music,
poetry, and stmilar arts need to be cultivated. (76, p. 93)
In either vocation or in leisure, preferably in both, the

enjoyment of beauty and the understanding of culture add a new
dimension to living, the interpretation of environment and the
acceptance of. each individual's unique role in society.
When this study was conceived and later designed, no
empirical research in the art-leisure time relationship had been
undertaken.

It was an unexplored area of many unknowns.

Today

the status of research in art-leisure time relationship remains
practically as it was then.
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Nevertheless, I proceeded with a course of action which I
believed would elicit information in which I could find implications
and practical intent.

To a degree this has been accomplished.

But such findings extends or outmodes the old.

At any rate it

compels those of us for whom it is pertinent to recognize this
small source of knowledge, and to put it into the present context
of existing trends.
Since. this study, change bas created new problems in all
phases of curriculum planning, including that of art education.
Some of t'bese problems are being solved; others are not.
In the teaching of arts and crafts, teachers of art, here
and there, with determined vigor try to fulfill the leisure time
objective through environmental experiences directed towa~d
inculcating awareness, experimentation, set conditions for
creativity t.o take place, foster appreciation, and encourage
aesthetic development.

In doing this they find it necessary to

develop in the learner his unique image of self and his personalized outlook to the universe.

Surely sudden change impinges

upon everyone greater demands and expectations.

The art teacher

whose task it is to deal closely with feelings and emotions bas
his work expanded in a period of sudden change.

But working

with a growing curriculum carefully studied, designed and
implemented, art teachers can contribute and at the same time
help the learner's conception of his world; as it has been, is
now, and can become.

·

·

.
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About a decade ago there were various approaches for art
teachers; some materials centered, others design centered, or
idea centered, and the like.
following three.

Among those couanonly used were the

First, some used the materials exploratory

approach; others the process approach where experiences ·were
emphasized.

Both of these were departures from the traditional

finished product approach.

Today, as we have access to new

knowledge and understand more fully bow learning takes place,
teachers of art are gradually moving toward a transcendence of
each of these into a new synthesis in which all three become part
and parcel of the total art experience.

This total art experience

appears to lead participants into finding more meaningful perception; in awareness, self-expression, aesthetic enjoyment, appreciation, and increased activity.

Such activity can be viewed as good,

neutral, or harmful, and consequently it becomes a matter of
aesthetic judgment.
Early in the 1960 1 s the art teacher had reached a plateau,
so to speak, thereby having arrived at with increar.ing concern
with skills in art appreciation as revealed in David Ecker 1 s
study.

(23, 21:283. . . 90)

by Lanier.

New tools of evaluation were designed

(60, 5:10-9)

Art people arrived at an awareness which they express rather
clearly in their literc

·e that experience with the media does

not automatically produce the necessary skills for the aesthetic
judgment required to appraise works of art.
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By the mid-sixties a new theme emerged, figuratively
speaking, tbac to bring into perspective particular skills:
art criticism; historical knowledge; and surely production;
all these were necessary ones for general learners pursuing
art education, as Eisner emphasized.

(30, 18:7-12)

During this period certain developments of American life
played an important role in mass communication and had on a large
scale enlarged the audience of the arts.

It acted to give new

impetus to art appreciation and art history which in turn had an
impact on art education.

This manifested itself in spectacular

museum visitation, sporadic increase in the sales of art books
and art productions, as well as the prompting of more artists to
work on their own.

Simultaneously the Federal Government entered

the scene with economic support on a plane never known in this
country to assist the arts and humanities.

Ironically Federal

support was forthcoming in spite of the public's

rel~ctance

to

attach importance to art, to say less of the public's low ranking of art in order of priorities among school curriculum offerings.
In

19~0,

Downey, gathered data which established this

status of priorities.

(22)

He conducted a survey to determine

priorities assigned to particular subject matter by various
reference groups.

In this survey be asked persons from different

parts of the country to rank in order of priority sixteen
curriculum offerings usually undertaken in our schools.

In

response lay people ranked fourteenth and educators twelfth
aes~hetic

education as directed toward artistic capacities and
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skills.

Whether this is erosioned confidence or a pattern from

the past, no one is sure.

However, in his study it was interest-

ing to note that preference for aesthetic education increased
with increased amounts of education which bad been achieved by
the respondent.

In no group, nevertheless, did the priorities

in any group enter into the upper fifty percent of this ranking.
This is an indictment; yet it is probably a reality which art
educators need to face in order to function intelligently in the
mainstream of education.

This survey has an implicit value in

the use of measurement of rank value as analysis - objectivity.
Perhaps a most significant contribution to art education
is Eisner's comprehensive work in which he constructed three
instruments to measure understanding snd appreciation of art.
(31, 8:43-58)

Su.:b instruments aimed to:

(1) measure informa-

tion, (2) ascertain attitudes, and (3) measure the ability to
analyze works of arto
To a group of about 4000 students from seventh grade
through the senior year in college he gathered data significant
to all art educators to become J!ware of the status quo.

Specifi-

cally, that the art student's growth is rather slow, as it was
revealed in student's information about art.

Also that a gain in

the ability to answer three more questions per year of study was
what the students in this study bad accomplished on the average.
Like my study, Eisner's study revealed that the art
curriculum is more compatible to girls than it is to boys.

In

spite of this, there is the fact that there is, at the college
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and secondary levels in art education, a preponderance of
as well as among artists.

men~

Those men who do persist in achieving

success in art and art education apparently do so on their own.
Like previous findings, as well as my own, Eisner's study further
establishes differences in male and female preferences.
But his study yielded more about attitudes.

Namely, that

the attitude towards art and artists remains on a rather level
plateau, during the secondary school years, but.that.attitudes
become more positive during the college

year~

of students.

Interestingly enough, he found that the students enrolled in art
courses have more factual knowledge andmore positive attitudes
toward art and art education than randomly selected students.
On the other hand, he found that the increase in art information
scores of those enrolled in art courses per year is about the
same as those who are not enrolled.
Around the same time McFee, together with Miss Betty
Richards, art consultant, at Phoenix, Arizona, School District
Number One, and special art teachers in grades six, seven, and
eight, did a pilot study in their locale to learn how they could
work towa·rds a goal of better education for economically and
socially deprived children.
lingual, bicultural children:

(49, pp. 167-174)

Some were bi-

Indian, Mexican-American, Puerto

Rican, Filipino, and others.
The data gathering in this pilot study consisted of group
case studies, questionnaires, and census information used on
single classes of eight units having ethnic composition.
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First through the usc of open-ended questions, such as:
"On Saturdays and Sundays I like to • - - - - • "

"When we are

all home, we - - - - ." Second, questions of why they did or
did not like school.
considered tmportant.

Third, a student check list of values
Fourth, an answer sheet to answer the

question, ''What do artists do'l" And fifth, ''What is the most
beautiful thing you know'l"
Responses to the first two questions yielded information
which indicated that passive participation like watching television
and movies occupied most of the students leisure time; however,
some of their leisure was spent in talking which in a way is
valuable expression.

When the TV and movie watching was examined

as to content, it was found that these children most frequently
watched such entertainment as cartoons, humor, crime, and western
stories.

This pilot study like mine, established the fact that

children go to television as a manner of using leisure time.
Among other findings there was evidence that among these
students there were needs which could be met in school offerings,
particularly in art education.
perception of self, of the

Some of these were the child's

school~

and of the community; identity,

bilingual and bicultural; orientation and experience in what an
artist does and how one works as an artist to find relationships
in beauty, design, and art qualities.

The school was also in a

position to begin an exploratory search in quality discrimination
:f.n the environment of nature, in man's involvement, and in this
kind of approach be able to attempt cultivating aesthetic preferences.

·•

.
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Not only is this study worthwhile, but it is a valid
approach to meet needs in an ethnographic and sociological
community through art.
As contrasted to my study, this one deals primarily with
a particular strata of underprivileged and some economically
deprived ethnic groups.

Using randomly selected classroom units

in my study, I have included, but have not isolated for study
any particular strata of the population studied.
this, I may or may not have found

s~ilar

Bad l dcae

findings.

Nonetheless,

a future study could prove useful to help such students through
srt education to begin to find active participation in leisv.rt
time activities.
Like my study, thie pilot study pinpointed the. need for
teachers of art to explore children•s interests as a starting
point and to use these as a springboard to which to build
meaningful art experiences.
Pertinently, and more recently, the

a~t

educator's

attention is attracted to social demands arising from the
cultural environmental scene.
education loom before him.
to help

stu~nts

The qualitative aspects of art

It becomes an educational prerogative

find relevance o£ what is doue in school to

their own individual

live.~.

Encouragingly the recent study of

community involvement of fourth grade children living in
scattered urban areas of the United States has been accomplished
and then described by McFee.

(69, pp. 50-69)
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In six different cities:

Atlanta, Los Angeles, Honolulu,

Minneapolis, Phoenix, and Portland, an art educator selected for
this study, a fourth grade teacher in two different schools in
each city.

The condition for select;..on was that one be in a

predominantly lower income, (Group A) and one in a middle income,
(Group B) urban neighborhood.

A training booklet for the

experiment, "A Book about Cities," was used by the twelve teachers
involved for a two-week preparation period.

Two control groups

without the training of teachers also took the tests.
Training booklets concentrated on such issues as:

causes,

forces of shape, form, growth, networks, personal use, order and
variety, experiences in cities, values expressed in cities, what
the individual can do to improve cities, and what city goveruments
do.

Three questions were used for evaluating the outcomes.

Drawings and map drawing together with questionnaires were
employed to gather data.

In the experimental group a 50%,

ran~om

sample was used in describing results; however, for all the
middle income groups the tests were used.
Interestingly, results revealed changes in both groups,
Group A and Group B.

McFee identified implications:

Results suggest that both low and middle income neighborhood
children can learn and transfer concept symbols from "in
school book materials" about a city in general to their
awareness of their own city. They tend to see their cities
differently with the low income group being more socially
concerned and Group n, more concerned with things. Use of
booklet materials made them more alike in their concerns
for cleaning up, rebuilding and neighborhood maintenance.
Some children in both groups showed more concern for parks
and plantings. Group A, became more concerned with

t.;
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environmental and visual characteristics, but maintained
their social concer~s, particularly when asked what they
could do. (69, p. 62-63)
In this Children and Cities Study, it is especially
interesting that the groups revealed more similarity in their
drawings than in their verbal responses.

It brings to light a

phenomenon of great import to the concept that art is communication.

Rather obviously, drawing, as an analytical tool, may be

used as communication more widely than it bas been in the past.
Further, McFee, has this to say of the study:
Perhaps most tmportant of all the ideas that might be
derived from this study is the one that suggests that
merely studying the environment without the inclusion of
social concerns, or social concerns without the inclusion
of environmental awareness will not help ei~ber group of
children become as well prepared to deal with the problems
of the city, as will an attempt to develop both kinds of
concerns. (69, p. 63)
Implications from this study demonstrate well the
feasibility of tmplementation and its extensive educational
value to children through community study of the environment.
It is a great method to heighten awareness, to ponder values,
and to stimulate thinking about environment.
In research studies a number of identifiable tendencies
appear in

&l~t

education.

It is this.

Art educators look to

other disciplines to facilitate research, especially to such
areas as psychology, anthropology, sociology, and philosophy.
Specialists themselves, art educators enlarge their sphere and
increase their competencies to do better what they are already
doing by exploring other fields.
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Through psychology, for instance, the art educator, in
attempting to solve the problem of how children learn, of what
is desirable content, and of child development, thus becomes
involved in looking to the proper source.

Concerned with

perception, the art educator looks to psychology for specific
details.

It is an understatement to say that there are. many

modes of perception used by individuals, but in art the concern
to a greater degree is visual perception which may be learned
and others which may be derived from the personality, as well
as, from the environment of the learner.
To achieve an orderly approach to perception, McFee,
developed the

~rception-Delineation

Theory, directed particularly

toward the perception of children in their prOce·sses in art.

(48)

She combined from educational thought in art and research to
develop a theory after looking to the behavioral sciences.
Through using her theory, the art educator can approach an analysis
of factors wbi.ch affect the creative art experience of children.
However, this theory is so designed that it is not limited to
working with children, but it can be useful also in working with
adults.
Beginning with readiness, the Perception-Delineation theory
is directed at two separate bodies of knowledge and experience
which are:

first, the creation and making of art forms; and

second, the critical analysis of art forms and productions.

In

essence, it enlarges the capacity for making aesthetic judgments
and leads eventually to the appreciation of art forms •

.,, __ ... , ... _._·. -:
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Four distinct factors compose this Perception-Delineation
Theory) and these are briefly:
tion for perception, (2)
(3)

(1)

Overall readiness and prepara-

Psychological and cultural environment,

Information handling, and (4)

Delineation.

Imaginately and creatively Hastie, has given considerable
attention to the Perception-Delineation Theory.
pp. 442-443)
appreciation.

(48) pp. 361-438;

He makes an orderly proposal for a fifth point, namely,
Thereby he expands this theory to a Perception-

Appreciation Theory.

Under this fifth point he would encompass

first, a knowledge and skill of art history related secondly,
to intelligible standards for aesthetic judgment; third, tools
and materials of the artist; fourth, a repertoire of visual
symbols,.language and the intent of the artist as well as other
competencies.

His expansion of the Perception-Delineation Theory

appears deserving of serious exploration and evaluation.

Decidedly

it would bear usefulness to what students go through in welldesigned art lessons, in art experiences.

At the same ttme it

prepares them with procedures to carry out independently.
In surveying the research of the past decade, pertinent
to my study, I find a thread of consciousness that the type of
research that would be useful, that is, the experimental, is
the least available.

But descriptive research which is more

available is the least useful.

(32, XV, No. 9, Dec. 1962, p. 8-10)

In this context, t:ndeed, we must be reminded that in art education
more empirical research was done in the decade prior to 1960,
than was done in the first half of the present century.
this, no

~ne

From

can infer that replication of significant research
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already done is not needed.

In the empirical form, such replica-

tion of studies previously done could be undertaken to develop
theories which are •ssential to encourage better performance.
Though only in a trickle, as compared to the prolific
kinds in other areas, instruments of measurement in art education
have been increasingly emerging in the 1960's.

The little that

bas been accomplished bas not been so much by art educators as
by psychologists, anthropologists, and social scientists.

Like

others, in doing my study, I also through necessity extended my
inquiry to the behavioral sciences.
a constructive one.

Momentarily, the approach is

With increased use of such methods lies the

expectation, future hope if you will, that after a developmental
process, art educators will be prepared to utilize methods and
designs of their own to develop theories of art.
Encouragingly, some of the serious attempts at investigation in art education has been pre-empted by trends outside the
school.

Recently, art education journals are devoting more

space to the publication of research.

We find that regional and

national conferences are devoting increasing amounts of time for
the presentation of art research studies.
Evolving from more knowledge of art and artist, and from
knowledge concerning the learner and his environment, the body
of knowledge for better teaching in art has increased.

Educators

can, if they exert the effort, relate such knowledge to the
nature of art and art activities, which are consistent with the
nature of growth and development of children and youth.

There
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appears to he a growing desire to do this dealing with Bruner's
structure of learning as in a . discovery situation in a spiral
curriculum, that is, building upon a base of interests and
knowledge and expanding to higher powers of performance.
p. 13; p. 52)

(10,

This is being done by dedicated art educators,

honestly and humanely.
Recent trends in art education have a commonalty express.ed
in a new and renewed emphasis for the teaching of art.
Extensive research in creativity bas been helpful to
teachers in helping them to understand that it cannot be taught.
Rather that it is a task of setting conditions under which
creativity occurs:
emotional.

physical, psychological, intellectual,

Some regard it as a complex of processes:

perception,

tmagination, experience.
Studies in
of perception.
perception.
drawn:

~rception

have been in-depth studies of phases

In tr1e past the empbas is has been on visual

From this viewpoint art works of three groups are

products of the imagination, creations of fantasy, and

works of direct perceptual experiences. Today much thought is
~iven

to the tactile, known as the touch perception.
More stress is placed on aesthetic judgment which empha-

sizes permanent values - the "all pervasive one," as applied to
objects of art.

There is a growing interest in ar!_history as

an essential component of the art curriculum.
Art is more and more viewed as communication or a form
of transmission.

As such it communicates values, order, illusion,

and an expression in symbols.
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A new art appreciation stresses the learner's efforts and
their relationships to past and present artistic achievementB by
great artists.

Administrative reorganization toward junior high

school pattern require specialist art teachers,

wb~

are better

prepared to do this task.
Further administrative reorganization is taking place, both
nationally and locally.

Through the Superintendent of Schools,

Dr. George Young, a special task force meeting from April 5
through April 16, 1971, was set up in St. Paul.

This task force

set up objectives, planned an organization for a Learning Opportunities Program and made proposals. for cluster models.

Plans were

made for elementarx junior high school, and senior high school
clusters. The task force recommends the operation of Pilot Centers
for elementary clusters set up for the school year 1971-1972.

In

each, among several offerings, will be an aesthetic environment
center which aims at such art activities as:

sculpturing, pottery,

ceramics, acrylic painting, water color, scenery making, and
costume making.

Recommended learning programs for art at the

junior high school level include an equestrian academy including
an art and craft center for pottery, ceramics, jewelry, weaving
and leather.

This Learning Opportunities Program is designed

with many objectives including those of art education.

Elsewhere

similar innovations are attempted.
Following expanded national programs, museums in the local
area are working with the public, private, and parochial schools,
to develop art programs in their attempts to reach more people,

•',"
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and to reach them early, to enrich lives through art.

Such

institutions as the Minneapolis Institute of Art and the Walker
Art Center, also in Minneapolis, have many specially designed
programs to serve the Twin City Area Schools.

In St. Paul, are

the Minnesota Arts and Science Center, the St. Paul Gallery, and
the Musical Instrument Museum. all offering tours and participatory
programs open to the schools.

The contribution that local and

national museums make through loan exhibits and direct involvement activities bas a great impact on motivation for satisfying
art experiences.

From this tremendous movement it can be antici-

pated that great interaction between museum offerings and the
school art classes will be far reaching in present and future
learnings in art.

Beginning during the years in school, more

people can experience that which was once the property of the
elite.

This trend holds promise for wider expansion in the

future.
Closely associated with the art curriculum is the culture
in which the educational institution exists.

As institutional

authority in this culture gives way to present change, in art
education too, art transcends formal rules and binding observances
for good or ill.

It behooves the art educator to clarify relation-

ships among the verbal, manipulative, and visual aspects of
experience as they affect teaching in appreciation and aesthetic
pursuits.

With rapidly changing cultural forces and values, the

art educator in his unique way can bring to his craft organization
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and an opportunity for experiences and thereby give depth and
quality to the art

expe~ience

of students.

(61, pp. 314-319)

More than others engaged in education, teachers of arts
and crafts can practice simultaneously with their students toward
aesthetic judgments, in sincere and thoughtful self-expression,
and in genuine and humane feelings.
Honest feeling will gradually and enlargingly reduce
conformity.

Compassionate understanding will yield both sympathy

and empathy, qualities so important to counteracting competition
so prevalent in present day society.
Above all, the art teacher's purpose is to increase to the
greatest possible degree for all learners, regardless of individual
capacities, the contribution which self-expression and creative
art experiences can make to their living.

It is the task of

developing knowledge, appreciations, and comprehensions pertaining to the field of art, developing s.kill to express one's self
,dth materials and, in discovering and developing talent.
Change is, of course, the mark of life itself.

The

capacity to evolve is a manifestation of vital energy, the
striving for development of mau's innermost powers.

As we have

experienced, the response to change of those working in the media
such as radio, television, slides, films, and objects has been
of unsurpassed vigor.

Their work stands as forceful and in-

fluential impacts to hasten change.
Therefore, it appears highly practical and appropriate
to utilize to the fullest the communications media for social
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reconstruction in ways that are acceptable and humane.

(61,

PP• 314-319)
Recently the American Association of Museums, after
preliminary study, seized the opportunity to use modern communications media in their broader and more relevant communication roles
in education.

In their efforts to extend education to all strata

of the population, whether art-oriented or not, museums are
offering highly potential forms for dynamic learning situations
that reach out into the community.

Naumer, describes this

educational role of the Fort Worth MUseum of Science and History
as successful.

(75, PP• 14-16)

Simultaneously, sensitive educators perceive the advantageous utilization of auditory, visual, and manipulative avenues
to learning to stimulate awareness, to kindle self-expression,
and to encourage aesthetic feeU.ng. Art teachers, especially
whose task is indirectly, and directly involved in communication
in practicing their craft, view such approaches as pertinent to
social reconstruction.

They find the necessity to act is crucial

if art education is to be relevant to contemporary life. Many
social issues demand it.

More humane attitudes and an ordering

of priorities are required to relate education toward presentday issues -- life
and the like.

sty~es,

ecology, crime, poverty, war, sex,

This being so, new watchwords of democracy

emerge in educational jargon -- first, relevance; later,
accountability.

Educators stirred by inherent implications of

such terminology hastened to assume leadership roles to open

' ·,
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doors to new vistas in their professional endeavors.

Art educators

are assuredly aware that they can be in command of unltmited
strategies to help develop solutions not only for the culturally
deprived, but for all students.
Conceptions surface, to be sure, to alleviate the human
condition in many aspects of human life -- the state of the
economy, leisure, love and sex, religion, space, ttme, war; and
work, to name a few.

Some newer conceptions manifest themselves

in pop art, mod music, the dance, theater, literary expression,
and dress fashion.

what was at first an unfamiliar aura in

cultural environmer.-t is presently becoming the familiar.

~he

Audi·o

and visual communil!ation hs.stened the impact in the cbaug·a1!
Likewise, in art education, tha same audio and vist\al
communications can be employed to hasten social reconstruction.
To bring about relevancy of art to the social context Lanier,
presents what appears to be a workable concept for curriculum
design:
---It is that there is no absolute distinction, no difference
in kind between the ·popular and the fine arts today. Both
are capable of eliciting aesthetic response. One might,
if one wished, place both forms within a hierarchial
continuum, claiming a higher level or quality of response
from one or the other~ But one cannot deny them a basic
community of function. (61, p. 315)
From this idea he presents the alternative to use an
audio-visual oriented curriculum for the elementary, junior,
and senior high school.

Beginning with the use of already

produced films, selectively chosen, he proposes that students
''anAlyze and produce slide tape sequences, multi-media p;:oograms,
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television tapes, single photographs, and photographic essays."
Then be would proceed to fostering student created audio-visual
forms.

The aims, of course, are to explore, "the ne'W patterns

of human relationships in vehicles charged with emotive meanings."

(61, p. 319)
From this option to find practical solution, it comes to
mind that numerous art forms which the individual encounters
in.the social environment are more or less succinctly the interpretation of the world through another's sensib:i.lities.

It

becomes clear., that to explore these various interpretations,
it is necessary to enlist a cooperative teacher - student
exploration toward problem solving.with determination to elicit
human understanding of contemporary issues.

The exploration

and hoped for inspiration to act that visual and auditoey media
engender cannot be overlooked in the art curriculum.

Because

such an approach attempts to bring humane feelings into the open,
it can elicit, even generate, kindness, empathy, and personal
acceptance among human beings of diverse backgrounds and origins.
In a paper in 1962, Barkan described emerging transitions
which were taking place witnin both theory and practice in art
education.

First of course, was the progressive "child centered"

one; later in the sixties, was what he described as the cognent
revolution sometimes cha1•acterized as subject or discipline
centered.

(2, pp. 12-18)

Since 1968, there emerged another

transition, perhaps a backlash to the cognitive movement
accompanied by a search for relevance, "the affective.''
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More recently, Efland observed and analyzed the current
climate in which teachers work:
On the other side of the profession we have yet another
picture. First, there is a wholesale rejection of anything
that smacks of rational inquiry both among many of the young
people involved in the pursuit of art, and among many of
their teachers. Matters like art criticism, aesthetics,
and art history are rejected outright as irrelevant because
they do not yield something deemed an "authentic experience"
which they. believe can be had only.in direct confrontation
with art, especially with its making. Rational inquiry,
they· 'believe, demeans aes.tbetic experience. We have, in
effect, a cognitive backlash. (28, p. 18)
Again with

anot~erviewpoint

when·he deals with Lanier's

concept, (61, pp. 314-319), of abandoning the present curricula

for the affective use of tbe c0n1mtinications media, Ecker pleads
for the interrelating of affective at1d cognitive learning.
Further, Ecker has this to say when be refers to the state of.
polarity and resulting viewpoints:
Art teachers and others interested in the education and
well-being of young people must take much more seriously
than they have:what I shall call "the.structure of affect"
- the dynamic forms more broadly,·. the contours and direction
and significance of the qualitative life they are learning
to live. I emphasize the word structure, here, because
I believe we are dealing with the beginnings of a "counter
culture" which already has not only its own music and dress
and morality, but also its distinctive literature and
history, its symbols and mythology, its art and politics
- all rooted in the affective nature system. · (24)
As the problem becomes rather clear, we identify an
urgency to make the search for a meaningful
art education.

cur~iculum

in
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II.

REVIEW OF THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND

DEVELOPMENT OF INTEREST IN
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITY

Education is concerned with life as a whole.

Art

Education, an important phas·e of education, has as one of its
main purposes the development of individuals for wholesome
living.

tiholesome living includes not only satisfying w9rk
"

but also satisfying and, enjoya'9le leisure.

(45, pp. 10-11;

13-21)
There is no paucity of literature on the subject of
leisure time; however, this is derived largely from opinion,
conjecture, and logic.

The research undergone has been

general; some has been.carried on in physical .education, and
only recently a couple of studies have been conducted in
industrial arts.

I have been unable to find a research study

of the art curriculum and its leisut·e time goal.
As early as the time of Plato and Aristotle foremost
thinkers struggled with the leisure of man.

Plato in The

Republic dealt with the subject in a negative criticism of the
democratic man in whom he saw the counterpart of a democracy.
(16, pp. 284-286)

Aristotle believed man existed for his leisure.

Later Shakespeare perceived the power of leisure time and
utilized his observation creatively in Richard II:
I wasted time
And now doth time waste me.
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In the year 1918, the Educational Policies Commission
stated "Education for Leisure" as one of the Seven Cardinal
Principles of Education.

(13, p. 9)

For example, the National

Education Association's Commission of the Reorganization of
Secondary Education listed seven objectives towards which the
school should atm:

health, command of the fundamental processes

of learning, worthy home membership, vocational efficiency, civic
participation, worthy use of leisure ttme, and ethical character.
(13, pp. 11-16)

This leisure principle

~plied

that education

should equip the individual to secure from his leisure the
enhancement of body, mind, and emotions as well as the enlargement and enrichment of his personality.

This objective, more

specifically, called for the ability to uti.lize the common means
of enjoyment, such as art, music, drama, and literature, as well
as social intercourse, together with the fostering in each
individual one or more avocational interests.
The leisure objective persisted as a significant one
through the economic perils of the Depression of the Thirties,
and through the World 'Har II, and maintained its importance
when the Commission on

Am~rican

City Education issued its first

statement of needs in 1944, "the ten imperative needs of youth. ' 1
In fact, this objective is reiterated

itl

two of the needs, thus:

All youth need opportunities to develop their capacities to
appreciate beauty in literature, art, music, and nature.
All youth need to be able to use their leisure time well
and to budget it wisely; balancing activities that yield
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satisfactians to the individual with those that are socially
useful. (27, p. 216)
What the school fails to do in meeting these objet•tives
in developing general competence for life will, by and large,
remain undone.

In terms of the school, art education has a

role to play if such tasks are to be accomplished.
Because of the nature of art education, it voluntarily
assumes these functions as its aims whether the work is organized
instruction, extra-curricular or co-curricular.

Gayne made

the observation in his treatment of extra-curricular activities:
Education is faced with the problem of encouraging higher
standards in the use of leisure time. As art is a prolific
source for hobbies, conditions which help to establish
creative leisure time interests provide one of the best
methods for encouraging wholesome patterns of action that
will persist outside of school. {40, p. 42)
Whitehead substantiated the importance of these objectives

--

in his Aims of Education as follows:
It would, however, require no very great effort to use our
schools to produce a population with some love of music,
some enjoyment of drama, and some joy in beauty of form
and color. (92, p. 52)
He continued to discuss the part that art and literature should
play in a healthy organized nation and pointed out:
Art and literature have not merely au indirect effect on
the main energies of life. Directly, they give vision. The
world spreads wide beyond the deliveries of material senses,
with subtleties of reaction and with pulses of emotion.
Vision is the necessary antecedent of emotion. Vision is
the necessary antecedent to control and to direction. In
the contest of which in its final issues will be decided
in the workshops and not on the battlefield, the victory
will belong to those who are masters of stores of strained
nervous energy, working under conditions favorable to
growth. One such essential condition is art. (92, p. 68)
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In 1958, de Fransesco examined the current literature as
well as curricular guides.

He later summarized the general and

leisure time function of art education.

Although he did not

find theory and practice in harmony, he did find a thread of
similarity of concepts which were in agreement.

Be stated his

findings:
Teachers (of art) are recognizing more clearly the close
relationships between the commonplace human activities and
art activities.
• • • art activities in the school should be organized so
that the students will receive a foundation which they can
draw upon later.
If art work is organized in such terms as the home, the
community, the school, and the individual, the program
will have vitality and be applied to real experiences
and situations. (18, pp. 84-85)
His final observation of function, as a matter of fact, closely
resembles the plan of organization of the Minnesota Guide for
Instruction in Art.

(45, pp. 20-25)

Be continued:

These functions or experience areas are: art in personal
living (including correct dress, poise, skill in social
dancing), enjoyment of the fine arts, and expression as
a leisure time activity; art in the planning, equipping,
and beautifying the home; art in the selection of consumer products; and art in the community life. (18, pp. 84-85)
More recently the attention directed toward human relations
has initiated a search into the field of art for potentials for
a more humane existence for man.

Art is recognized as a vital

necessity to humanity and freedom in both required and leisure
time

pur~uits.

M. F. Ashley Montagu summed it up:

'

RP ,_

I

'

,'

.

'

'

'
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In_~aying that art is one of the functions of human life,
it is not being implied that a~t represents the realization
of a biological drive or that there is such a thing as an
art instinct. It is suggested that art constitutes a learned
behavior of human beings by means of which, in a particular
manner, they endeavor to embrace the world -- to take what
they can of it, and to give it what they are able of themselves.

To say that art does not represent the realization of a
biological drive toward activity is not the same thing as
saying that art does not help one to realize one's biological drives. Indeed, the evidence is considerable that
the practice of art and, to a lesser extent its appreciation,
very significantly helps the person to a more efficient
development of his biological drives and potentialities.
If this is so, then the teaching of art becomes an indispen!Jable part of the education of the human being. (73,
pp. 43-44)
It is from the objectives and underlying philosophy
that the assumption may be made that the success of any
educational program lies in its effect upon behavior in those
situations which the
student face.

~rogram

has been designed to help the

If the program has among its purposes

tha~

of

educating for the worthwhile use of leisure, it is a failure
unless the person who is passing through this program shows
through his behavior a pattern of well chosen leisure time
pursuits.

It is usually through behavior that the success or

failure of an educational program can be established.

Barkan

stated it this way:
Art education must ultimately be
it has on the things children do
their way of life. They come to
of the attitudes toward the arts
of our culture. (1, p. 24)

judged by the effects
-- their behavior and
school imbued with many
that are characteristic

It follows that if the educational values of art education are
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to be derived by the students who participate in the program,
then art educators must weigh the activities as conducive and
as unfavorable to participation.

In terms of available activities,

art educators need to know what the activities are in which
students display an interest and to what degree they extend
those interests into leisure.
The question of how well the school is adapting its
art program to the needs of students, on the one hand, and to
the demands of contemporary life, on the other, has been
approached in a number of ways.

Analysis of atms have occupied

an tmportent position in such appraisals, and appropriately so,
for first there must be a conscious recognition of functions,
especially of the newly emerging functions of the art curriculum.

The rigorous self-questioning that this approach imposes

is a desired condition and has pointed out in an astonishing
manner the disorganized nature of other educational developments.
That the field of this inquiry be extended to include
direct investigation of the students themselves -- their interests,
enjoyments, and activities -- seems a reasonable approach.

Instead

of making the common assumption that the objectives of the teacher
or the contents of the curriculum result in desirable patterns
of choices and activities in living, this more direct procedure
makes the student chiefly the test of the art curriculum.
Though processes are not neglected, the attention is shifted
from process to product.

The use of this method will not
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culminate in a set of established goals for art education; it
simply suggests the character of the leisure contribution made
today to the education of youth by the art curriculum.
In this country, our Puritan heritage, contemptable of
leisure as being synonymous with sin, has colored our mores.
This heritage blended with a contempt of the European leisure
class resulted in the emulation of arduous toil as the destiny
of man.

As a result, one often hears the comment that indus-

trialization and technology emancipated man from his struggle
to overcome nature, but at the same time it was unable to free
him from his own nature -- human nature.
tion is one that is often made lightly.

This common generalizaAshley Montagu took

exception to it when he defined human nature as he regards it:
What we have traditionally understood as human nature,
and what we understand human nature to be to this day,
is not our genetic endowment, which may be called primary
potential human nature, but the expression of the potentialities constituting that endowment under the influence
of the human environment, that is, secondary human nature.
It is secondary human nature that we know as human nature,
and this human nature is not built in but is encultured
into us. Primary human nature we see overtly in the early
infant's expression of the basic needs -- and generally we
see in them only what we are prepared to see. (73, p. 137)
Yankee ingenuity has characterized us as a nation, but
this was more or less confined to making a living rather than
to play and self-fulfillment.

Now that industrialization and

technology have made us a nation with time on our bauds, we
need more than Yankee ingenuity to guide us in using leisure
time on a larger scale than has ever been

•;'.

·:

....

kno~n

to man.
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Educators became aware of this during the depression.

The

leisure of idleness forced by unemployment became a task of the
schools.

Several studies from this era emerged.

However, the

emphasis was primarily on physical education, sports, and
out-door activities since the innovation of the activity movement
in the schools was construed to denote the physical aspects of
activity.

Economic conditions left the fine arts vulnerable

and this resulted in the curtailment of costs, particularly the
elimination of art and music departments as well as decreased
allotments for libraries.
On

the other hand these very conditions justified a grant

from the Carnegie Foundation to start the Owatonna Art Project,
1933-1940, a community service study to counteract the thesis
that American towns are not inspiring.

Although Dean Haggerty,

was not an arts man, he had great foresight and sensibilities.
It was his conception of "Art as a way of life" that accomplished
three objectives in the Owatonna Art Project:

(1) it provided

material for immediate activity; (2) it used the school as a
laboratory; and (3} it developed public relations by its involvement of an entire community in art.

Significant today, as when

he made it, his statement of art and human needs is a workable
one for the leisure objective.
Art as a cult may be a hindrance rather than an aid to art
as a way of life, and it clearly seems to be so in many cases.
The teacher's art must be that of the broad and crowded
avenues of life, the home, the factory and the market place.
It is this conception that must be classified and dramatized
in concrete ways, if art is to take its place in t.he schools
as a major and vital part of cultural education. (46, p. 43)
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On the national scene World War II, changed the dilemma of
leisure time, and again work with concentrated effort restored
the place of arduous toil.

The

afte~ath

of the war became a

period of criticism of the schools.

In this criticism leisure

time pursuits received their share.

Yet some of this was forth-

right and honest -- based on fact finding; some was derrogatory
and even malicious.
However, before the last war, as the Depression waned,
research began to appear.

The American Youth Commission in a

general survey of Maryland Youth found that idleness of youth
in leisure time was "inversely proportional to their grade
attainment be;fore leaving school." The study pointed out the·
educational and therapeutic values of leisure time activities
and called attention to the fact that public provision of both
facilities and leadership b&ve lagged behind the needs.

(7,

PP• 159-189)
Another systematic investigation employing interviews
to explore leisure time pursuits of out of school youth
asserted a need for direct guidance for the use of leisure

t~e

as evidenced in the status of youth leaving school.
Examination of the leisure time pursuits of these pupils
indicates that many of the constructive activities begun
in school are left off as soon as the pupils leave school.
It is apparent that neither the school nor adult organizations in local communities make any systematic effort to
encourage out-of-school youth to continue activities begun
in school. (26, P• 301)
Again the situation seemed paradoxical as one reads:

. r• :.~ • ,,,.'; ·• , .~ ·., :' .". '
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While there are some healthy signs of achievement in the
field of leisure time education, as illustrated by the
number of active musicians and the number of reading
worthwhile magazines, most of the information provided
by the interviews would indicate that the leisure time
interests of these former pupils do not reflect the best
kind of training that might hs.ve been given. (26, p. 301)
Yet this study of general leisure time pursuits pointed out
the contention of earlier students of

leisu~e

that the use of

l.eisure may be either an asset or a liability.
Pace used a questionnaire method in his study of leisure
habits of college graduates and confirmed the Regents• Inquiry
that much improvement was desired from our educational system.
The sameness of interests and tastes characterized this group
as was characteristic of the upper middle class.

The only

difference was vocational; otherwise the college graduate was
described as follows:
In his leisure time he is most likely to be found in a
rather passive or spectator role -- reading, listening
to the radio, or going to the movies. He is not likely
to take any active part in sports or hobbies. While he
enjoys his t~ual activities, there are many activities
he seldom engages in that he claims to enjoy very much.
All in all this typical young adult pr~sents a rather
pleasant picture of comfortable upper-middle class
existence.· (78, pp. 46-47)
This study listed magazines read, such as Reader's
Digest,

~'

Housekeeping,

Saturdai Evening Pos; Collier's American, Good
Cosmopolita~

and Ladies Home Journal, magazines

widely sold by popularly systematized subscription and sales
plans, and which are below the standards of those that educators
would prescribe for their literary quality.

Also the study
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pointed out that conversation-wise college graduates seldom
discussed philosophy or religion and to a great degree were
indifferent to the arts.

(78)

This raised questions as to

whether education for the use of leisure ttme should be

starte~.

early and whether another kind of orientation in that area was
in order.
About a decade later the

~~~tieth

Yearbook of the National

Society for the Study of Education appeared and was the society:s
first one to be devoted to art.

The predominant theme was func-

tional art in the lives of everyone.

Leisure time education

merited consideration by Tannahill who contended:
In our present civilization, with work hours shortened and
free time lengthened, the school's duty is to help lift
recreation from mere idling and misuse of time to worthy
employment during leisure hours. This function of the
school, to provide the right kind of pleasure for free
hours, is as important as any other function. The active
mind must be busily engaged in some understanding, and if
it finds no attractive worthy outlets, it will find unfruitful, if not socially undesirable ways of expressing
its impulses. In numerous ways art can supply delightful
pastimes and fields of expression, and it is in the junior
high school, before the law allows the withdrawal of boys
and girls from the school, that such activities might well
be put before them. (86, pp. 517·518)
At the time of the preparation of this yearbook the status
of the arts in public education bad not been sufficiently articulated
and the yearbook was a milestone in art education.

It involved

leaders among artists, art educators, and those in industries
embracing the arts.

Art education had not emerged from being

considered an idle pastime by many people.
demands discipline,

intellige~e,

That creative art

and high order planning more or

less luminated the minds of the confused.
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Although recent research in leisure has been in fields
other than art, it does serve as a catalyst for the whole leisure
problem as it concerns education.

Five recent studies have

accomplished this.
Danovitz used equivalent groups method of comparison of
540 boys who bad been employed as apprentices between the years
1900 and 1956, by the Aluminum Company of America, new Kensington
Workse

(17)

Of the 347 boys who had completed the firm's

apprenticeship training, he drew equated groups of 60 of those
who had a general education course in secondary school and 60
who had had vocational or pre-apprenticeship

traini~g.

The

vocational graduate had greater success in completing the firm's
apprenticeship in shopwork and attained the same level in
mathematics.
t~e

Danovitz found no msjor differences in leisure

activities, howevere

synthesis of the dual

a~s

The value of his study is in the new
of education -- for work and for leisure.

Vendian conducted a carefully designed study of girls in
grades ten, eleven and twelve.

Using the random sampling technique,

she selected eighty-six schools from Class A,B,C, and D schools
in representative geographic areas in Michigan and obtained her
data from the questionnaire method.

Vendian found in the total

physical education program fifty per cent or more of Michigan
high school girls reporting in eight different activities, one
ir1dividual and dual sport, three team sports, two gymnastic
activities, one rhythmic activity, and one recreational game.
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She gave further results bas.ed on the physical education program.
She concluded that outing activities, recreational games, and
swimming proved to be the popular leisure time activities.

She

discovered a higher correlation between the out-of-class program
with leisure time than in the class-conducted one.

(90)

Not

relevant to art education, this study is one attempt in education
to tackle the problem of leisure· time orientation in education.
Shivers designed his study to define and establish principles
of recreation through' a normative- critical analysis embodying the
historical method.

Upon careful analysis of his definition, I

find that be approached, instead, a closer definition of leisure.
Recreation is defined in terms of human behavior. It is
any. consummatory experience, non-debilitating in character,
leading in clear-cut. thought- or action. As a human experience it has thus been bro.v.dened from restrictive definitions
to include potentially all human activities. Since in this
light, the implications for education, both professional and
lay, are tremendously enlarged. (83, p. 292)
Shivers' study contributed to bringing the definition of recreation up to date in terms of sociological and cultural change.
Biedler used documentary research, observation, correspondence, field experience, critical analysis, and interpretation to
picture a position of industrial arts education relative to its
recreational function.

He presented findings through analysis of

position, potential, and function.

The study is significant in

view of the recent trend of a related arts program in many schools
in which art and industrial arts are integrated.

On

the other hand,

the study is based largely upon subjective evidence and the use of

. ·.~
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modern tools of research is conspicuously absent. The indirect
approach to internally disciplined leisure ttme

pursuit~,

so crucial

in leisure, is neglected while the externally directed "education as
a force" so characteristic of recreationist theory is emphasized.
The relativity in position, potential, and function, itself, makes
the problem awkward for objective treatment.

(8)

In 1955, R. Clyde White made a study of social class
differences in leisure.

(91, pp. 145-150)

census tracts in Coyahoga County.
of families.

The sample was fourteen

He obtained 673 usable schedules

Analysis of data for four classes, upper middle,

lower middle, upper lower, and lower lower, was presented.
were interviewed by a random method.

Families

In this study the amount of

leisure for upper lower class boys was found to be 8.5 hours and
for upper middle class boys 8.1 hours, whereas for similar classi•
fications for girls the ttme was 8.4 and 7.1 hours.

Only for the

girls was the difference statistically significant.

Chi square

tests of correspondence at the

5

per cent level between the

observation and expectancy were made separately for males and
females in various age groups.
The inferences made that children and adolescents are less
aware of or habituated to social class behavior in leisure than
are those eighteen years of age and older should have a bearing
upon the experiences provided in the school curriculum.

Class

differences may or may not become fixed before maturity and consequently it appears that early

planni~g

and orientation could

bring about desirable changes in leisure behavior.
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Although the leisure ttme objective of education has
persisted in the literature of American education as long ago
as the time of Henry Barnard, educators themselves, have been
the last to deal with the subject in researcl1 and theory.
has been accomplished has been the work of
ogists, and social psychologists.

philosophers~

What
psychol-

Nowhere in education has there

been a careful formation of policies and a mode of action for
duofold objectives for activities in school t'bat can be carried
out as self-initiated leisure time activities.
In times of rapid change, particularly, there is an acute
need for leisure time education·on a school-oriented level.
Nevertheless, such has not been the contribution of educators.
Rather, they have backed away from facing the

issue~

Teachers voluntarily discuss the philosophy of play or
leisure time pursuits, but they refrain from attacking the
subject in a scholarly fashion.

The work that has been done is

largely by other agencies than the school.

Yet this leisure time

objective ineorporates an ideal to enhance the living process of
the whole individual:

excellence in personal fulfillment and

self-expression of the real self related to ultimate reality or
worth.

It is in his leisure that the individual discovers the

potential of his full powers.

We need to develop leisure to its

greater depth rather than rationalize mere recreational reasons
for it.
Because leisure is a problem peculiar to Western Civilization, much has been done in European countries from which we can
learn, from Muraika.

(74)

'
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·
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In other areas of Europe surveye and studies yield data,
which when interpreted, are followed up with treatment of
symptoms of cultural disfunction.

The literature deals with severe

depression and suicide, a final act of self-rejection, as well as
with many of the manifestations of boredom.

Because the problem

of man&ging leisure time is peculiar to Western Civilization it
has become an issue for concentrated focus, as in Dumazedier' s
work with youth groups.

(89)

Here in our own country the problem is becoming severely
enlarged. Many manifestations of symptoms surround us, such as
the housewife drifting ir~t.o ·alcoholism; the juvenile getting
into trouble, even drugs; the retired person withdrawing from
society only to waste away.

Then there are workers indoctrinated

from childhood about the urgency of work who ofttmes moonlights
when it is even unnecessary.

Countless others succumb to con-

sumerism as a reaction to programmed advertising which directs
the buyer to purchase leisure in packaged attractions.

Few of

the above mentioned involvements or approaches produce happiness
or enjoyments which are ultimately satisfying.

Instead, these are

almost futile attempts to alleviate boredom rather than realizing
a human potential of enjoyment.
As I have attempted in my study, we can research, evaluate,
and apply what knowledge we can obtain to examine leisure with
searching questions of what is real, what is useful knowledge, and
what is goodness.

Leisure presents the opportunity for the

individual to find his best self, his real self, and his creative
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self, as well as, later, his fulfilled self.

The teacher can

present means to exploit it to the fullest for the child.
Using leisure wisely for general self-realization has a
greater potential than is generally assumed.

First we cannot

escape the benefit to self, but we must identify what leisure can
become in terms of the individual's work.
require exacting effort and time.

Most accomplishments

Often the indispensable bit of

creativity or insight that makes a work superior almost always
happens during moments of relaxation and leisure.

At times

inaction is action of the highest power - intuitive discovery.
Not only in artistic inspiration but also in scientific
discoveries and invention, ideas are arrived at when the individual removes himself from work and starts toying with an idea.
Man unto himself with his own time is capable of such moments
of ecstasy and joy; yet in fostering his own individual growth,
he contributes to all mankind.
As we shall see, the concept of play or leisure bas
somewhat evolved to a newer acceptance, after psychologists
paved the way.

Today play is thought of as being harmless and

good rather than wicked and sinful.

Presently it lies outside

of the realm of morals, where it has always been, more or less,
for children.
Children spend untold hours engrossed in
with emotion and fantasy.

play-t~e

filled

It is constructive in that they make

discoveries about themselves and their environment, bow to
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experiment with various roles, and work out in fantasy many ideas.
Without guilt or fear of loss of anything, they are themselves honest and human.

As they use play in at·t, hand, body and mind

work together for creativity.

Pleasures derived from art are

often carried into play when children are left to themselves.
Somewhat gradually the capacity for play is diminished
as children are initiated into groups whose backdrop is institutionalized control embodying the emphasis of work, competition,
restrictions, and censure.
for play.

Such conditions suppress the capacity

New stresses bound up with rules, obedience, and rewards

supplant play to emphasize other goals.

Before long the capacity

for play 1s weakened and in some cases it is crowded out of
reality.

When this happens some effort needs to be made to

provide opportunities for self-renewal and restoration through
meaningful self-identifying activities.
To capitalize on this play - character of art, mentioned
previously, "the media" frequently when publicizing exhibitioilS,
art criticism, art-related lectures and the like exploit the play
aspect of art and artists.

Such unjustified intrigue to engage

audiences need to be identified for tbe superficiality that it
is when speaking of artists and their work.

Art is a serious

and intricate endeavor not a free reign of playful whims.

''•'
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III.

REFERENCES TO THE PRESENT SCENE

Appropriate to understanding influences on art, art
curriculum, and leisure time pursuits a reference is made to the

By the

present cultural context.

~ature

of their work artists,

to a degree, commonly blend tasks related to their work with
leisure time pursuits.

Work and leisure time activities become

intimately associated.

It

is for such reasons that a descriptive

cultural presentation is treated here. as an isolated example
which, more or less, reflects the tempo, mood, and conflicts in
present day life.

Conflicting viewpoints.are only. natural in

an age which advocates pe!s,on.al se~r~h and self-discovery, and
further holds to the democratic principles of original pursuit.
As recently as this June, the Society of Illustrators met
in New York.

(63, p. 40-44)

Here these artists found a new kind

of "apocalyptic symbolism taking over."

In a similar fashion the

modern mood of environmental alarm pervaded the Society's annual
scholastic competition.

Entries of contestants \~ere visual symbols

of, R. Burminster Fuller's words, ·~e are all astronauts for we
live aboard a very little spaceship, illogically called earth."
It seemed that the final culmination of change in the
last twenty years, a change greater than found in any period of
American life, had arrived.
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Both artists themselves and television imagery hastened
the intense outburst.

Recently, to speak in the vernacular of

the trip, we are able to say that younger artists, who are not so
arduously disciplined, through a mind-blowing mix can utilize
high color and random materials, from those produced in diversity
and abundance as never known before.

The unpredictable flashes

before us from such a mix:

assemblage, collage, unusual poster

technique, montage - more.

New materials spring from many sources:

acrylics, spray cans, wood blocks, crushed tin cans, plastics,
styrofoam, dayglo colors, and others.
us deeply into the senuousness of

~

New collaborations submerge
nouveau.

Incorporating the new permissiveness with the abundance
of materials, artists explore art potentials to the fullest in
communicating.

Old solutions to solve new problems do not fit

for these artists any more than they do in the overall present
culture.
The use of the new, often novel, is upon us.
macabre alongside the fine.

We see the

More discrimination than ever is

needed to state preferences, and to make choices as we view the
ever increasing servile art as contrasted to free art. Means of
evaluation must be used for scientific concepts regarding space,
light, matters, and movement may profoundly alter style.

Aesthetic

judgment becomes highly necessary if we hope to be a people where
more and more will be able to understand and desire the best.
Until recently, illustrations artists have portrayed,
11

the goodness of America," but this myth is being challenged
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everj~here;

so artists too become part of the throngs of dis-

believers.

They find themselves at the threshold of their

conscience.

This drives them to make choices.

Quite naturally

their choices are colored by how they construe their self-images
and how they view their craft.

Among them there are those who

have found rich illustrative experiences in designing for textbooks, magazines, paperbacks, and record album jackets - all forms
of servile art.

Others have chosen to go their own way enjoying

freedom from dictation from art directors or business management
. to live as artists true to a way of life, and struggling for
self-realization.
More, rather tbar fewer, artists are at present employed
in illustration and in a greater variety of ways.

Yet it becomes

increasingly difficult for them to find identitv as they work in
servile art.

This !!:! nouveau may become self-destroying if the

artist's interpretation interjects a communications barrier between
as author and his passively-participating consumer.
Currently another "twist" comes to mind.

Nostalgia is

sweeping through our secondary culture as is found in the youth
movement.

Such nostalgia attracts younger artists into their

unique participation, known as "doing their own thing." A novel
collaboration of new forms to express nostalgic themes becomes
popular - Broadway Musicals, re~ords of the 1930's, vintage comic
strips, discarded fashions, posters of days gone by, and even
old religious themes.

This nostalgia may be saying something.

We need only to listen.

We ask, "Is this a last closing farewell
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of an

e~a,

or is it a ripple with discernable overtones of that

which is simple, recognizable,

b~lieveable,

human?"

Cha~acteristics

are movement, color, flight; but again we ask, "To where'l"
The above isolated example of what is

occur~ing

in the

activities of illustration artists is drawn from a larger cultural
context in present day American life.

Because our schools exist

in the cultural context and are • reflection of society, such
influences affect directly and indirectly art education, and
leisure time functions in education.

Advancement of culture

relies upon the growth of integrated individuals.
the task of art

education~

Renee it is

an area of education, to help integrate

individuals to f1.t best into present and future cultural patterns
both in chosen work pursuits and leisure pastimes.
But when the thrust of change is almost overwhelming to
many, as the thrust is today, the pattern of living accelerates
almvse Ynconsciously to a point where accepted

ide~ls

collide;

the school needs to take a close look at whnt it is doing and
how it can meet waves of change.

Reich, dramatically, bat witb

elements of fundamental truths critizes our schools:
Consumer tra1.uing in school consists of preventing the
format~on of individual consciousness, taste, aesthetic
stanc:h:r.rds, self-knowledge, and .the abilit~· to create one's
own satisfactions. Solitude, ~~parateness, undirected t1me,
and silence, which are necessa~ for consciousness, are not
permitted. Groups are encouraged to set values, inhibiting
the growth of self·knowledge. Since activity and initiative
are ~he key to finding one's own standards and satisfactions,
the child is taught p9.ssivity, so that it must depend for
satisfaction on what is provided by the society. Thus the
child is taught to depend on the fun of cheering for the

'

f,;!

I

'

•

'

•

•

'

•

!

'
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basketball team, rather tl1an spending the sar-Je two hours
searching for some individual interest. (80, p. 142)
Obviously, in this kind of school environment the child's
loss of self is almost inescapable.

Optimistically the art

curric•.1lum implemented by good teaching baa potential for salvaging what as Reich calle, ''The self-tbat ..might-bave-been."

(80)

It seem& to be an essential requisite today, in expectations of even more accelerating change, that it is urgent to
prepare learners in out' schools in both their work goals and
leis~re

time pursuits through a process which is future oriented

to change.

Such orientation requires a new kind of creative

teaching - a kind for which no textbooks are designed.

By the

nature of their calling, art educators, perhaps better than
anyone, can make a u1.1ique contribution to stem the tides of change.
In a general appraisal, Toffler, when be speaks of
strategies to be used in dealing with change strikes a note which
sounds helpful.
People vary widely in the amount cf thought they devote to
the future, as distinct from past and present. Some invest
far more resources than other~ in projecting themselves
forward -- imagining, analyzing, and evaluating future
possibilities. They also vary in how far they tend to project.
S..ni'ie habitually think in term..q of the "deep future." Others
penetrate only into the "shallow future." (87, p. 419)
As is generally conceded, education hs.s been traditionally
past-oriented, and even to
been a yeoman's task.

incor~rate

the present orientation has

But to shift gears, to teach for change

and future change becomes the challenge of today.

It behooves

educators to be more than ever abreast c£ the times in every
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phase of American life and to teach with a tentativeness and with
a sense of projection toward what is new and what is to come.
Like all worthwhile endeavors this will require unprecedented
effort.

Sensitive and

e~ergetic

educators who are scholars of

the present and who are intuitive and imaginative will be at a
premium to do such a task.

Conflicting viewpoints abound.

These

present choices vhich when intelligently perceived and acted upon
can make a di.fference to how learners become oriented to the futw:e.
Casting an eye to• the future, I quote Keiler, who 'has
SUt;ciuctly stated a philosophy which applies to all who are involved
in education, but in & distinct manner to teachers of art:
In the final analysist what truly matters in teaching, be it
arts or cre.fts, is the spiritual ~lue with which a student
is confronted 1 of which be takes plssession, and which he
learns to appreciate. All other considerations are secondary,
for it is not in·the practical or material but in the ethical
values of art that we find ite true educational merits. There
are many ways in which students can be helped to acquire these
values. They progress toward them whenever they .are made
aware of the difference between the penetrating and the superficial, excellent and imperfect, real and false, lasting and
ephemeral. Also, whenever they are encouraged to make visible
what is hidden, bring to light what is in the dark, and make
tangible what exists only :f.n their minds -- in brief, whenever they are induced to give expression to thoughts and
feelings, and are ~t libert.7 to transform an ins1,guificant
weed into an object of admire.t~.on, a decayed piece of wood
into a source of delight, a stray cat into a manifestation
of dignity and graciousness, and a lonely pauper into a
symbol of humanity and com:}&ssion.. It is .also of great
help w:1en their creative abilities are challenged, when
they are impelled to leave the trite and familiar to venture
into uncertainty, and to discover relationships of which
they w~re previously aware. (56, p. 239)
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IV.

PRESENT PERSPECTIVES RELATED TO THE STUDY

General Observations
Relevant :o this study, an exploration of the recent
literature in art education as well as of the leisure ttme status
brings into focus emerging and pertinent patterns of educational
endeavor which are correspondingly significant to the cultural
exigencies of the present moment.
Time-wise my study is at a place right in the middle of
the last

two~decade-period,

(1950-1970), of first gradual, up to

about 1960, then phenomenal transformation, (1960-1970), in both
te~~

and quality of change.

The study stands at the moment of

time, 1960, where a new thrust was about to burst
encompassing change.

~nto

all -

The major force, of courae, as it touches

everyone, was the demythologizing of America's goodness.

(63, p. 40)

History records that all cultures, including, that of
the United States, have perpetuated various myths whereby the
cultures nurture themselves.

Such myths are to a degree

created to maintain, perpetuate, and inspire a people to possible
greatness.

(63, 40-42)

The danger, of course, lies in these myths

becoming so well ingrained that unconsciously they become binding
observances.
an~es

However, over a long period of time the binding observ-

become internalized until unavGidabl:t'

ehan~e

takes place.

There comes a day of reckoning with the hierarchy of values.
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Caught up in change, peopla, especially the young, begin to
q'.lestion, then challenge existing myths as well as institutions.
In our culture where the tmpersonalizad power of technology
and science increasingly dominates the scene to increase massive
production whose products work into unprecedented consumption
of goods and services, it is youth who firat questions, then
challenges the order of things.

Threatened by alienation and

a loss of self-identity in the structural power of massive production, youth, idealistic by cultural orientation, questions the
materi4listic and tmpersonal motives as they view the present
culture.

They become awar.e of the strivings of political structures

perpetuating and promulgating power in not only the economic scene
but also in the military complex and construe these as debilitating
to human beings.

Bence, they see their parents as hypocritical,

and look to institutions as self-destroying, even dehumanizing.
Youth, as seen in their recent mo<Jement, collide with old myths
and

val,~es,

'L'eject these as such, and atm to destroy what they

.
1evant to be i ng h uman.
cons ide r 1.rre

(6..L, p • .,~ ....L)
+.

I n the i r

1

struggle to preserve the integrity and dignity of the i:ld:lvidual
person, youth does not always utilize appropriate means nor keep
sight of being accountable and responsible. persons.

Yet for them,

compassion and empathy toward their idealism are high priorities
which teachers need to understand and consider to

he~p

them in

their efforts to help equate many present injustices in the

~
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human condition.

In essence, it is the warning and pardon in

the same breath.
My study, accomplished before the surge of sudden change,
was implemented rather comfortably.

It appears doubtful whether

today a study of this nature could be carried out, yielding a
one hundred percent return on two schedules including two data
gathering devices in the first schedule, and three devices in
the second schedule. The present challenge to the invasion of
individual privacy has come about to be a phenomenon which
deters data gathering as individualized as the devices used in
my study.

To gather similar data at the present time would

perhaps necessitate the use of more unobtrusive means.
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SUMMARY

It is apparent that leisure time and leisure time activities
are common to civilization and have been since its early dawn.

In

a democracy, such as ours, freedom and diversity serve as springboards to leisure.
Freedom £2 do is a

This then is an objective of the art curriculum.
.1!2!!~

freedom.

Diversity of opportunity,

of experience, and of talent are to be encouraged.

The selective

operation of intelligence,, emotions, creativity, aesthetic
judgment, and self-expression operate among learners whether the
teacher wills it or not.

For these reasons the school plays a

fundamental role in the processes by which the "life space" of
learners is enlarged and in the direction in which it is enlarged
beyond the family and community.

At the same time the individual,

his leisure and his leisure time activities are to be encouraged
toward uniqueness and independence.

Such are the commitments in

the literature; yet no study has been conducted to survey the
status of

~

is iu art education concerning the leisure objective.

Whether the leisure function is operating or is an educational
myth has never been challenged.

In the general area of leisure

which to date has been explored, the "too little too late"
influence of the curriculum is characteristic.
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CHAP'l'ER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE

I.

THE SAMPlE

Since this study sought to delineate the nature of the
relationship between offerings of the art curriculum and the
leisure time activities of eighth grade pupils, I chose a
sampling technique providing approximately twenty to twenty-five
percent of classrooms with three different organizational units,
self-contained, platoon, and junior high school classrooms.
Random sampling without replacement in each category using the
classroom as a unit appeared expedient for the purpose.

A

design of this type appeared to have broad applicability for
the study of curriculum offerings and could reveal research
findings concerning leisure time behavior.
Information concerning the eighth grade population in the
St. Paul Schools was procured through contacting the Office of
the Assistant Superintendent of Elementary Education and the
Office of the Assistant Superintendent of Secondary Education.
Aft~r

studying the school directory (14) and bulletins (85)

procured from the Central Office, I tabulated alphabetically
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the 6chca1s in their respective
class units, and percents.

organi~ational

frames, enrollments,

These tables supplied information about

the eighth grade population studied.
The best esttmate of the total grade eight enrollment in
Min~sota

in 1960 was gross 49,542 and net 48,552.

Of this number,

2,646 constituted the eighth grade enrollment of the St. Paul
Schools.

(71)

The private and parochial schools were not included

as part of the population studied because the nature of their
programs is different from that of the public schools.
In the six junior high schools and one high school OMurray
vhich has eighth grade classes) there was found an enrollment of
1,766 in twenty-seven class units and these constituted 67 per cent
of the population studied.

The enrollment found in the six platoon

schools was 314 in ten units; these pupils constituted 11.9 per cent
of the population.

In the self-contained

classrooms~

in which there

were seventeen and one-half units, there were 556 eighth grude pupils
or 21el per cent.

The Lindsay School, which is atypical, was not

included in the population studied.

Therefore, the total popula-

tion was 2,646 ..
I learned from a schedule of classes mailed to me by the
Assistant Superintendent of Secondary Schools that the class units
in the junior high schools include both art and art-craft classes
meeting on a semester arrangement for each offering.

On the other

band, this distinction was not made in the platoon and selfcontained classrooms. _
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On February 11, 1960, I met with Dr. George J. McCutcheon
in Nicholson Ball, University cf Minnesota, and proceeded to draw
a random sample without replacement using the classroom as a unit.
McCutcheon aimed at a sample of approximately twenty to twentyfive percent of the units in each classification of school.

In

the three classifications, self-contained, plstoon, and junior
high school, each classroom was numbered in predetermined
sequence.

Schools were arranged alphabetically, home room

teachers alphabetically, and in the case of the junior high
schools, where more than one art class was in progress at the
same time, the teacher's last name and period precedence determtned
the numerical sequence.
Next it was decided to draw four classroom units in the
self-contained classroom category, three in the platoon, and
seven in the junior high school.

Numbers in sequence beginning

with number one for each category were

assigned~

For drawing units £ram schools in the self-contained category, a table of random numbers was used.
XXXIII,

Rand~~

(35, p. 130)

Table

Numbers (V), Columns 22-23, Row 7, Direction down,

and consistently to the right was used.

Numbers 03, 13, 01, 02,

and 08 were drawn and corresponded as follows:

03, Douglas,

Velma Grtmes as teacher; 13, Longfellow, Richard L. Klaus,
teacher; 01, Adams, Catherine Marien as teacher; 02, Davis,
Dorothy Peterson as teacher; and 08, Gordon, Nora Kelly as
teacher.

Since 02 was a half unit in a

another unit was drawn.

sev~n-eight

combination,

Numbers 20 and 06 were held in reserve.
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For drawing units from the platoon schools Fisher-Yates
Tabl~

XXXIII, Random Numbers (II), Columns 25-26, Row 30,

consistently up, and when necessary change to the right, was
predetermined.

Numbers 07, 08, and 10 were drawn and corresponded

to 07, Jackson, Ida Kugler enrollment teacher and Marissa Lyone
as art teacher; 08, Randolph, Vera Davini enrollment teacher and
Catherine Lynas as art teacher; and 10, Sibley, Margaret Mclagen
enrollment teacher and Jesse Murphy as art teacher.
numb~rs

Reserve

were OS and 06.
In entering the table to draw classroom units from the

junior high school category, it was predetermined to enter the
table as follows:

Fisher-Yates Table XXXIII, Random Numbers

(IV), Columns 20-21, Row 10 up, and if necessary turn right.
Numbers of classroom units 27, 07, 13, 15, 02, 09, and 08 were
drawn, and corresponded to:

27, Roosevelt, Number 115, sixth

period, Bernadette Amos, art and art-crafts teacher; 07, Como
Park, fourth period, Number 106, Veryl Johnson, art and artcrafts teacher; 13, Hazel Park, Number 210, fourth period, Thomas
J. Libby, art and art-crafts teacher; 15, Highland Park, Number
108, fourth period, Mernes Muellner; 02, Cleveland, Number 105,
sixth period, Richard Wariakois; 08 Como Park, Number 106, fifth
period, Veryl Johnson, teacher; and 09, Hazel Park, Number 210,
fifth period, Thomas J.

Libby~

Numbers 28, 29, and 30 were

considered as reserves for the junior high schools.

..'"'
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The resulting tables (Tables 1 through 8) indicate the
random number selection by the predetermined plan from the FisherYates Tables (35, p. 130), enrollments of eighth grade classrooms,
the classrooms as numbered for random sampling, and the total
eighth grade population by population count and percentage.
(See Appendix)

II.

THE INSTRUMENT

I decided that an educational referent at the eighth grade

level, where art education is a constant, would provide a meaningful
standard upon which leisure behavior could be based. An anecdotal
account, "My Favorite Pastime, 11 written in three paragl'aphs ("Where ·
I Discovered This," ''Why I Enjoy It," and '~re 1 Can Get Help
in Enjoying It More"), was determined as the first instrument to
be used in collecting data.

(see Appendix A)

I arrived at this

instrument after using it in a test-run in my two eighth grade
classes on April 10, 1959, preliminary to planning the feasibility
of an appropriate design.

The anecdotal account appeared to have

a broad applicability for the study of the enjoyments of eighth
grade pupils in general and would enable me to proceed with
interests and enjoyments of pupils for designing suitable
instruments for the further gathering of data.
It was taken into consideration, however, that in a school
system, such as St. Paul, most children go to similar schools.
The same media for communication are available for all people
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and, therefore, there could be a certain

~ount

of uniformity;

yet there is a range of choices in schools and a wide range of
choice in communication.
choice.

Leisure is largely a matter of free

The circumstances for such a choice and recognizing

obligations rest within the individual.

It was thus decided that

the anecdote would be the first instrument sent out to collect
data.

This was accompanied by a Time Activities Table.

Appendix A, Part 2)

(see

These two instruments, the anecdotal account

''My Favorite Pastim;a, and the Time Activities Table, constituted

Schedule I.
Since the pur.pose of this study is to relate leisure time
activities with the art curriculum of the schools, it

~as

necessary

to develop and ane..lyse devices which would yield information that
could be handled statistically to give greater depth and solidarity to the study.
this

p~rpose

The three questionnaires developed for

are grouped under the heading Schedule II and are

the "Teacher Questionnaire:

Art and Art Crafts" (referred to

as TQ in this study), "A Leisure Time Questionnaire for Eighth
Grade Pupils" (referred to as PQ in thie study), and "Pupil
Preference of Leisu-re Time Activities" (which is a paired choice
of preference check list and is referred to as PPL in this study).
These questionnaires

~ere

designed from the results of the first

instruments labeled Schedule l as described above.
may be examined in Appendix B.

Schedule II

The teachers were asked to complete the TQ
Questionnaire:

(t~eacber

Art and Art C:t:afts") by circling ho-w often each

of the activit i£:S listed were offered in the classroom (see
Appendix B, Part 1).
neve~:·

The numbers to be circled stand for:

1,

offer; 2, seldom offer, 3, occasionally offer; 4, fairly

often offer; and 5, very oiten offer.

The students were asked

to respond to the same items on the PQ ("A Leisure Time
Questionnaire for Eighth Grade Pupils").

However, the students

were asked to rate bow often they did each activity listed and
how well they enjoyed doing each activity.
were not limited to classroom

par~icipation

The student ratings
but included mainly

the leisure time activities.
The PPL ("Pupil ?reference of Leisure Time Activities")
also bas the same basic set of items, but they are organized in
a different manner.

Each of the first ten items of the TQ and

PQ are paired in all possible combinations (see Appendix B).

This was developed to force the students to make cboicetl
the items.

betwe~n

The first pair, items 1 and 2, on the PPL are the

same a;; .items 1 and 2 on the TQ and PQ; the item pair, items
53 and 54, on the PPL is the same as i.tems 1 and 3 on the TQ
and PQ.

Further examination of paired items may be seen in the

appendix by noting the marginal numerals which indicate the
corresponding item on

thf'~

T'Q and PQ for each item on the PPL.

·

· :

.
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·

•

~
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III.

ADMINISTRATION

On February 18, 1960, I met with Dr. Nolan

c.

Kearney,

Assistant Superintendent of the St. Paul Public Schools, to
discuss my interest in conducting research in the area of leisure
time activities and the art curriculum.

At this time Dr. Kearney

gave his approval of my research plans.

Subsequent correspondence

with Dr. Kearney and participating principals and teachers followed
this interview and facilitated the &Wninistration of the instrument
(see Appendix C).
The interest and responses of principals and teachers in
the St. Paul Schools in thiii study surpassed expectations.

With

one exception the original randomly selected classrooms participated.

However, the replacement for this platoon classroom number

ten had to be extended to classroom number five and on to number
six, the respective reserve sar.apling ntJmberG
1 and 6.

~.

: shown in Tables

(see Appendix)

Schedule I, went out from the Jackson School through the
St. Paul Schools' distribution and collection facilities the
school week of April fourth through eighth, the week before Spring
Vacation.

With two classrooms delayed, the responses were re-

turned in the same manner to the Jackson School before the
twentieth of the month.

Responses came well arranged in large

envelopes provided for this purpose.
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Again through the St. Paul. Schools' distribution and
collection facilities, Schedule II, went out on May tenth.
The responses were promptly returned, but once more two classrooms were late.

In fact it was not until after the close of

the school year that these were located.

I spent considerable

ttme checking with the teacher, the Department of Education,
the distribution service, and my own school.

Finally, when these

were located, I had accomplished a one hundred per cent return
on both Schedule 1

~nd

IV.

Schedule 11.
PROCESSING THE RETURNS

Preplanning faci.litated processing.

By filing coded

envelopes so that individual classrooms were identifiable, I
could immediately locate any classroom.

Never more than one

envelope was emptied at a time for analysis, thereby avoiding
char~ces

of losing

Ol':'

transfering individual returns from the

proper envelope.
As soo'!l as Schedule I, was returned, I coded the envelopes
into three groups with classroom designated numbers for selfcontained, platoon, and junior high schools and filed these in
tbi.s order.
First I read the essays ''My Favorite Pastime," and made
notations on squared paper under four headings:

P!Stime, how

discovered, why enjoyable, and where ~ ~ learn sbout ~·
first perusal aimed at orientation to possible categories for
tabulating. A second reading follo"toJed with tabulations under

· . .-'

!

·:

.

The

...
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arbitrarily classified headings.

Finally, a third reading

cheeked personal agreement with tabulations from the second
reading.
l.'fext the "Activities Time Tables" were studied.

I dis-

covered that these revealed much information concerr:.ing the
behavior of

pupils~

But since the study was designed to explore

the leisure time activities of these individuals, I arbitrarily
confined tabulations to leisure time activities.

A half hour's

time is the unit tabulated for each leisure time activity under
divisions for boys and girls for staggered days of the week.
It appeared that because the

question~ires

had been checked for

each of the seven days of the week prior to counting out the
required number of questionnaires for the respective classrooms
that when

~hese

reached the pupils, there was an uneven distri-

bution for boys and girls as well as for the p&rticular day of
the week.
howev~r.

The randomness of this procedure had been anticipated,
Hand tabulations, following a procedure similar to that

used for the essays, were carried out.
In Schedule II, I had originally planned to have the
questionnaires tabulated mechanically.
TQ (''Teacher Questionnaire:

Reference is made to the

Art and Art Crafts"), and PQ ("A

Leisure Time Questir:;:;.r<!4i':'e for Eighth Grade Pupils"), and the
PPL ("Pupil Preference of Leisure Time Activities").

However,

in consideration of the efficient format of the questionnaires
and their objectivity, I changed my mind and decided to do this

manually.

A recheck was made for accuracy.

correction was necessary.

Only an occasional
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
I.

Essay:

SCBEDULE I:

DESCRIP'XIVE ANALYSIS

My Favorite Pastime
How I discovered it
Why it is enjoyable
Where I get help to learn more about it.
In designing the essay, r'My Favorite Pastime," I sought

to accomplish an orderly sequential approach to the main
of this study.

The essay was designed:

thr~t

(1) to prepare students

in orderly thinking about their personal enjoyments, (2) to
discover the individual self-appraisal of what constituted
enjoyment, (3) how art and craft activities dominated or declined
in the priorities of choices among general pastimes~ and (4) to
present samples to illustrate bow eighth grade students perceive
a "Favorite Pastime." See Tables 9, 10, 11, 12.
I found that students in the sample almost without exception
followed the outline on the answer sheet, perhaps the Hawthorne
effect.

Pastimes listed for girls ranked in this order:

reading,
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cooking and sewing, arts and crafts, sports-outdoor.
in this order:

For boys

sports-organized games, sports-outdoors, making

models, arts and crafts.

It is interesting that girls list arts

and crafts, second, and boys list arts and crafts, fourth.

To

find as high a preference for arts and crafts bad scarcely been
anticipated. Table 9.
In bow

past~es

were discovered girls listed in this order

their discovery of pastimes:

relatives, school, friends and others,

records - radio -TV.

friends and others, relatives, school,

and watching others.

Boys:

Table 10.

When it came to why a pastime was enjoyable, girls listed
reasons in this order:

enjoyment, freedom to express oneself,

learn new things, and can participate with others.

--

ment, tied on these

-t~o,

Boys:

enjoy-

can participate with others and learn

new things, and satisfa~tion in making things.

Table 11.

And finally, where learning is bad, girls ranked sources
in this order:
and library.

school, books and magazines, friends and others,
Boys:

friends and others, books and magazines,

relatives, and practice.

In this last paragraph more than one

source of learning was designated, hence the variation in totals
as compared to previous tables.

See Table 12.

TABLE 9

MY FAVORITE PASTlME SUMMARY
SELF-CONTAINED, PlATOON, JR. B.

Item
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

s

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Favorite Pastime

Tctals - All Classrooms
Girls
Boys

Activities with An~ls
Arts and Crafts
Clubs and Organizations
Collecting Items
Dancing
Mathematics
Music
Pen Pals
Radio, Records • T.V.
Reading
SC!i~n~e

Sports-Indoor
Sports-Organized Games
Sports-Outdoor
Talking on Telephone
Travel
Writing (Creative)
Electricity
Making Models
Riding in a Car
Cooking and Sewing
Baby Sitting
Playing Cards
Automobile Repair
Motorcycle Repair
Reading Comic Books
Riding a Bicycle
Magic
Photography
Sleeping
None
Totals

s.

4
12
1
8
1
0
2
0
9
6
3
11
40
29
0
0
1
1
26
2
0
0
3
3
1
4

8
24
0
7
15
0

11
0
17
29
0

12
12
17
3
1

1
1
1
0
6

1
0
0
1
25
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

176

188
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TABLE 10
MY FAVORITE PASTIME - HOW DISCOVERED - SmJMAR.Y TOTALS
SELF-CONTAINED, PlATOON, JR. He S.

Item

No.

Row Discovered

1

Advertisement

2

Boys ____G=.;i=::r:.:l:.:;;s_ _ __
5

1

Friends and Others

49

36

3

Gift

14

13

4

Library

5

3

5

Relatives

35

45

6

Result of illness, accident

0

9

7

School

20

38

8

Visited a new place

4

3

9

Watching others

17

10

10

Trial and error

9

3

11

Clubs and organizations

4

5

12

Records, Radio, TV

9

14

13

None given

5

4

176

188

Total
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TABLE 11
HY FAVORITE PASTIME - WHY ENJOYABLE - SUMMARY TOTALS
SELF-CONTAINED, PlATOON, JR. H. S.

Item
No.

Why Enjoyable

Girls

Boys
18

16

5

18

Enjoyment

61

80

4

Develop skill

12

5

5

Gives feeling of confidence

6

6

6

Learn new things

18

17

7

Satisfaction of making things

14

11

8

Likes competition

7

3

9

Having something useful

1

6

13

9

1

Can participate with others

2

Freedom to express ones self

3

10

Likes to watch and listen

11

Enjoys the out of doors

8

3

12

Having objects

3

5

13

Likes auimals

4

5

14

Gets out of doing work

1

0

15

None given

5

4

176

188

Total

TABLE 12
MY FAVORITE PASTIME - W'.dERE LEARNING IS HAD

··~

SUMMARY TOTALS

SELF-CONTAINED, PLATOON, JR. H. S.
Item
No.

Where Learning is Had

Boys

Girls

1

Clubs and organizations

19

14

2

Friends and others

44

32

3

.Library

15

26

4

Museum

2

4

5

No source of added learning

13

15

6

Radio and TV

7

11

7

Relatives

35

43

8

School

28

62

9

Practice

27

14

10

Books and Magazines

38

35

ll

Stores and Shops

16

4

12

Movies

2

1

13

Exhibits

0

1.

14

None given

5

4

251

266

Total

.-:....... .... ...... .
-

.· ..,,,_;
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The essay, ''My Favorite Pastime," offered the opportunity
for much latitude in the expression of individuals concerning
their leisure time enjoyments.

One thirteen year old boy wrote

on his paper:
It was about seven or eight years ago that I fell in love
with my favorite pastime.- magic. I was exploring the
Farmers Market in California with my mother and father,
whEm in a small corner, I found a small novelty shop.
Before I knew what was happenings I found myself drcoling
over the tricks in the corner. From then on I've been a
magician~

I·like magic for three reasons. : One, when you kuow the
secret you can praise other magicians for givinga_fine
performance. Two, I can entertain others with seemingly
impossible feats. And three, it. is fun.
Many thousands of books bav~ been written on the subject
of conjuring, but only a· scarce fraction o:f these are
available to me. However, the library is the best source·
of information for me • . ··,.
..

.

.

Another ··boy wote about getting interested in making things
from wood and bas captured enjoyment:
My favorite pastime is ::;:tl6nt in making chings out of wood.
I discovered my enthusiasm for this in banging around my
Dad 1 s workshop·. After getting in his way several times
he decided I should have a place of my own ~n which to
work. It is interesting to see what can be made when one
puts his mind to it.
With the use of my father's tools and guidance, I .have
found this an interesting way to spend my leisure time.
There is a certain pride in showing people what one has
been able to make by using his hands.
Through magazines such as Boys Life, Popular Mechanics,
and hobby books, I have been able to secure more information on several projects.
And another boy likes art and tells about his favorite pastime:
I discovered ar.t by watching my big brother draw. He
drew relics and beings while I watched him. I soon got
the "knack" and started drawing myself.
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It is enjoyable because it gives you a feeling of satisfaction after you finish a picture which you feel is a
masterpiece to your ability.
If you plan to go ahead with art for a living, as I do,
try to help yourself by taking every opportunity for
learning more about i.t that comes your way.
On the same subject a girl wrote:

My favorite pasttme is art. I discovered it in the
beginning of the year when we began to get art instruction
from a certain teacher. After a few days of art I be.gan
to take a liking to it.
·
I enjoy art very much because it is interesting and fun,
and you learn new things every day. Every time we have
an art period I work to the very last minute.
Whenever I am in doubt whether to put this color or that
or anything, I either ask our art teacher o~ get opinions
from my classmates.
Another girl is involved in copper enamel

~ork:

I discove~ed my favorite pastime in school. One day my
teacher brought out a set called Copper Enameling, and I
made several pieces. I now have my own set and I have
made several pieces of jewelry.
Making jewelry is. enjoyable because it gives me something
nice to do. And also ! have a piece of jewelry to put ill
my jewelry box.
I can learn more about it at ~cbool. I can go to the place
where it is purchased and probably get aome booklets about
it. Also, I go to the St. Paul Public Library.
!I.

SCHEDULE I

Activity

T~e

Table

I designed the Activities Time Table in half-hour
int~rvals

for each of the seven days of the week.

Randomly,

one day was checked for which the individual eighth grade pupil
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found a check behind

~

he did each half hour.

day.

This was his day to record what

I had decided that I could get more precise

data by the one-day reporting method.

First~

the task was fresh

to the pupil, and second, this inherently shuts off repetitions
of stating "the same" on the other days.
The starting and ending hour bad presented a problem.

For

pupils having paper routes and similar jobs, they are up much
earlier than 6:00 A.M.

Finally, the 6:00 A.M. beginning hour

was arbitrarily set.
In tabulating the results of this Activity Time Table,
I found that it yielded a wide range of :l.nformstion from which
other studies could be done.
Contrary to current criticisms of the activities of
adolescents, I find, according to their statements in the "Activities
Time '!able," that many are at confirmation classes or religious
study, on paper routes both morning and evening, in the kitchen
preparing meals, outdoors sodding lawns, in the act of caring for
younger brothers and sisters, doing the family ironing, or occupied
in other jobs of a work nature.

The large number of individuals

doing homework in conjunction with school is likewise impressive.
Such activities are not considered leisure since school is the
vocation of eighth grade pupils.

Interestingly enough, the boys

record little or no time for grooming.

On the contrary, the girls

devote much time to wasM.ng and setting hair, pressing and changing
clothes, and bathing.

Although the above activities are not self-
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chosen leisure time activities, they are not ignored, but rather
noted as a possibility for further study of the work related duties
of eighth grade pupils.
After tabulating the items found in the Activities Time
Table, I tabulated these numerically

in~o

Tables 13,

li,

15, 16.

This I did for self-contained classro~m~, platoon, and junior
high school, and finally a composite table including the combinations of all three classifications of classrooms.
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TABLE 13

II.

SCHEDULE I:

ACTIVITY TIME TABLE

HALF HOURS SPENT IN LEISURE - SELF-CONTAINED ClASSROOMS

Item
No.
Activitz •
1

Acrobats

2

.Art

3
4
5
6

lla.b;y Sitting

7

8
9

10

u

12
l3

14

15

16

17

l!al1
Bmrling
Breald.ng Wtndovs

Choir

Dating
Dmmtovn
"Goofing

Guests

.... ;.. -~·:, ..,·~ ....

3

·G

""n:n-

:0

G

2
10

4

3

Fri
B

Sat
G

il

T!m\L9

G

1

5

I

2

1

6

29

11
2

5

3

1
2

orr"

13

4
9

2

9

7

22
23

Nwapa!'er

29

Playground
Pls.y Outdoors
Ping Pong
Radio
Reading
Seie:cce

30

Sawing

31

Sleeping
Telephone
T.v.

Tennis
Visitir..g
Wa1k1ng
1-!.tec:ellaneoua

6
1

4

4

5

1

20
2

I

8

2

3

4

1
10 5
3

6

9 5 10

3

5 9
5

3~

J.

2

10

3

143

l

1

9

8 15

14

6 11

l

3
1

6

2
2

2

4

,.

2

2

13'1

0:::

""

3
3

3
3

56 32 21 27 10
3
1 10 11
5
7
3
9

27

54 100

..1-,

6

1

2
2

1513

~
l~

2

6

2
1

7

6
2

8

3
2

9

3

13
5

8
8

1
14

15

4

23
0
0

17

8
9

2

0

14

4

6

6

0
20

l

20

18
3
7
0
0

6
14

27

2

0
0

1

4o
12

17

0

29
11
0

71

59

3
2
2

15
4
0

0

7
47
6

2
27
11
278
ll

10

3
79

7
47
3

257

7

15

30
69

13
15

?6 327 187

eol!.

710

50

6 16 18

5
1

89 6:J 47 54 74 95

27

~5

11
l
0

2

10
1

13

l
8 23 53

2

G

0
0

2

1
3
1

4

9
3

6

4

l

ili

0
2
0

2

6

lAke C&bi.n
leisure Gem-Relax 10

TOTAL'3

•• ·>

4

c

2

Hovies
Music:

36
3.,

4
4

E

4

Indoor Sporta

Z..fodela

34
35

.:

Cooking
lnt..-tcing

20

32
33

3

B

13

Clubs

Library

24
25
26
27
28

6

.'!,on ,.
'

G

caros

18
19

21

Sun
B

1

47
20
~5

11

25
4

10

87

52
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TABLE 14

II.

SCHEDULE I:

ACTIVITY TlME TABLE

DALF HOURS SPENT IN LEISURE - PlATOON

Item

No. · Acti\"ity
l

Acrobats

2

Art

3
4

l3all

~

7
6
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

35

36
37

n

G

D

TOTALS
.

n

G

G

i.l

1
7

2

3

5

.::

7

"'

7

6

2

1

0
l

0

0

23

2

38
2
0
0
0

2

18 17

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

l2

2

2

l2

Library

PJ.e.ygrOUXld
Play Outdoors

Slee'PWJ
Telephone
T.V.
Tennis
Visitir.g

1

1

8

8

3

0

0

0

5

17

3
0

c

12

3

ll

6

a

2

2
l

2

1
4.

2

5

5

l

5
0

13 10 18 16

14

:;
5

2

1

1
3
l
l

6
1
1

3

18 57

4
4

5

2

4
5

Miscellaneous
..Q

(.

4

5

"c.

70

110

~4

lO

47

391 )8

lq

2
0

93
0

19

37

1

18

0

'12l~

31

199

12

13
2

68 77 ;.6

9

0
0
2
0
0

0

3

0
0
11
ll
6
22

74

17
16

1

6

6
3

1!4

2

4

1

l

2

1

1

3

54 6 39 19 32 18 19 21 29 l.3 16

Wa.lki~

TCfl'..A!S

3

22

~iusic

4.

7

3

2

1-kldels
Movies

0

0
3

3

17
0
0
0
2
20
0

17

2

5

lake Cabin·
Leisure Gen.-Relax

Ne'.rnpaper

G

,

Guests
Indoor Sports

Seo.ring

33
34

3

2

Cooking
Dancing
Do.tillg
Dovntovn
"Goofing Off"

30

32

1ft.

9

Club&

29

31

.F-ri

Thur

Wed
G
D

G

0

Breaking WindCM:
Ce.rda
Choir

Ping Pong
Radio
Reading
Science

27
28

:9

1

Baby Sitting
:Bovl~

Tiles

¥.on
3
G

Sun
B G

8
0

1;.

1

0

16
11

9

5

14

13 125

4o9

468
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II.

SCHEDULE I:

ACTIVITY TIME TABLE

HALF HOURS SPENT IN LEISURE - JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

I

tom

No. ·

Sun
G

Ac·~ivity

1

Acrobats

2

Art

3

B3.by Sitting

5
6

Ball
Boo.•lillg
Bre&ld.ng Willd0118

7

Ce.rda

~

8
9

10
ll

12

17
18

L1.braJ1'

~0

Models

21
22

1-fovies

26
27

28
29
30
31

orr"

Music
Netlspaper
Playgl'O'JM

Pla.;r Outdoors
Ping Pong
Radio
Reading

32

Sciel'.ce
Sewing
Sleeping
Telephone

33

T.v~

34

Tennis

35
36
37

V1sit1r.g
'\o:a1ki..~

m.scell.aneo\16
TCTAL'3

3 37
3

-G

:s

G

L

8

2

Sat

Fri.
·C

l

20

1!.

7 4

2

2

4.

3

8

ll

3

2

5

3

1

6
24 21

i 1~1
U!

1
2
20

1

3

1

a

1

2

6 17
3
1

1

9

1

2

3
5

4

I l
I

4

2

2

4
5 3
6 27 12 27 17
1

5
3

4
5

3

4

28

1

2

3

3

17 ,108 3.56

9

0

0

5

0

0

17

15

15
7

22

9

4

1

I

7

4

rr

10

0

0
0

7
l
0

4
4

24

0

0

9

18

19

2

4

8
31
17

72

5

4

"'8

14

9

61~

35
5
4
7
143

2

,..

32

20

l2

21

16

1

0
0

18
ll

14
135

54
7
0

2

28

29

41

68

324

14

26

1

9
16

12

_, 107 lOQ 99 1'73 1 !.02• ?:87
69 He A.,

855

961;.

3l.

18:1 140

42

19

2

57 49 26 36 45 35 4o 36

.,

6

15

13

2

1

8

0

0

8

ll

8 10

3

6I

5

3 17

72

2

2

4

2

4

72 50 55

1~

2

1

4

8
9

4

4

a::
_,

0

64

6
5

17

13 6
2

8

2

29

1

_

,......

h

1

2

3

1

4

'ro"'..ALS
G

:::.

0

1
5

3

l'
.J

G

10

1

6

Indoor Sports
IAke C~'tlln
~iB\tre Gen-Rel.ax

25

$

6

Guests

19

-

2

Cool;ir.g
Imlcing
Dntillg
"Goofing

3

(}

lj.

15

24

2

5

Choir
Cluba

DcMltO'IIll

23

J3

2

13
14
16

!.fan

B

2

a

2

4
5

2
2

10
1

"'_,

3
3

2

l;.

2

9

0

4

1

-

-

33

6

317

0

47
27

··-.-~-
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TABLE 16
II.

SCHEDULE I:

ACTIVITY TIME TABLE

HALF HOURS SPENT IN LEISURE - ALL ClASSROOMS:
SELF-CONTAINED - PlATOON - JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Item

TOTA!S
l>lcr!l . _l"""e:'l'1;:.:t1:;o:LD:.;:.n...,..~\:.:..:Jec;:;ao;::-r~Th:.:;.::::ur::-r Fri
Sat
G l :a i G B:.:.;:.~'}~~B:;::.r-:,
IG~·-t· B
G

Sun

Ac~ivity
B G D ;G- 3 •.s 3 _
~~~~~~-------·~~~~~~~~~~~

lb.

~

•··... ...- .. ··....-,;·.':
:

~~robats

1

' :I Sitting

l'j

56
7

~.

'

. . .......... ..
; . , -;

. .... I

,_, .. '

;_ ~

8

. . ·'. ·:. 1
:-

.

~·

~

-~ ~:::'

. :

:,

10
1:

·- ....:.
.

~-,

,:~

'.

'

..

...

...

'.

·:·· ~. :

9
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
1£1
19
20
21
22
c:j

:24

6

~"';:
c

Bowling Wi.rdo-.rs
Breaking
ca:.ros
Cho1.r
Clubs
Coold.ng
Dancing

4
13

)i•

36

37

Visiti~

Unlld.n~

5

2

4

5

ll
1

6

6

5

5

2

4

4

2

3

4

4

12
10

1

6

17

9

1

3

2

2

6

i

9
]

2~

1

2

llll

3
l

3

4

3
3

851

2
1

9

6

7

3

5

l!

1

1

2

2

2

I
I

13

8
70
3

15

ll

42

6

2

8

8 :~
4- 4 1
6 2
5 51 3
47 26 43 22 bJ 37 47 21 56181 39
8

3

~ ~3~

lCt

2

4

8

!

1

4

19
3

18 17

3

4

3

1

l.l

3

2

131

l

l

25 lO 11;1

51

----------·--------4--~t~.

9
·

3

I
'

!

TOrA!.

~-210

17
50

ll

26

9
70

57

66

1a

9

·r

I

I

17
!6
27

.
1
_1

6

20
15
3

5

13

21
11

3

1
2
27

9

7

!2
10
77
18
1.2

I

10
4
1:.:!
11

6

63

56

21~
1,1~

'7
9'2 • 2~

2el·!

G

·'

0

6

5{

I'

L~

78

1

97 130 146
5
3

78o

719

9·)

11
115
51
41

I

8

3
.

3!

61

l
I

1

15

5'5

3

3

3j 47
21

91

37
1l

I I

4~ I 25

•

1~126
41

~~
i

18

.

,.,. .~02. .:I.G. !. '3.:. h~7!.;~:_!:·1"~!.!~~.~:
. ' ::..J2~:;"~: .9: ~1•. : .:-;~o5~1~. :1:.:.87.:.JI. : 1~92~: :.J-. :.2 :.:~ l.-!::2:.::.:;lL£::.;3:::.:>....L2:..;:.cr.;_;. L. tl-4~.:":. . ~1 . : -~'9

_ _..;;'l'OT;..;.;;.
..·...;;,r_:;_ _ _ _

0

a

~ ~ l~2j ~ 1~3~ ~ l~ ~ ~ I J 5~ ~~ 1~~

1

157 ·n 1211132 113 651 ~~ 76 72 76 105
8
3l 4
2
4 14 7 18 2)
5
9 20 21 18

M:lsce!ls.."\eo·..w

39
82
9

5

l
2

8

17

l

30

4

a

?~ ·

0

5
5
165
,... o...

2

4
8

I

6

2

9

2

23 33

Pilu~. Pong

Ter.ni!l

:

4

2

6

4

1-!usic
N~uer
Plo.yground
Play Outdoors

rr. v.

2
2

~

2

l'

LibrS.::y
Models
1-lo·r!es

T&ler-hone

35

9

18 23

"Goofinll orr"
13 1 4
Guerte
201ll
Indoor Sports
17
lAke ca:Jin
1 1~
IDisu>·e Ceu.Relax 10 ?. 13

32

1

:

Dn.ting

3!

~3

S 26

Dovnto-.m.

S:mil-.;
Sleeping

I.

~~~lt4.3 1>~ 2~
2

2

~~ E~
30

.

2068 !2111-2

';__

·.
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To arrive at some degree of clarity in presenting leisure
ttme data, it was necessary to make a number of arbitrary decisions.
Considerable judgment had to be exercised.

There was such an

array of data all of which was expressed in the individual choice
of language of the respondents.
means discrete.

The range of data was by no

To classify items was necessary and at the

same time there was the urgency to present the variety of things
the respondents chose to do.

Inherently in this data was the

task to avoid obliterating less populay: choices from those more
popularly chosen.

At first the array appeared almost unwieldy,

but in reducing them to thirty-six items plus a miscellaneous
category, I found it feasible to proceed.

Included in the

miscellaneous category are such items as magic, golf, riding,
activities with animals and bicycle repairing.

The finally

arrived at thirty-seven categories became workable to a degree.
In this study leisure time activities as stated by the
pupils in some instances reflect the pattern of the administrative
organization of the school attended.
in what the children said they did.

Examples of this are found
For instance, in the self-

contained classroom only one girl listed dating; no one in the
platoon schools; but in the junior high school seven boys and
eight girls did.
discernable.

When it came to dancing a similar pattern is

In the self-contained classroom there were six

girls and six boys; whereas in the junior high school fifteen
boys and sixty-four girls listed dancing.

The inference can

be made from the data that dancing is a socializing function

···.'

,·,
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of the junior high school.

This fact becomes clear in that

these items were listed exclusively for one day only - Friday.
As far as clubs were listed, there is also this distinct pattern
of the junior high school organization for socializing, but in
a lesser proportion for self-contained and platoon schools.
Some deviations appeared in the data as in the case of
one boy stating that in his leisure time he broke windo't4S.

In

all three groups, both boys and girls listed "goofing off.,.,

I

tabulated this item as a category because of the reality it tmplies.
With one flighting glance at each one of the four tables,
anyone will note the popularity of viewing television.

In every-

day conversation, there is the tendency to lump radio and television
together as one media.

Because of this inclination, even at the

expense of creating another item, I itemized the two separately
to find out specifically how the eighth grade pupils in the
sample would respond to each of the two media.

In the total

sum of half hours used for watching television there

~rere

half hours for boys and 719 half hours for girls listed.

780
This

far exceeds the amount of leisure time for any item in the list.
Examining the radio listening time, I find a sharp contrast.
For boys the total is twenty half hours, and for girls thirty-four
half hours.

Girls are usually around the house more; some of both

sexes have radios in their rooms yet the preference goes to
television.
Ranking second in popularity was playing outdoors.
I used discrete items for different kinds of play.

Again

This was to

~;-:·: . . l . . . . , . . . • ,
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get a more accurate description of the kind of play that children
prefer in their leisure time.

Boys and girls wers almost alike

in time listed in outdoor play; boys - 288 half hours and girls 287 half hours.
Playing

£!!! ranked third in popularity but with a pro-

nounced difference in preference by sexa

Boys prefer baseball

and other games of ball in a more significant amount when compared
to girls.

The 165 half hours spent by boys is twice the amount

of time spent by girls, 82 half hours.
Readin& ranked fourth in the amount of time listed.
Again preferences by sex entered into the amount of time spent
but with a most severe contrast.

Girls spend more than four

times the amount ttme in reading than do boys in this study.
Here boys spent thirty-three half hours reading as compared to
the girls' - 138 half hours.
Music is represented by more ttme spent than does art.
According to the listings in the time table, art comes out at
about the middle of the amounts of time listed with a two to one
preference in favor of girls when compared to boys.
The determination for Item 18, Leisure General Relaxation,
was based on the children's own rendering in the Activity Time
Table.

Words and phrases used such as, "did nothing", "relaxed",

"took it easy", caught my breath", and the like, influenced my
decision to

set~up

a separate category.

I identified such

expressions as characteristics of a reality of human experience.
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Such pauses, both in work and leisure are human responses for
moments of reflecting and just plain "taking stock."
Both Saturday and Sunday are more heavily laden with
leisure ttme activities, naturally, than school days.

Discrete

items for activities engaged in as a week-end pursuit were going
to a lake cabin, guests, that is either being one or having
guests visit, sleeping during the day, walking, or hiking.

The

tables show that such activities have concentrated clusters
on week-end days.
In a study of this nature I h&ve found the individual
expressing himself beyond the confines of the schedules.

In

processing Schedule I, I noticed on one girl's paper, "I don't
know what you are getting out of this, but thanks; we are
getting out of English to do it."

On several of the returns

boys wrote ''ms.n" in the blank space following "Sex. 11 The
person who once made the observation that adolescents are
schizophrenics -- dually boy and man -- perhaps bad encountered
similar behavior.

In any case, it was an unexpected occurence

in this context.
The Favorite Pastime Essay proved to be a satisfying
venture, not only for orienting the pupils and myself as an
opener for what was to follow, but for my own personal interests
as well.

I am keeping some of these essays for the "breath

of fresh air" that comes from youth.

Not doing it for a class

and ultimately a grade these children spoke frankly about
themselves.

Obviously this kind of spontaneity is desirable.

A focus on the general implications of the tabulations
in the Activity Time Tables, brings to attention some considerations about the learners themselves as they relate to both the
teacher of art and the art curriculuma
Historically, the respondents in this study were of the
pre - "doing my own thing" generation.

But in observing the

amount of time spent in a wide array of leisure time activities,
I believe it is safe to say that without any verbalizing on
"doing my own thing" on their part, it was in reality just what
they were doing.

That is not to pass moral judgment in either

case.
In reflecting, however, it cs.nnot be overlooked that

many of these activities represent a tendency toward passive
participation toward ready made entertainment.

It is rather

evident that such choices are made in preference to self-chosen
ones of self-involvement in enriching the mind, and emotions,
and aesthetic enjoyment in self-enlarging experiences.
Quite obviously, absent are many activities that could
have been explored for orientation to new vistas or others
tried out individually for self fulfillment and enjoyment.
n~

a few, are these:

To

visiting museums, art exhibits, theater,

symphonies, music concerts, nature and wild life reserves, collecting coins, stamps, rocks, art objects and the like, trying out
photograpl1y

techniques;~

and making objects such as papier

puppets, works of clay, painting and countless others.

~·,
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It appears that the schools especially through its arts
and crafts curriculum have an abundantly rich area in which to
develop interests.

Its prime task is to begin where t~1.e children

are at respective stages of interests.

Next to develop skills

through experience, and in so doing cultivate tastes and preferences not only in work related activities, but in the
leisure time activities as well.

The field is there.

The

cultivating of it becomes the task of teachers so that finer
things grow and grow in the mind, emotions, and spirit of youth.
The matter of accessibility and availability plays an
important role in determining what and how individuals choose
leisure forms.

If the mountain is there, we climb it; if the

money is there, we spend it; if the lovely rose is there, we
pause to admire it, and at the same time find pleasure in our
emotiops.

In each case the message comes through rather readily.

If this is so, the teacher of art, more than most, is in a more
strategic position to present and cultivate what is best for
youth in order that they have something from which to draw upon
in making choices.
ope~ing

That teachers of art hold

th~

keys to

new doors to sensitivity and sensibilities in their

work can scarcely be denied.
To return to the children themselves in this study,
I find a further consideration to be appro .££• . Viewing the
children in the random sample as a segment of the larger total
population in their particular age group, we need to, for them

•. •• •• ·: -·~ -· . ·:_ • '.\
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to project into the future what their contribution to this future
may or can become.

To a large degree, it is this particular

age group together with those who will shortly follow them who
will determine what will be recorded on the pages of time, that
which :i.s achieved at the closing third of the twentieth century.
In the final analysis it is the youth of this age group, by bow
well they make choices in their work and in their leisure time,
as well, who will determine our destiny.

The degree to which

they make wise choices will determine the closing chapter of
the cultural legacy of the t'11entieth century.
II.

SCBEDULE II:

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The format of the three questionnaires in Schedule I!,
led to several comparisons.

The TQ

('~eacher

Questionnaire:

Art and Art Crafts") was compared with the PQ ("A Leisure Time
Questionnaire for Eighth Grade Pupils") and with the PPL
("Pupil Preference of Leisure Time Activities"); the responses for
each item were compared within PQ; and choices by boys and girls
were compared within the PPL.

In al1 instances of comparison

the null hypothesis was used.
Teacher Questionnaire:

Art and Art Crafts (TQ)

The TQ was developed to be used in relationship to both the

PQ and the PPL.

The only internal analysis done with the TQ, which

was the weighting and ranking of activities most often to least
often offeredt will be described when it is compared with the PPL.
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Teacher Questionnaire:

Art and Art Crafts (TQ) compared with

A Leisure Time Questionnaire for Eighth Grade Pupils (PQ)
The comparison between the TQ and PQ was accomplished
through the use of the chi square technique.

Each individual

item was compared on the two questionnaires.

The first comparison

(Comparison I) was between how often the teacher offered and how
often each student did the activities.

The second comparison

(Comparison II) was between how often the teacher offered and bow
well the student liked the activities.

This analysis was made

more specific by including comparisons between teachers and boys
and between. teachers and girls.
Because of the few responses indicating "never offered" and
"seldom offered" in the TQ, these two responses were combined when
tabulated.

On the

PQ the corresponding responses indicating "never

do" and "seldom do" were likewise combined, and the responses indicating "dislike very much" and "dislike" were combined whsn tabulated.
My assumption in comparing the two questionnaires was thAt

the resulting responses of all the teachers
of the students.

~ould

be similar to that

In othe~ words, I began with the null hypothesis

that no difference would occur between the total results for each
item on the TQ when compared with the total responses on the PQ.
In order to compare the distributions, I used two methods
to establish the teacher

distribution~

Thi.3 was necessitated

by the fact that there were a far greater number of student
responses than teacher responses.

In the first method (:Method I)
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I gave a weighting to each teacher response that was equal to the
number of students in the same teacher's class.

For example,

if thirteen students responded totally in Junior High School
labeled number two to item 1 and the teacher of the same classroom circled response 5 (very often) to the same item, I gave
the teacher's response a weight of 13.
As a matter of fact, one of the distributions resulted in

the following when all of these weightings were added:
HOW OFTEN OFFER
1 & 2
(Never and
Seldom)

3
(Occasionally)

4
(Fairly
Often)

5
(Very
Often)

Total

39

59

21

77

196

Notice that the total of these numbers is 196 which equals the
number of student responses.
In the second method (Method II) the total distrib•,tion of
teacher responses for each item was increased proportionately so
that the total of the responses equaled the total number of
students responding.

For example, when 196 students responded

to item 1, fifteen teachers responded as follows:
HOW OFrEN OFFER

1 &2
(Never and
Seldom)

3

(Occasionally)

4

(Fairly
Often)

5

(Very
Often)

Total

Teachers:
3

4

2

6

15

..

,-:·
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Therefore, since 3/15 of 196 is 39*, 4/15 is 52, 2/15 is 26,
and 6/15 is 78, the distribution was set up as follows:

-HOW OFTEN OFFER
1 & 2

(Never and
Seldom)

3

(Occasionally)

4

5

(Fairly
Often)

(Very
Often)

Total

26

78

196

Teachers'
resulting
proportional
increase:
39

52

TQ and FQ Comparison I (How often offer I Row often do)
The results of Comparison I, between TQ and PQ, indicating
comparison between how often teachers offer activities and 'how
often the students do these activities, using Method I (the
weighted technique) are shown in Table 17.

*

Some of the numbers were rounded off to give whole numbers
since decimals at this point are inconsequential.
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TA13LE 17
A COMPARISON BETWEEN HOW OFrEN STUDENTS DO AND HOW OFTEN
TEACHERS OFFER ACTIVITIES (USING METHOD I:

df • 3

Boys with Teachers

WEIGHTED TECHNIQUE)

Girls with Teachers

rx2.

p

12.

p

1

268.30

.001

126.26

.001

2

619.99

.001

230.08

.001

3

62.74

.001

23.39

,.001

4

159.11

.001

229.07

.001

5

695.50

.001

148.83

.001

6

174.99

.001

102.63

.001

Item No.

. ..

. . ...:·:--:;:: ..

7

184.36

.001

46.43

.001

8

139.17

.001

38.50

.001

9

524.08

.001

83.56

.001

10

131.57

.001

101.07

,001

£'X:

2,959.81

£'X=~

1,129.82
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The results of the same comparf.son using Method II (the proportional increase technique are shown in Table 18.

TABLE 18
A COMPARISON BETWEEN ROW OFrEN STUDENTS DO AND HOW OFIEN TEACHERS
OlFER ACTIVITIES
(USING METHOD II:

d£

=3

PROPORTIONAL INCREASE TECHNIQUE)

Boys with Teachers

Girls with Teachers

:x.2.

p

~.2.

p

1

256.73

.001

123.00

.001

2

722.94

.001

301.42

.001

3

57.80

.001

32.59

.001

4

~13.43

.oot

269.10

.001

5

593.97

.001

225.42

.001

6

75.38

.001

123.50

.001

7

194.59

,.001

59.51

.001

8

164.51

.001

49.89

.001

9

579.57

.001

93.52

.001

10

140.80

.001

101.58

.001

Item No.

t1:

2,999.72

f1:

1. 379.53
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I tested both Method I and Method II, with the chi square
technique and found large results as listed in the tables.

The

magnitude of the chi squares and the levels of significance

(.001) indicate that a real difference exists between what
activities the teachers offered in the classroom and what activities
the students did in their leisure time..

Addit1 onally, although

obvious, the chi squares were summed and the results also indicate
a .001 level of significance.

Therefore, the null hypothesis

was rejected.
TQ and PQ Comparison II (How often offer I How well like)
The results of Comparison II, comparing how often the
teachers offered activities and how well students liked these
activities, were very similar to the study of Comparison I,
explained above.

I again tested the responses for Comparison II,

of TQ and PQ by both Methods I and II (explained above) with the
~hi

square technique.

Again, the resulting chi squares and levels

of significance (.001) indicated a real difference existing
between what the teachers offered and what the students liked.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was again rejected.
results may be seen in Tables 19 and 20.

These
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TABLE 19
A COMPARISON BETWEEN HOW WELL STUDENTS LIKE AND HOW OFTEN TEACHERS
OFFER ACTIVITIES (USING METHOD I:
d£

=3

Item No.

WEIGHTED TECHNIQUE)
Girls with Teachers

Boys with Teachers

'X.:J..

rx~

p

f

1

128.94

.001

121.12

.001

2

220.15

.001

72.69

.001

3

43.10

.001

58.94

.001

4

260.37

.001

399.81

.001

5

361.43

.001

26.17

.001

6

454.36

.001

144.23

.001

7

96.42

.001

27.22

.001

8

84.82

.001

25.75

.001

9

432.28

.001

42.99

.001

10

69.34

.001

65.20

.001

.(, ()j_:"

~

2,151.21

Lrv_?LA.

984.12

,''•..1:.··''
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TABLE 20
A CCMPARISON BETWEEN ROW WELL STUDENTS LIKE AND HOW OFrEN TEACHERS
OFFER ACTIVITIES
(USING METHOD II:
d£ :: 3

PROPORTIONAL INCREASE TECHNIQUE)

Boys with Teachers

Girls with Teachers

X.?..

p

'X~

1

114.93

.001

100.27

.001

2

230.02

.001

40.50

.001

3

46.68

.001

67.69

.001

4

347.92

.001

440.02

,001

s

329,67

.001

46.00

.001

6

133.13

.001

136.33

.001

7

93.40

.001

16.32

.001

8

90.41

.001

40.75

,001

9

479.75

.001

48.87

.001

10

62.52

.001

67.45

.001

Item No.

£'X .2.=

1,004.20

p

... ~.. Ji'. '! . :·..
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Teacher Questionnaire:

Art and Art Crafts (TQ) compared with

Pupil Preference of Leisure Time Activities (PPL)
The first step it1 dealing with TQ (''Teacher Questionnaire:
Art and Art Crafts") and PPL ("Pupil Preference of Leisure Time
Activities") was to establish a rank order of teachers' responses.
Rank order of teachers' responses in TQ
In order to establish a ranking of preference for the
first ten items on the TQ (item No. 11 indicating nother" was
omitted), the responses were weighted according to the number
of teachers selecting each response, 1, 2, 3, 4, or

s.

For

example, the distribution of responses for item no. 6 is as follows;
Response:
Number of
teachers
selecting:

Never
1
1

Seldoc . Occasionally Fairly Often
2
3
4
3

6

Very Often
5

1

4

The weighting was established by multiplying the number of teachers
selecting the response by the number indicating how often the
activity was offered, that is "never, 11 "seldom," etc.

That is,

with the responses labeled "very often" numbered 5 and with four
teachers responding in that manner, the product would be 20.

The

re.sults for item no. 6 are as follows;
Response:

1

2

3

4

5

Results:

1

6

18

5

20

Total:

50

Table 21, indicated the item numbers and the resulting rank
placement according to the weighting.

'

.. ;.
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TABLE 21

RANK ORDER OF TEACHERS RESPONSES
(TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE:

m

TQ

ART AND ART CRAnS)

BOW OFTEN OFFER ACTIVITIES

Weighting

Item No.

Rank

63

4

1

62

9

2

61

5 & 7

58

2

5

56

1

6

55

3

7

52

8 & 10

50

6

3.5

8.5
10

Establishing Rank Order of Pupil Response in PPL
Establishing the Rank order of the pupil response in the

PPL was more difficult because of the paired items in the questionnaire.

In order to overcome thia difficulty, I assumed that

where ever Item No. 1, for instance, appeared w5.th one of the
other items in the pairs that the other item acted as a detractor
to Item No. 1.

Table 22, indicates the responses that occurred for

Item No. 1 in preference to the other items when a paired choice
was offered.

Table 23, is the summary of the students' preference

of Item No. 1, as compared to how often the teachers offered the
Item No. 1, activity in the classroom.
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TABLE 22
PUPIL PREFERENCE FOR ITEM NO. 1, IN PPL

Actual
Corresponding Self-contained Platoon
classrooms classrooms
item pair item numbers
from TQ
in PPL
B
T B
T
G
G

Junior High
classrooms
B

G

T

1 - 2

(1 - 2)

27

22

49

21

17

38

47

28

15

1 - 3

(53 - 54}

27

21

48

27 16

43

37

49

86

1 - 4

(85 - 86)

15

11

26 11 07

18

28

15

43

1 - 5

(71 - 72)

23

30

53

17

40

40

45

85

1 - 6

(59 - 60)

17

22

39 14 19

33

32

41

73

1 - 7

(79 - 80)

13

13

26 15 14

29

32

21

53

1 - 8

(63 - 64)

25

28

53

22

18

40

51

55

106

1 - 9

(31 - 32)

21

19

40 24

11

35

45

31

76

1 - 10

(23 - 24)

25

31

56 32

26

15

60

-79

139

193

197

390 189 145

291

372

364

736

23

TABLE 23
STUDENTS IN ALL CLASSES CHOOSING ITEM NO. 1, IN PPL

Self-contained classrooms

Boys
193

Girls
197

Total
390

Platoon classrooms

189

145

291

Junior High classrooms

372

364

736

754

706

1417
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After the pupil preference was determined for each item in PPL
as shown in Tables 22 and 23, the resulting ranks occurred, as
shown in Table 24.

-----------······----------·-------TABLE 24
RANK ORDER OF PUPILS PREFERENCE OF ITEMS ON PPL
PQ :::tem No.
corresponding
to item on PPL

Rank Order
Boys

Girls

1

7

8

8

2

5

6

6

3

4

4

5

4

1

1

1

5

6

5

7

6

2

7

3

7

3

2

2

8

9

9

9

9

8

3

4

10

10

10

10

Total (boys and
girls)

Comparison of Rank Order of teachers' responses in TQ with
pupil preferences in PPL
In order to compare the rank orders of the teachers' (Q)
responses with the pupil responses in PPL, the Spearman rank
difference correlation co-efficient p (rho) was calculated.
(70, P• 208)
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I used the null

hypot~esis

obtained rho •. (39, p. 200)

to test the significance of the
!able.25, indicates the results.

This null hypothesis would state that there is no relationship
"

.

between the popularity of items chosen by pupils and the
activities offered by teachers.

Here the null hypothesis is

calculated as an ancillary to the original null hypothesis.

TABLE 25
COMPARISON OF

RANK

ORDER OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES

IN TQ WrrH PUPIL RESPONSES IN PPL

rho
Girls in PPL with teachers in TQ

.81

Boys in

.28

PPL

with teachers in TQ

Boys and Girls in PPL with teachers in TQ

level of significaDCe
.01

.52

It is quite obvious that there is a significant relationship between the popularity of the individual itams as chosen
by the girls and the activities offered by the teachers.

Conve~se-

ly, there is little relationship between the popularity of the
individual items as chosen by the boys and the activiti-as offered
by the teachers.

The null

hypothesis~

was therefore, rejected

only in the comparison of girls and teachers.
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The Leisure Time Questionnaire for Eighth Grade Pupils comparing
what the pupils do with what they like to do.
The Leisure Time Questionnaire for Eighth Grade Pupils
(PQ) was examined in reference to the TQ in the above sections

of statistical analysis.

However, because the PQ asks the students

how often they do the listed activities and how well they like
to do these things, it seemed reasonable and necessary to examine
the internal comparisons.

In order to examine this comparison,

I used the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (r).
(70, p. 118)

In order to state the .99 confidence limits for

r, I used a table (70, p. 384, Table B) to transform the obtained
r to z, calculated the standard error of z, and then transformed
the two z values back to r's by using another table (39, p. 384,
Table C).

In determining these results, I separated the boys

and girls according to the classroom situations, which included
self-contained, platoon, and junior high
The results are in Tables 26, 27, and 28.

~ighth

grade classrooms.

The probability is

.99 that the interval listed contains the true r.

(39, Po 199)
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!ABLE 26
A COMPARISON OF WHAT PUPILS DO AND WHA.T THEY LIKE TO DO
AS DETERMINED BY THE LEISURE TIME QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EIGllTif
GRADE PUPILS IN SELF-CONTAINED ClASSROOMS
t:6 Girls
Item No.

58 Boys

r

limits

r

1

.74

.86 to .55

.66

.81 to .42

2

.71

.84 to .51

• 73

.86 to .52

3

.71

.84 to .51

.66

.81 to .42

4

.74

.86 to .55

.75

.87 to

5

.73

.as

to .54

.64

.80 to .39

6

.as

.92 to .73

.81

.90 'to .65

7

.75

.86 to .57

.83

.91 to .69

8

.54

.73 to .27

.65

.81 to .40

9

• 78

.88 to .62

.82

.91 to .66

10

.69

.82 to .48

.71

.84 to .49

11

.92

.97 to .82

.73

.86 to

df

= 64

df

limits

= 56

All significant at • 01 level •

.ss

.so

~F

,~.~~~,.~~---,--,-.....,......--__,...__,_----~---------~
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TABLE 27
A COMPARISON OF WHAT PUPILS ~0 AND WHAT THEY LIKE TO DO
AS DETERMINED BY THE LEISURE TIME QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EIGHTH
GRADE PUPILS IN PLATOON CLASSROOMS
39 Girls
Item No.

45 Boys

r

limits

r

limits

1

.71

.. 87 to .43

.65

.82 to .36

2

.so

.91 to .sa

.68

.a4 to .41

3

.53

.77 to .16

.62

.al to .32

4

.69

.S6 to .39

• 75

.as to .52

5

.S3

.92 to .64

.60

.so to .29

6

.84

.93 to .66

.as

.93 to .70

7

.65

.84 to .33

.97

.99 to ;.93

8

.84

.93 to .66

.58

• 79 to .26

9

.87

.94 to .12

.6S

.S4 to .41

10

.78

.90 to .55

.66

.S3 to .38

11

.S3

.94 to .59

.S6

.94 to .68

df

= 37

d£

= 43

All items significant at .01 level.

..
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TABLE 28
A COMPARISON OF WHA!: PUPILS DO AND WHAT THEY LIKE TO DO
AS DETERMINED BY THE LEISURE TIME QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EIGHTH
GRADE PUPILS IN JUNIOR HIGH CLASSROOMS

90 Girls
Item No.

85 Boys

limits

r

r

limits

1

.75

.as

to .60

.63

• 77 to .43

2

.90

.94 to .83

.so

.as

3

.62

.76 to .42

• 74

.84 to

4

.69

.81 to .52

.66

.. 79 to .47

5

.so

.sa

to .68

.83

.90 to • 72

6

.78

.87 to .65

.72

.83 to .. 55

7

.79

.87 to .66

.73

.84 to .57

8

.75

.as

to .60

• 70

.82 to .52

9

.75

.85 to .60

.82

.89 to • 70

10

.60

.75 to .39

.75

.85 to .60

11

.62

.65 to .59

.as

.93 to .71

df

= 88

df

All sign::.ficant at .01 level.

= 83

to .67

.sa
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Most of the resulting correlations are quite high, indicating generally that. a strong correlation exists between what the
boys and girls do and what they enjoy doing.

This observation

is true for both boys and girls in all three classroom settings.
Besides calculating the .99 confidence level of the resulting
r, I also tested r, against this null hypothesis:

that the

relationship of what the students do and what they like to do
would be zero.

The significance of theobtained r's was

~ested

against the null hypothesis by the use of a table (39, p .. 201)
and it was found that all r's were significant at the .01 level,
therefore, permitting us to reject the null hypothesis.
The Pupil Preference of Leisure Time Activities Questionnaire:
Sex Differences by Rank.
The Pupil Preference of Leisure Time Activities Questionnaire was examined in relation to the TQ ('Teacher Questionnaire:
Art and Art Crafts") in earlier sections of this statistical
analysis.

In that section, I used a rank correlation.

A more

detailed investigation of the internal evidence of these questionnaires was also possible by calculating the correlation between
the ranks in terms of popularity of the ten items for boys and
girls, which would reveal sex differences in terms of rho.
ranks for the individual items are given in Table 29.

The
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TABLE 29
SEX DIFFERENCES BY RANK IN PUPIL PREFERENCE
OF LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES

Boys

Girls

1

7th

8th

2

5th

6th

3

4th

4th

4

1st

1st

5

6th

5th

6

2nd

7th

7

3rd

2nd

8

9th

9th

9

8th

3rd

10

lOth

lOth

Item. No.

'

The Spearman rank-difference correlation coefficient was
calculated for Table 29,

~ith

the resulting rho equal to .67.

Rho was tested against this null hypothesis:

that there would

be a zero correlation between the two sets of ranks.
found to be significant at the .05 level.
reject this null hypothesis.

Rho was

Therefore, we can

_-,· ..~
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The Pupil Preference of Leisure Time Activities Questionnaire:
Sex Differences by chi square.
Further internal investigation of sex differences found
through the use of the PPL was possible using the chi square
technique, for each pair of items in the questionnaire.

Four-

fold contingency tables were set up to measure the sex
differences.

(70, p. 224)

30, 31, and 32.

The results may be seen in Tables
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TABLE 30
SEX DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BOYS AND GIRLS IN THEIR. PREFERENCE
OF LEISURE TIME ACTIVrriES
SELF-CONTAINED ClASSROOMS

df : 1
Item No.

1 - 2
3 .. 4
5 - 6

7
9
11
13
1S
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45

-

8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46

j~ .2..

1.512
2 .. 043
6.417
1.470
.004
2.637
1.125
.334
.422
5.984
1.148
1.002
.634
.306
.016
.334
1.477
5.336
3.804
4.153
.3l•4
2.008
.008

p

.02

.02

.os
.05

Item No.

47
49
51
53
55
57
59
61
63
65
67
69
71
73
75
77
79
81
83
85
87
89

-

48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90

TotalZ

')(~

.430
1.924
.092
2.043
.064
9.550
.758
3.335
.151
.344
8.925
5.224
1.465
2.136
1.460
1.027
.015
.049
8.243
1.088
.337
2.627

x_: 93.805
(df • 45)

p

.01

.01
.05

.01

.001
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TABLE 31
SEX DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BOYS AND GIRLS IN THEIR PREFERENCE
OF LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES
PlATOON ClASSROOMS
d£ :; 1
Item No.

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43

..
...
-

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
'*'0
42
44

45 - 46

'X.2..
.073
1.440
10.007
.070
.059
.025
1.440
.689
1.332
2.080
.109
.361
5.306
.063
4,.373
5.428
.164
4.305
.325
1.269
1.589
13.311
2.444

p

.01

.os
.05
.02

.os
.001

Item

No.

47
49
51
53
55
57
59
61
63
65
67
69
71
73
75
77
79
81
83
85
87
89

48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90

-

'}'~

p

.074
1.256
.. 344
3.425
2.506
.458
2.465
1.,858
.122
1.256
1.761

.049
.624
5.039
2.244
.,856
.,030
1.882
.128
_,,.

.05

• .t.oJ.

.559
.001

Totatf..rx: s3.4co
{d£ • 45)

.001

•

~··.···:.

·:.··

''···· .··.·.•;:.·-.. ~~~t'.··r-·.".·:·•'

....

;.·~.···
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TABLE 32
SEX DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BOYS AND GIRLS IN THEIR PREFERENCE

OF LEISURE T:rnE ACTIVITIES
JUNIOR HIGH CLASSROOMS

d£

=1

Item No.

':t:l

1 - 2
3 - 4
5 - 6
7 - 8
9 - 10
11 - 12
13 - 14
15 ~ 16
17 - 18
19 - 20
21 ... 22
23 .. 24
25 ... 26
27 - 28
29 .. 30
31 - 32
33 - 34
35 - 36
37 - 38
39 - 40
l~l - 42
43 - 44
45 - 46

11.597
7.250
44.798
6.390

.sao

·3.111
.363
1.117
.063
3.184
12.350
2.654
1.705
1.036
1.803
7 .179.
.170
24.922
9.637
18.303
8.946
3.650
1.889

p

.001
.01
.001
.02

Item No,.

47
49
51
53
55

.001

.01
.001
.01
.001
.01

57
59
61
63
65
67
69
71
73
75
77
79
81
83
85
87
89

- 48
- so
- 52
- 54
- 56
- 58
- 60
- 62
- 64
- 66
.,.. 68
- 70
·- 72
- 74,
- 76
- 78
- 80
- 82
- 84
- 86
- 88
- 90

~.2.

3.567
5.284
1.789

p

.os

.sst~

.010
.316
.402
.538
.154
7.599
.025
5.241
.004
1.831
19.080
2.257
5.312
.592
.019
7.353
5.948
3.888

TotatK.: 245.260

(d£

= 45)

.01

.os
.001
.05
.01
.02
o05

.001

'

....:·:·
,.... .,... '"·.""

~'

.. ·.

~·

.·.... ,_..

~-

·:~··

·. ;.

·:·:-.~·

....

'
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The levels of significance were examined by the use of a
table (70, p. 386), and are listed above in Tables 30, 31, and
32.

Certain individual comparisons show significance as seen

in these tables.,

Trois indieates that there is a greater degree

of sex differences for certain activities than for other activities.
Also, it may be noted that there were more areas of difference
and greater levels of difference in the junior high eight;h
grade classrooms than in the self-conta'ined and platoon classrooms of the same grade.
The chi squares were sUIItmed for all 45 pairs of items
and it was found for all three types of classrooms that the
significance level was .001, which suggests that a real sex
difference exists for the 45 pairs.
reject the null hypothesis.

The .001 permits us to

Therefore, we can conclude that

there is an overall sex dLfference in pupil preference of
leisure time art related activities.
III.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Through statistical analysis of the three questionnaires, "Teacher Questionnaire:

Art and Art Crafts," "A

Leisure Time Questionnaire for Eighth Grade Pupils," and "Pupil
Preference of Leisure Time Activities," significant results were
obtained.

The differences between the items selected by the

teachers, indicating bow often activities were offered

i~·the

classroom, in the TQ, and those selected by the students under
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the beading, ''How often do 11 " in the PQ were significant at the
.001 level and indicated that there· is a real difference between
the art and craft activities offered by teachers. in the classroom ar..d activities done by the students in leisure time.

Using

the same questionnaire, but comparing the teachers' responses
under· ''How often offer" with the students' responses under "How
well like," I discovered that there

"t~as

another -real difference

between art and craft activitiea offered by teachers in the
classroom and activities liked by tlte students, as indicated by
s1.gnificance at the .001 le-vel.

Therefore, the null hypothesis

was rejected in both instances.
In analysing the students' responses on the "Pupil
Preference of Leisure Time Activities" questionnaire in terms
of the teachers' responses on the TQ, I established a rank
order of preference for the responses on both questionnaires.
I then compared the rank orders and found a significant relationship between the popularity of the individual items as chosen
by the girls and the art activities offered by the

teachers~

On the other hand, however, there was little relationship between
the items chosen by the boys on the basis of popularity and the
art activities offered by the teachers.
The PQ ("A Leisure 'rime Questionnaire for Eighth Grade
Pupils") also lent itself to

intet~'l.i\\1

comparison of what the students
Using the Pearson Product Moment

d~'

invest.igation through a

with what they like to do.

Co~relat~on

Coefficient (70,

p. 118), I found that there was generally a strong correlation
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between actual participation in the art related activities and
the enjoymeut ofthese same activities.

The PPL ("Pupil Preference

of Leisure Time Activities") was also examined internally on the
basis of sex differences through two different methods, rank
correlation of all items and chi square for each pair of items.
Both methods yielded similar results, that there is a significant
difference between art related activities chosen by boys and
those chosen by girls.
A quick general summary of all of the statistical analyses
of the three questionnaires,

'~eacher

Questionnaire:

Art and

Art Crafts," "A Leisure Time Questionnaire for Eighth Grade
Pupils," and uPupil l'referenee of I..eisure Time Activities,"

may be seen in

~able

33.
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TABLE 33
SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL FINDINGS

Compari~

Instrument

How often offered
with
Bol-1 often do

TQ

How often offered
·with
How '~ell liked

TQ

Popularity of items
with
Popularity of items
(Girls)

TQ

Popularity of items
with
Popularity of items
(Boys)

TQ

Popularity of items
'\o1ith
Popularity of items
(Boys and Girls)

TQ

How often do
with
How well like

PQ

Popularity of items
(Boys)
with
Popularity of items
(Girls)

PPL

Itams selected by boys

PPL

Items selected by girls

PPL

Technique

Results
Overall significance
at .001 level. Null
hypothesis rejected.

PQ

Overall significance
at .001 level. Null
hypothesis rejected.

PQ

P = .81 significance
at .01 level. Null
hypothesis rejected.

PPL

p

P : .28, not
significant.

p

P

PPL

= .52,

not
significant.

PPL
t.
~
• 53 -J'Lt - . 97 for
individual items.
All items significant
at .01 level. Null
hypothesis rejected.

PQ

p

P - .67 significance
at .OS level. Null
hypothesis rejected.

PPL
Total chi square
significance at .001
level. Null hypothesis
rejected.
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IV.

1.

Other

s~ilar

RECOMMENDATIONS

studies using guestionnairep should be con-

ducted to further verify the results obtained in this study.
2.

A greater consideration needs to be given by curriculum

committees and teachers to what the students do and enjoy doing
in their leisure time.
3.

Classroom learning needs to be more closely related to the

development of leisure time activ:lties for life long enjoyment, fulfillment, and participation.
4o

Broader curricular and extra-curricular offerings should be

made available to students in order to help them gain skills
in areas of their. intereslls.
5.

Teachers should be made more aware of the fact that

curricular offerings are often more geared to girls than to boys.
6.

Teachers and curriculum committees should make available

and accessible a wider array of materials, as well as audio,
visual, and objects media to enlist the involvement of all
individuals of a class.

Perhaps more boys will find art

activities more relevant.

1. Because students tend to do what they like to do. art teachers
should survey their students' leisure time interests each term
in order to develop a special art curriculum for each specific
class.
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8.

Although the result of the comparison between what the

students do and what they like to do on "A Leisure Time Question.naire for Eighth Grade Pupils" may seem to be an obvious conelusion, it is interesting to note that adults often say they
enjoy certain activities but do not do them for lack of time or
opportunity or skill.

The eighth grade students examined here

actually do what they enjoy doing in their leisure time pursuits
of art related activities.

This is certainly· an attitude and

atmosphere to be fostered and encouraged.
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CHAPTER V
CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE ART - LEISURE TIME RElATIONSHIP
I.

IMPLICATIONS IN THE STUDY, RElATED TO THE PRESE't-."T

In searching through the literature I find that broad
assumptions and criteria are applicable to my own art-leisure time
study.

These I can project as significant to art education as

potentials in ::;>reparing eighth grade students to continue their
experiences in art into leisure time pursuits.

The means for

establishing leisure time objectives for an art curriculum based
on my study at the eighth grade level may be considered and adapted
for use in art education in general.

·the leisure time objective,

explored for extensive use in secondary and college art education,
may become a worthwhile undertaking.

Not only for art specialists,

this objective appears useful for in-service education of teachers
in all parts of the country.

If these assumptions are valid, its

further study may prove useful to curriculum planners, art consultants, and art directors in developing programs that are built on
theories of art and their practical applications for

de~dgning,

applying, and evaluating art programs toward leisure time activities.

. ~

Since no study in art education like mine has ever been
accomplished to date, further repetitive, but refined, studies at
the eighth grade level, and preferably at other levels as well,
are needed to establish further validity and reliability of the
art-le:i.sure relationship.
The burden of fully exploring the leisure time objective
rests with teachers of art, not to compete with consumer-packaged
leisure time attractions, but instead to offer something better
in art education toward the creative and cultural development of
a people.

The starting point being youth themselves.

A recent backward look at the findings in my study brings
to mind that in the sample studied the learners themselves are
relatively honest in. what they say they. prefer and
by way of art activities in their lPisure time.

'~hat

they do

This positive

relationship between these art-leisure activities may have significant import to curriculum designers that what students do in
art classes does influence what they do in leisure time.
That the art experiences bring more satisfactions to girls
than they do to boys has been established through other researchers,
as well

as~

by myself in this study.

ings certain assumptions may be made.

In the light of such findThat the art experiences

and leisure time pursuits of eighth grade students in the sample
reveal greater preferences and involvemeut by girls than by boys
may or may not be attributed to maturation.

Developmentally, at

the eighth grade level girls are generally ahead of boys from a
year to a year and a half.

Further study would necessarily have
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to be made to determine whether the art differences and attitudes
are due to maturation or cultural role eJtj?!Ctations in our American culture for males and females.
Another implication comes to mind.

The recent trend

toward placing eighth grade students into administratively
organized junior high sc'hools, as has been done in St. Paul, as
well as, in other parts of the country, may affect the status quos
With such a change in organization more art classes are taught by
male specialists.

Whether this increase of male teachers will

encourage boys to relate and identify with male teachers of art
would of necessity need to be studied to determine the status
of male-female preferences in art.

Whether the art interests,

attitudes, and creative performances of boys·. is changing is
indeterminate at the present time.
In the literature there appears to be a growing sensitivity of art educators to the tmpottance of the individual as
a learner, and toward individualized development of his interests
to guide an autonomous self toward making choices, working independently, becoming aware of the environment, and finding
pleasures in art.

This need also appeared in my study as one to

be further explored and one in which the teacher can search to
know the varied individual interest components in a class
structure, and thus use this knowledge as a springboard to
creativity.
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Most recently neo-art impacts from forceful change place
more responsibility on teachers of art and artists than ·ever
before to strive for, "the true, the good, and the beautiful."
Innovations, new materi.als, and new art products surround us
evetJNhere in increasing varieties.

More than in the past art

teachers and artists are juxtapositioned into the midst of
bizzare,

macabre~

novel, and fanciful innovators.

This puts

both the artist and art teacher in a unique position to envision
all of this in perspective to the valid and responsible dedication
of his discipline.

Choices become imperative; upon these choices

rests the direction to be taken in art education in the present,
as well as, in the future.

A final hope - greater responsibility

toward excellence in art education and art-related leisure time
pursuits is a worthy preoccupation for those entrusted with
education.
II.

CURRICULUM ALTERNATIVES FOR ART RElATED
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES

In this study clues do surface toward a building of a
more relevant curriculum attune to 1;iu: !'urrent social conditions.
Concepts may vary as how to achieve a relevant art curriculum
from which students can experience meaning in what they do, not
only in their school life, but in their life outside of school,
particularly in their.leisure time

preferences~

But the ultimate

need for relevancy remaine the challenge to those involved in
curriculum design in art education.

,·

:·-.··
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From these clues, alt·ernatives become apparent.

Such

alternatives, I believe, merit consideration for study and
exploration, as well as, a basis for experimentation.

The

ensuing order in which some alternatives are presented does
not necessarily pronotn1ce a value judgment in an hierarchy of
velt•..es or priorities.

Briefly, these are:

The Open-ended Clasa Approach
An Encouragement of Bobbies
Art Correlation with Other School Subjects
In-depth Exploration of Materials
Concentrated Community Studies
Art Related Field Trips to Nature Centers
Services of an Artist in Residence
Utilization of Museum-School Interaction Programs.
With communities structured from different indigenous origirs,
eacb community would have its own unique character, but at the same
time its common ties with American life.

Curriculum design embracing

the blend of the pervasive and the unique hold promise for relevancy.
The apen-ended Class

A~proach

An alternative appears as appropriate to the utilization
of children's interests as a beginning point to creative processes.
To facilitate such learning, art classes can occasionally be openended periods with the teacher present only as a resource person
~hen help is needed.

Each learner has, in such a setting, total

freedom to use his own resources and appropriate media to do
creations of his own choosing.

It becomes an exploratory session

of creativity as it relates to the individual's interests and
environmental materials.
realized.

The element of choice should be fully

A learner should have an option of producing a work
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of art or the privilege of neglecting to do it.

This neglect can

be interpx:etad as failing a process but not failure in terms of
thP.

art c:lass.

tivity.

The ope-a-ended class should have no elements of eompul-

sion in its
and

leisur~.

total

Ir. daily life, not everyday is a day for crr,a-

~nvironment

as it contradicts the theories of play

Such a period should place, as nearly as possible,

r~sponsibility

on the learner as he would f;.nd in leisure

time in life outside the school.

Hence the learner takes

res·ponsibility, and through experiencing responsibility he
discovers for himself on his own self-sa·tisfying or unsatisfying
r~~ards.

An Encouragement of Hobbies
The essay, ''My Favorite Pastime," used in this study,
revealed the various enjoyments growing out of pursuing hobbies,
as well as, the divergent sources for learning about them.

The

encouragement of bobbies and the orientatic,n toward new ones are
vehicles for wider utilization of cbildr£n's interests.
Hobby activities are truly significant outgrowths of
school offerings.

A student who carries away from school

imaginative experiences and handwork skills, and techniques for
visual expression, as well as pleasure, has learned a valuable
lesson.

He

comes prepared to build his formal education into

his own creative hours.
Tbe art teacher can instill the use of the design
approach to hobby work.

For the student, it helps him to put

ideas into form through c. suitable material.

.,;,,,;::,.:c:
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Hobby work is to be encouraged and enlivened through
occasional displays at school and elsewhere in order to emphasize
evaluation of the creative processes involved.

(40, p. 42)

For some r:eople the intense devotion to hobbies develops
into vocations; for others the exciting involvement brings
satisfactions, confidence, and assurances of individual worth;
and for still others, it brings communication among new colleagues,
and acquaintances of social import.

Hobbies are means of social

identification.
Art Correlation with other School Subjects
Art stimulates and reinfor·ces academic learning, but
academic

l~~r-aing

is best achieved through good art expression.

That qualitative learning is probably directly related to personality integrativeness involving an emotive response is
scarcely denied.

Consequently, a greater possibility occurs

for learning when the
expression.

situa.t~~·.::.i·•

merits learning through art

However, one cannot superimpose art where the

subject matter does not inspire it.

Art is not the handmaiden

of other school subjects, even though its use may be considered
an essential in the learning process.

The personality effects

of an art experience are more significant than a frieze or
other project based on a history theme.
What the art experience is doing for the individual is
the basis for doing it in the first place.

It is essential

that creative powers must have free reign over subject matter
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in integrating academic subjects with art education.

(45, p. 21)
. •:("

Such correlation often brings relevance to

~1hat

is being learned.

Putting thoughts and emotion to serve an idea adds a new dimension to learning.

Newly created vistlal forms inspired by other

school subjects, when made into sli.des and films are rich
resources for future use to enrich learning in other scho·'ll
subjects.

Their use go well beyond overworked discursive methods.

In-depth Exploration of Materials
Varied materials in abundance are pra'"!tical investments
for art education.

In the realm of materials, the teacher's

imagination and ingenuity do count.

Beyond this, there is the

fact that every teacher has within reach a wealth of materials,
·..

·.

many which at.·e commonplace and inexpensive, but at the same
time unexplored.

The teacher, who is aware of immediate

environmental materials and their potentials, bas a headstart
in helping students develop sensitivities to these materials
and objects.

Today art media include slides, tapes, film,

and the like.

At no time have materials been so abundant.

It is perhaps through exploring and experimenting that
boys and those of lesser experience in art expression, are
attracted to involvement in art

activitie~.

Continuous

experimenting with materials to discover attributes, potentials,
as well as, limits leads to discoveries of new combinations
which are effective and meaningful.

(61, p. 316)

··::'.

··.-·-.,·
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On the other hand, this does not imply thatmaterials
dictate processes involved.

Rather, the student from his

experiences may demand varied media. t.o.give adequate creative
expression, and therefore, materials serve to encourage
spontanej.ty and originality in both two • dimensional and three dimensional visual forms.

Materials become an essential component

for a dynamic enviromnent to nurture voluntary learning.

If such

voluntary learning proves captivating and enjoyable, students no
doubt will pursue interests for enjoyment into leisure.
Among art educators there are those who bold the view of
Lanier (61, pp. 314-315), the.t education is in· a state of polarity
as witness$d by the counter culture.

Lanier would reject what

is being done in art education as useless and thereby discard the
contemporary curricula - historical, involvement, materials, and
goals.

In its place he would employ the contemporary media such

as film, audio and visual tape, and slides,

i~

every conceivable

combination in order to draw upon realistic aesthetic experiences
of

students~

His use of the newer media, particularly in the

popular arts, would deal with social issues and would be pertinent to their mode of thought and everyday life experiences.
In a paper describing "the relationship between media,
expression, an.; the arts and to suggest what these relationships
imply for educational practice, the arts, and media

r~search,"

Eisner presents seven ideas upon which he enlarges:
1.
1.

Expression is a consequence of intelligence.
The arts are one of man's major expressive modalities,
hence depend upon intelligence.

···~!~;,.~;::fl- ~-.~······· ~ '•"'''~
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3.

Expression proceeds through the forms of art by virtue
of the symbols, syntaxes, and media with which the
artist works.
4. The expressiveness of the arts is known by the experience
the forms of art evokes.
5. To experience art forms, requires an ability to "read11
the form, that is to decode what artists have encoded.
6. Artistic development depends not only upon the artist's
ability to create new symbols and syntaxes, it also
depends upon the media available.
7. New forms of art evoke new forms of experience, inform
us about the qualitative aspects of life, and reawaken
our awareness of the old. (33, p. 4)
This presentation of a precise description of media and
relationships challenges a thinking through,. a searchi.ng out, and
certainly an evaluating of the art education needs in materials to
be employed.
Concentrated Community Studz
In this study, as previously reviewed, three community study projects exemplify what can be accomplished in art education in community involvement for both enhancing the quality
of life

an:~

beautifying a social environment.

First, the

Owaton~~,

Minnesota, Project, 1933-1940, proved

significant to enriching the quality of life in a rural community
through art and leisure time pursuits.

(46)

Second, McFee's pilot study with bilingual children at
Phoenix, Arizona, dealt with community study in an urban setting
for strenghtening the quality of life in an urban environment.

(4~

More recently, McFee's exploratory study of fourth grade
children in six cities of ·scattered locations in the United States
sought to describe children's understandings of their city •

..... ,

•1,

·;t.

·~,.
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Cities included Atlanta, Los
Phoenix, and Portland.
income were studied.

Ang~les,

Honolulu, Minneapolis,

Children from lower income and middle
A training booklet for teachers, "A

Book about Cities" was designed on key issues.

Data gathered

by questionnaires, drawings, and maps showed gains in

so~ial

concerns of these children, but with differences between lower
income and middle income children.

(69, p. 50-69)

All three studies confirm that community studies are
feasible and that they can improve attitudes, understandings,
and feelings.

Such studies assist in social reconstruction

whether tbe.area studied is rural or urban, or whether the
economy is in a state of depression or in that of the present
environmental crisis.
The direct approach of surveys, studies, activity
programs, and evaluation is a valid direction for community
involvement in art and leisure pursuits.

Because it is the

"grass roots" approach to improving the human condition, it
is a course of procedure relevant to today 1 s issues and is
worthy of

~dde

acceptance from arts people.

A further value

of community study is the reduction of hostility and separateness through breaking down barriers to communication.

In

working with a true to life social environment realities come
to the fore to be studied - comunity roots, life - space,
time - binding factors, emerging values, preferences, and
many more.

Through art education, community study, with

·.·. ·.•.

.·,.··.-·
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an eye to improving the quality of life and to aesthetic
appearances in communities is urgent in tl1e present-day
cultural scene.

Varied experiences from such study build on

experiences students have and from experience they draw to
find meaningful leisure

t~e

activities.

Art Related Field Trips to Nature Centers and
Wild Life Reserves
Iu this study the absence of visits.to nature centers
and wild life reserves need special'consideration.
Locally and elsewhere, during recent years nature centers
and wild life reserves are coordinated with. programs in the
public schools f.or year-round study and enjoyment of school
children.

Such re~erves have unusual potentials for students

to find order in nature and for them to create order from nature
in

~"':tistic

expression.

With both writing and drawing paper

attached to a clip board, the individual can spontaneously
capture beauty in nature in his favorite form of expression
in either sketching or writing, or both.

Half-day or full-day

trips afford the leisure to utilize all the senses.

At times

students come when other art classes are already in action.
This adds a community of interests.
Initial orientatbn, coupled with challenge to the use
of one's senses, is necessary preparation for nature experiences.
Follow-up discussions of pleasures, discoveries, visual forms
of expression, and written forms add understanding and purpose.

,

...
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Clearly the leisure objective of art euucation can be nurtured
on a leisurely nature-type field trip.
In art education the nature center field trip provides,
perhaps, the ideal learning situation, for it is where people
and other living things meet.
Services of an Artist in Residence
An artist in residence program offers. an enriching approach
to encourage creati,re development in a comm':lnity and is becoming
a component of art education in rural, suburban, and urban
administrative plans.

For practicai reasons, such a resource

person has his own studio from which he works-as an assistant
to students.

His thrust is "tvith children, kindergarten through

grade twelve.

Teachers have the opportunity to invite him into

their classrooms to correlate visual arts with areas like
literature, social studies, and even physical movement s • well as,
in art involvement itself.
It is of particular releva·nce to children to become
acquainted with the artist in residence to learn what an artist
does, know how an artist works, and how and when a person becomes
an artist.
Particularly, at the secondary level, students may visit
his studiC? to

l~arn

, Jre about ideas, processes, and materials.

It is the visit to an artist's environment and in this two way
communication with the artist as a person that impressions and
stimulations are brought to bear upon art students.

Further, the artist in residence has access to art
projects of children, youth, and adults in the community and
can display such work as well as, his own in local exhibitions.
Personal contact with exhibitors and their work create interest
among students and encourage self-initiated undertakings.

The

artist in residence holds promise to art education and its
leisure time objective.
Utilization of MUseum-School Interaction Programs
The omission of museum visitation as an activity in
leisure time in this study is revealing.

It is more likely,

today'· that if a survey were made of activities, that such
visitations would be noted as a result of the broader roles
of museums.
At the present time museums have become almost a
necessity.

As the environmental crisis deepens, only widespread

public understanding of man's place in nature can save people
from disaster.

It is to this end that the recent movsment

toward acc.reditation by the Association of Musetuns have pledged
themselves, that is, to their educational, as well as, their
communicative and aesthetic

purposes~

Several of the recently accredited museums have gone
beyond the minimum requirements of accreditation.

That is to

say, that their educational programs are reaching out to
schools and communities with interaction services.

The educa-

tional function of these museums is enlarging and improving

·.·>
.

'
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to provide educational offerings and activities for children
from preschool through secondarJ• school.
served:

Divergent groups are

the academically deprived, the exceptional, the

average, the gifted, and ethnic minorities.
the individual's awareness,

muset~

Toward increasing

employ object teaching

techniques through sound, films, filmstrip, and touch techniques.
Their programs of involvement inculcate feeling.
Art lends itself to innovation and experimentation, but
a prerequisite to art museum offerings is real substance in
offerings.

It is necessary that museum programs are

relev~nt

to children's needs as these children progress through the
various stages of child development.

In art education, museums

are becoming a tremendous source for learning through involve.

ment in art activities.

·.

.

Also museums do make valuable contribu-

tiona to stimulating interest in expression in leisure time
pursuits.

A liaison with schools when established by either

schools or museums, or both has unlimited potential for improving the quality of life.

Through such liaisons, loan collections,

museum personnel, and interaction classes at a museum or in a
school classroom become part of the learnings and experiences
in art education, all of which inspire students and enrich the
total art

experie~ce

of individuals.

To serve schools and the community, such programs as the
ones at the Minnesota Arts and Science Center,. St. Paul, at the
Fort lVorth Museum of Science and Ristor.y, at the Virginia
1<1useum, Riclnnond, at the North Carolina Museum and Art, and

•.
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others, began as experiments and have accelerated tbemselves
through continuous evaluation, revision, and new tmprovements
supported

~y

research.

In their work with schools and the

community these museums are making a valuable

contrib~tion

to art education and in valuable leisure ttme exploration.
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SUMMARY

Clearly, the present environmental crisis in the
cultural scene impinges upon teachf!rs'. in art education. the
necessity to act to bring about social reconstruction.

We~

as teachers in art education must find it in. our" heart and
spirit to open our horizons in order to get to know our students,
their homes, and our communities better.

We can make the special

effort to perceive the spirit of the students we teach', their
ambitions, and their concerns, in order to come to appreciate
the ties which unite us within the _diversity that

is

America.

Only in this way will art education realize its potential for
..

.

'

increasing understanding and solidarity among our ownpeople.
It is with renewed dedication that we must grope f9r curricula
appropriate and relevant to life in our communities.
With all the increased free ttme at their disposal,
most Americans may find themselves bard put to find a substitute
for the 40 - hour week and the routine it has traditionally
contributed to their lives.

No doubt those oriented in

educational institutions with relevant art education offerings
will constructively direct their leisure time to useful rewarding secondary activities - creating things with their
hands or working in other expressive forms of the fine arts
or in improving the environment.
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Perhaps, some will at last bave the time, the unfettered,
unpressured freedom of heart and spirit to play with children,
to get to know and love their fellow man as brotl~r, to realize
their uniqueness and tmportance in the living universe - in
otber words, acquire anew the art of living,,

It is to this

end that: the arteducation - leisure time objective of art
education is addressed.
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Junior High School
Col~S 20-21, Row 10
ColUlnns 22M·23 1 Rm; 7 Coh~"1S 25-26, ROW' 30 Up consistently and
Up consiatently and
Dovrn consistently
right 1f necessary.
e;hane;e to rielrt.
and rig.'lt.
Table IV
Table !I

Self-C!ontai.rll!d

Platoon

Table V

..............

Ed

"

...............

03

82

90
13*
63
75
03 rejected
TI
94
01*

02*

52

71
08*

2o*
06*
00.

55
24

20

76
3~

89
69

l~7

74

62

47 20
07* 10*
36

54

36
16

74
69
17
97

96

89
85
88

88
35
30
71

75
57

81
42
57
62
l}!.t,

92
27 rejected
79

36
89

35 35
27-ct 53
72 . 07 rejected

82

70

90

02* 5872- 63
09* 42

76

75.

16*

28

85

~~

34
00

80

lt-8

31

o6*
27.
29

90
67

07* rejected

12
1\-lt.

-

·n

13

27

.£: Designat.~!.' l:t:..;:ti:.cA· of
J?Opulc".;:tcm :n; ~.:<l.:h:d o

72

76

65
69

72

17

05 rejected.

55

77

67

87

80

84
90
58
63
05*
19
72
53

41
65

19
72
53
05 rejected
32
94

78

27

29

99
08*

74
49

schcol in

Designt·.tcs r1~::-.:b~:r.s n.ec~ded to
fulfill ·;,Jcr ~::cut of uchools need. e..:!,

,2g_

07* 03
07-rejected

13* 33
43~

84

43
58

15* 24*

08* 37

65

96

18
91
83
73

25
65

26*
16

rej~cted

63
63
83
50

02*

·-

~

.. ...
~
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ClASS U1Tl'S AliD ENROLU1ENI'S IN" SEI.F-COl\'l'!.,niEn

ClASSROOMS IN ~~ ST., PAUL SCHOOIS 1 Sl'.!P'l'.t::.t.mER 24, 1959

Grade eight

Number of

School

class units

----------------------1. A.da'Cl.S School
2.

Davis School

3~

Do1JBl,aS School

Enrollment

tot~l

42

1

8
54

-4. Drev School

45

5. Franklin School

Percent of

8.1

29

1

6. Gordon School

50

7. Lincoln School
8. Lindsay School*

--

2

9. Linvood Park School

1

41

10.

Longfellow School

46

11.

Mound Park School

74,

12.

Ramsey School

1;.5

13. Ramsey County Home
School :for Boys

--

--

14. Taylor School

20
I

Total

8.1

4

.

46
556

100

In scbools vhere seventh and eighth grade combination classes occur

inclU!lcd in the study.

*A minimum of

t~.n p1~iln

constitute a class.

t:tndsey School is

atypical due to its enrollment of exceptional children and is
net included.
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GRADE F.IGHr

ti1UTS AND ENF\OtrlofENrS IN PLA.TOOU

SCHOO IS IN TEE ST. PAUL DISTRICT, SEP'l'£1.ffiE!U 24 1 · 1959
G;.-ade Eight

-

School
• .......

. . . . . . . . . .ol'

)

..

......,...:

..,

Number or
class. units

..... ..

..

En.rol~m-~nt
·-I

'

•

• • • "'C"1

• 1

..1.2

50

15 .. 9

1

36

11.5

3o llancoek School

2

69

2?..0

4.

JackSon School

2

57

18.2

5.

Randolilh Heights School

2

53

16.8

li

49 ••

1. Galtier School
2o

-

Groveland Pal"k School

6. s;oley

~"!'~~1

Total

10

314

......

.•14.~6
100

In schools \there seventh and eighth combination classes occur

thi'! eighth grade is arbitrarily designated a.s a ba.lf' unit tUi1
is included in the study.

---· .

Percent of total
NO 1

-
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TAlliE

GRADE E!Gltt CIASS U1t"ITS A..?ID El.JROL!NE17.5 IN ~'!OR IO".GH

SCHOOLS In ST. PAUL PUBIJ:C SCII.OOLS, SEPTEt·tBER 24, 1959
Grade Eight
lif\lmber o:r

School

class units

1 .,._,.

.._. .. ...._ _,...,... . . . q-....,

Enrolltlent

......

I

1

I

Percent of t,~!l-1
~-

I

4

g

1.

Clevelo.nd Junior Uif)l

4

298

16.9

2.

Como Park Junior H:tgh

4

306

J.7 .3

6

390

22ol

36 Hazel Park Junioo: High

0 ......

323
5. ~rsha.ll Junior
6. Roosevelt

High

Junior H.1gh

3

181

2

l()q.

2r

•::W

z:as

-

104

1766

Total

10.2

....

-..........:t·2 ...
].00

* Mnrray in

classified a.s a high school but bas eighth grade

classes and

,_a

included in the stu.d.y.

1l•1

TABT..B 5
ciASSROO!lE !.J3 NUMBERED £OR RANDOM S."l·mE OF CL.~SROOM UNITS

SEIF ..COltl!AJ:l.IED CI..-\SS£{00~

. .

School

-

.
...... Teacher

Units
NU!nbe:r
...
........

...

Enrollcent
I

Adams

Ca.therine furien

1

1

42

Da.vis

Dorothy Peterson

2

t

8

nou.gla.s

Velm GritOOS

3

1

54

Elener 1-~gert

4

l

Emily !.emon

5

1

Ka.terine Rauscher

6

i

FI'OJllt'J.in

Antonette · Mu~chio

7

l

29

Gordon

Nora Kelly

8

·1

54-

William Reynolds

9

1!

Clifford 1-ntteson

10

1

William TilA::ne:r

ll

t

Drew

Lineoln

Lin:'isay

45

1

50

(Not inclv.ded as there vere cmJ.y t"«o pupils. ) 2

M!.rgs.ret Kelley

12

l

~~

!..imrooi Park

IJ:mgfellOW'

Richard Kl.a.US

13

1

46

Henrietta Thom

14-

j

Raymond Campbell

15

l

Harry Toll

16

l

17

~

Harriet nelson

18

1

Lillian I.ackens

19

~

20

Taylor

Gera.ld Y.a;!ka

20

1

46

\'an Buren

21

1

MOUDi Park

Re.msey

Marie

Ga.llt~gher

-·- ...-w. ......-- .. C'l~...Yf!!:.st,er,.
Totals

Grade 8:
Grade 7.. 8:

74

,

1117

1~5

556
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PU!,rrc'<O l'!

CrJ..SS.ROO~lS

!~umber

U:1its

rr•ea.cher :q=t....,. ·-=.......

Ga..ltier

Helen CUITY

1

1

Juli;:. NeYhouae

2

1.

Charles 0 1Conne11

3

1

36

4

1

69

Olive Reilly

5

1

Georgt! He.nre.han

6

:Ida. Kugler

7

Vera Davini

l

..

Grovela..'ld

~

Jact.son

Ra.:ndolph

Borgeson

Sibley

..,..,.........-·a

50

2

,...
..

57

8

1

53

9

1

Margaret Mciagen

10

1

Gertrude Stevens

11

Kathleen

Totals

IQrn.as

Grade 8:
Grade 7-8:

.!.

w•

1~9

1.
i'-

9

2

.

Enrolht~nt

School

314

1.43

Tl\BLl"! 7

R~ber
...........
;.;;;.;;JrO...;.;;;,
__
TIII'J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......
__ _
,.......
_ _.....;;.;.o..;;.,_,. .... ......._... ......

School

C.

S

I

Units
...

_...,

t,a;r~

I

-

Enroll~~nt

>a••

J I

.,.~

.

C1evela.!).d

.1..

2

3

4
3o6

5
6
7
8
6

9
10
11

Hazel Park

12

13

14

15
16
17
18
19

6

323

3

181

20

21
22

J.mosbAJ.J.

23
I-tur:ray High School

24

2

104

Roosevelt

26

2

164

I

I

k 1

~--..I

t

..

25

_._

.

27~-------~--------------..........
.
"-

, _ _ _,_ _ _• . . . .
_
...;:....
. ..

p

•

27

ii6:1'

..

1766

TABLE S

Grad.e Eight

Number of

School Org_anization
-~

~hoola

1.:>

Junior High

2e

Platoon Schools

Total

.

... .....

Class Units

Enrollment.

27

1766

10

314

54~

Percent
of To-1;!.\l

---'.1?--..-·
2636

100.0
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A

SCHEDULE I, fAH.T I

ESSAY:
Name

MY FAVORITE PASTIME

--·----

Date

Age _____________________________________Teacher Number __________________
School __________________________________________sex.__________,_______________
You no doubt do many enjoyable things r-rhe1~1 you are f'ree to
choose what you l.i.ke to do. Certainly you must like one of' these
thin.gs better than all the rest. I.f you will use thia outline to
tell us about it, you can be of help to others in finding enjoyment of a pastime. You are to use this sheet for your three

paragraphs.

My Favorite Pastime

How I discovered it
Why it is enjoyable
Where I get help to learn more about it
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APi'E:IDIX A

scmmuu:

I, PART 2

AC'l.'I'IJTY 'PIHE 'I'A'3LE

If you will fill out the following table with the actl•riti.e~ in
which you take part, 1 t will tell hot• .much timo you spe!1d in eatlng,
sleeping, gojng to school, wol"'ldng, and in ~;,or~ time or leisure.
After each half hour oeriod of time, rP.·:!o:•d for the Cf).y checked
beloo;, how you spend your time. Do this only for the d ny- cheeked.

Mon. _ _Tuea. _ _Wed. _ _Thure. _ _ _ Fri. _ _sat._Sun. _ __
Half Hour

6:00 b:30 7:007:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 -

6:30
(:')O

1:3C

P.M.

A.H.

----------------------------+----------·-------------+----··-·---------

8:00
------------------------~r---------------------·------8:30
-·----------·----------·---9:00
9:30

9:30 -10:00
10:00-10:30
10 :30-11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-12:00

t- :

-------------+---------------

------------+------------I

12:00-12:30 - - - - - - - - - - 12:30- 1:00 - - - - - - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1:00 -1:30 - - - - - · - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - 1~30 -2:00
2:00 -2:30
2:30 -3:00

------------+----------------

3:00 -3:30
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00

-4:00 - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - !-·--·-------·----4:30 - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - -5:00

-5:30

5:30 -6:00

--------------------·-----~----------·-----·--------

---------------1-·--------------
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SCHEDULE II, PART 1

TEACHER QUESTIOONAIRE;

ART A}f.O AR'.r CRAFTS

As a teacher cf art and crafts you no doubt involve your pupils in
many experiences. You can be of assistance to other teachers by checking
hov often you provide such activities for your pupils. On the right hand
s:l.de of the page put a circle aroand ·the num.ber "lfhich tells how often you
offer these activities. You need not give your :,chool or name.

How of'ton you
offer the
activities.

1. Never
2. Seldom
3. Occasionally
4. Fairly often
5. Very often

1.

Exploring art uses of materials:

2.

Studying design in architecture, costume, crafts,
cecorations, gardening, merchandise, nature,
pictures, sculpture.

3.

Arra11ging exhibits:

4~

Making objects for personal enjoyment.

;.

Enjoying vorks of art done by others~
sculpture, architacturG, crafts.

new, used, old.

home, school, neighborhood.

4 5

1

2 .3

1

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
painting,

6. Planning art activities for hobbies.

3 4 5

1

2

1

2 3 4 5
2 3 4

5

7G

Offering creative activities for enj~yment:
drawing, painting, designing, sculpture.

1

8.

Enjo~-ing srt contributions of many peoples.

1 2 3 4 5

9.

Using art pr:iJ1ciples to guid~ personal selections
in dress, in the hone, and in other ways.

1 2 .3 4 5

10. Sol v:bg problems through nrt in other school
subjects.

1

2 .3

4 5

11. Other

1

2

.3

4 5

lt.S
Al?PE!IDIX B

SCllEDIJT..E II , PAr.T 2

Name·-----------------------------

Sex _ _ _

Date - - - - - - - - - -

A LE!SURE TDIE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR E!GHl'H GRADE PUP!LS
Many people are engaged in leisure t:ine acti.vities. These activities cont:-ibu:te
l!1UCh to the enjoy.::J.ent and improvement of everyday li·;:ng. As a psrtic:!.pator, ycu can.

give information tJ:-.at w:L1l help others to underst:md the vel\te of such acth•ities,
B&lov is a li!Jt or activities. On the left hand side of the page put a circle
around t.~e nur.1.ber that tells how often you do these things, usir.g the key at t:-..e top
or t'ha column. On the right bend side of the page put a c:i=cle around the nll'll~r
which tel::..s hw well you like these things, using the key above the column.

How vell do you
like to co
these t.i-.i:.gs 7

How o:ten do you do
these things?

1. Dislike very
much.

l. Nr.er

2.

2. Seldom

Disl~e

3. Neither lilce

3. Occasionally

nor dislike

4. Fairly often

4. Lfre

5. Ve-ry often

5. Like 7ery
much
l

2

...

4

5

l

2 3 4 5

1. Explori.-;g art uses of materials:
used 1 old.

l

2 3 4 5

2. Studying dosien in archit&cture, costuce,
crafts, decorations, gardening, merchandise, nature, pictures, sculptu.re.

1 2 3 4 5

l

2 3 4 5

3. Arranging exhibits:

l

2

l

2 3 4 5

4.

Making objects for personal enjoyment.

l

2 3 4 5

l

2 3 4 ;

5.

Enjoying ~ork3 of urt done by others:
painting, sculpture, arc~itecture,
crafts.

l

2 3 4 5

l

2 3 4 5

6. Carryir1g out art activities in hobbies.

l

2

1 2 3 4 5

7. Doing creative activities for enjoyment:

l

2 3 4 5

l

8.

l

2

3 4 5

l

2

3 4

2 3 4 5

new,

horne, school,

3 4 5

ne igbborhood.

3 4

5

drawing, painti.'lg, designing, sculpture.
Enjoyi.~g

art contributions of meny

peoplos.

5

1 2 3 4 5

9. Using art understondings when making

1 2 3 4 5

10. Solving problem~ through art. in other
school subjects.

1

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

11. Othor.

1

2 3 "

personal sel actions in clr•3SS, in the
home, a~d in other ways.

5
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APPENDIX B
SCHEDULE II, _PART 3

Sex _ _ _ __

Name - - - - - - - - - -

D&te - - - - - - - -

PUPlL PREFEP.ENCE OF LEISURE TIME AC'l'IV'l'I!'FS
This is a cr~nce for you to state your preferences of leisure time
activities. These activities are arranged in pairs, and you are asked to check
the one out of each pair that you would rather be engaged in doing.
If you find it difficult to decide for any pair, which one you really pre'f9r, check one of thee anyway. Be sure to check one of each pair aven if you
have to gttess.

l. Exploring possible uses o£ ml!lter.ials: · neu,: used, old.
2. Studying design in architecture, costwe, crafts, decorAtions, gardening,
merchandise, nature, pictures, sculpture, to~ planning.

:;. Enjoying srt

contribut~.ona

of many peoples.

4. Solving probl.ems through art in other school subjects.

5. Carrying on art activities

in hobbies.

6. Using art understandings when making personal selections in dress and
other tiUngs.
7. Doing creative activities for enjoyment: oraw~ng, painting, designing,
sculpture, crafts.
8. Sol>:ing problems through art i."l othe:r school subjects.

9. Making objects for personal enjoyment.
10. Solving problems through ert in other school subjecta.
11. Enjoying ·t~orks of art done by o'l:.hel·a: p.;inting, scclpture, architecture,
crafts.
12. Sclvill.g probloms thro~h art in other school subjects.
___ lJ. Carrying out 6rt octivities in hobbies.
___ 14. Enjoying art contributions of many peoples,
.-. 15. Stud~~g design in architecture, costume, crsfts, dccor~tiona, g&rdonL~g,
merchandise, nature, pictures, sculpture, and town planning.
_ 16. Enjoyi......g art contributions of man:r peoples,
__ 17. Muing obje~;ta for persc.n&l cr:.joymel..\t.
_
18. llijoying vo:r.ks o1' art done by ur.hers: psinting, :>C"il.pturing, architoctUl·e,
end era rta.
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_

19. Arr&l'lging exhibits: heme, achcol, C(.[;lmtmity.
20. Carrying out art. activities in hobbies.

_

21. Doing creative act.:!.vit.ies for anjoymunt: drawbg, paint:1ng, designing,
sculpture, crafts.
22. Enjoying art ccntributions of. many paoples.

_

_

23. ExPloring possible art uses of lllllterials: neu, used, old.
24. Solving problems thro1.1gh art in other school subj acts.

_
_

2;. Hak~ objects for personal enjoyment.
26. Carcy:ing out art ao::t.i\•ities in hobbies.

_

27. Enjoying ....orks of art done by others: painting, sculpture, erchitec"t,ure,
CJ.•a.fts.
23. Doing creative acti.·;ities for enjoyment: draving, Jl'l:lnting, designing,
sculpture, crafts.

_

29. Studying de:aign 'in architectv.:-a, cosi;UJ.te, crai'ts~ decordions, gardening,
merchandise, nature, pictures, sculpture, end town planning.
30. Making objects !'or personal enjoyment.

_

_

__ 31. Exploring possible art uses of naterials: new, used, old.
32. Using art understandings when t!Sking porson'll selections in dress and
other things,

_

_
33. Arranging exhibits: home, school 1 and co=unity.
__ ')4. Enjoying works of art done by othP-rs: pair,ting, sc-..Upture, architecture,
and crafts.

__ 35. Usi11g art unde!"st.andii1gs when making J:i!rsonc.l selections :ln dress and

_

.36.

other things.
Solving proble:ns through nt in other subjects.

_ 3'1. J.iFJking objects f'or personal enjoyment..
- · 38. TJOi.ng creative activities for enjoyment:
i!culptur:L"lg.
39. IArrying out "rt activities in hobbiN.
__ 40, Ixling cr~atlva activities for enjoyment:

drawi.'lg, paintine, desi-gning,

_

d!'ewlng, painting, designing,

Gcul:tJI.Ul·a, cr&fts.

__ 41. Enjoyinb ar·l, contributions of Tasny peoples,
__ 42. Using ai·t underst.:.ndings when muking personel s~:~lact:i.ons in dress and
other things.
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43. Study:lng design in architecture, costume, crafts, decorations, gardening,

___ 44.

merchand:l.se, natu:.·e, pictures, sculpt.uring 1 and to\lll planning.
URing art understandings when making personal selections L~ dress and
other things.

_ 1.5. Making objects for personal enjoyment.
· - 46. Enjoying art contributi.ons of many paoples •

.._.. 47. Arranging sxhibits: home, school, and community.
L.S. Doing creative activities for enjoyment:
sculpture, crafts.

49. Enjoyi.~g works of art done by others:

_

drawing, painting, designing,

painting, sculpturing, rn·chitecture,

ersrts.
50. Carrying out art activities in hobbies.

_

51. Cerrying out art activities in hobbies.
___ 52. Solving problema through art jn other school subjects.
_

53. Exploring possible uses of materials:

ne.,.., used, old.

___ 54. Arranging exhibits: home, school, neighborhood.
_

55. Doing creative Jctivit:.ies for enjoyme:1t:

___ 56.

drawing, painting, designing,
sculpture, crafts.
Using art understandings vhen making personal selections in dress and
othsr things.

5'1. Studyin~ design in architecture, costume, crafts, decorations, gardening,
merchandise, nature, pictures, sculpture, and tovn planning.
58 • .Arranging exhibits: home, school: and cOlllUlunity.

_
_

~ploring possible ert uses of materi~ls:
60. Car~ying out art activities in hobbies.

___ 59.

61. Enjoying works of art. done by others:

new, used, old.

drawing,

::: 62. Using art understandings vhen ~aking personal selections in dress and
other things.
--· 63. Exploring possible art v.ses of materiels: nev, used, old.
64. Enjoying art contributions of many peoples.

__ 65. Studying design in architecture, costUI:le, crafts, decorations, gardening,
_

uerchllndise, naturu, pictures, sculpture, and tow planning.
f:h. Carrying out art activities In hobbies.
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_

6?. Arranglng exhibits: home, school, and community.
68. Making objecte for personal enjoyment.

_

69. Enjoying vorks of art done by others: painting, sculptur:ing, architecture, crai'te.
?0. Enjoying art contributions of many peoples.

_

_
_
_

'71. Exploring possible art uses of materids: new, used, old.
?2. Enjoying vorks of erl done by others: painting, sculpture, architecture,
crafts.

_

?3. Mekil".g objects for personal enjoyment.

___ ?4.

Using art underst&ndings when making personal selections in dress and
other things.

_

?5. Stuoiying design in architecture, costU!le, crafts, decorations, gardening,
l:lerchanuise, natura, pictures, sculpture, and ·t;ow planning.
__ •16. S<:-~ving problems through art in other achool subjects.

=

77. Arrang:J.ng exhibits~ h0111e, school, end community.
'18. Using art understandings vhen making per·sonal seloc-..ions in dress and
other things.

__ ?9. Exploring possible art uses of materials: nev, used, olcl.
80. Uoing creative activities for enjoymen·t;:
sculpture, crafts.

dra;;ing, pai:1ting, designing,

81. studying design in architecture, costume, crafts, decorations, g9rdening,
marcha~dise, nature, pictures, sculpture, and toun planning.
·-- 82. :Znjoying works of art done by others: painting, sculpturing, architecture,
cra.fts.

_
_

Arranging exhibits: home, school, and cou:n.unity.
84. Sol'Ving probJ.ems through art in other school s>Jbjec+.s.

~J.

85. Expl•)ring posslble art uses of materials: new, used, old.

::: 86. Making objects for pereonsl enjoyment.

__ 87. Studying design :!n architecture, cos+.ume, crerta, decoraP.ons, gardening,
mer~:l:andiae, n!lture, pictures, S(:ulpture, end town planning.
88. D::>i.'lg creative activi.ti.e:; for 1.mjoyt:ent: drawing, painting, des:i.gning,
octllptm-e 1 crafts.

___ 89. Arranging exhibito:
~-

home, school, and community.
90. Enjeying ll::-t coot:•ibutions of many peoplE's.
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SCHEDULE II, PART 3, lNDICAH!lG CORRESFONDING ITEHS FROH TQ AND ~

NmnA - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sex

Date - - - - - - - -

PUPTI. PREFERENCE OF T..EISUnt TD·iE ACTIVlTllS
This is a chance for you to stete your preferences of leisure time
activities. These activities are arranged in pairs, and you are asked to check
the one out or each pair thai; you vould rather ba engaged in doing.

!1' you fi."ld it difficult to decide for any pair, vhich one you really prefer, check one of them anyway. Be sure to check one of each pail· oven if you
have to guess.
:lf1r11S .(,.

c,,

1/(•nJ p~

'·
cO..r.

1. Exploring possible uses of materials: nev, used, olrl.
2. Studying design in architecture, costume, crafts, decorations, gardening,
merchandise, nature, pictures, sculpture, tcnm planning.
c~tributiona of many peoples.
Solving problems through art in other school subjects.

3. Eajoj-ing art

10.-

4.

'·tJ.
-·

5. Can-ying on art activities in hobbies.
6. Using art utlderstandings when making personal selections

1.-

'1. Doing creative activities tor enjo:yment:

tt._

'1: _

in dress and

other things.

drav:lng, painting, designing,
crafts.
8. Solving problems through art in other school subjects.
a~~pture,

9. Making objects foi.' personal enjo:yment.

/O.:-- 10. Solving problems through art in other school <.ubjects •

.5"._ 11.
jb, _

Eojoying works of art done by others: paintil".Jr sculpture, architecture,
crafts.
12. Solving problems through art in other school subjects.

/,, _
'l. _

13. Carryl-r1g out art activities in hobbies.
l-.4.• Enjoying art contributions ot mtJD:'f peoples •

.) • - 1 5 . Studying desie,"D .!n e.rcbitectura, costume, crofts, decorations, garden:ing,
mercl.landise, n:~ ture, pict.ureo, ::;culptura, and town planning.
8. _ 16. EI!joying art contribut:l.or:.s of Dv.m:r peoples.

If. _
$. _
•

17. !.faldng objects for per::;onel enjoyment.
18. Enjoying vorks of art done by others: painting, sculpturing, architecture,

and crafta.
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g._ lCJ. Ar:i'anging oxhiblts: h:::mc, school, camnunity.
~.

_

20. Carry.ing out art

rJ1

_

21. Do:L"lg creative activities for enjo:yment:

'f. _

2.~.

J, _

activitie::~

in hobbie-s.

drav:l.ng, painting, designing,
sculpture, crafts,
Enjoying al't contributions of n:any peoples.

23. EKploring possible art uses of materials: new, used, old.
24. Solving problems through art in other school subjects.

/!). _

{!.; _

25. Haking objects for personal enjo:yment.
26. C11riy.!Jlg out art activities in hobbies.

b, _
,;. _

27. Enjoying works of art done by others: painting, sculpture, architecture,
craft,;.
28. Doing craative activities for enjoyment: drav:l.ng, painting, designing,

'7. _

sculpture, crafts.

29. Study:ing design in architectura, costume, crafts, decorations, gardening,

";l.l. _

sJ. _

merchandise, nature, pictures, sculpture, and town planning.

30. Heking objects for personal enjo:yment.

31. Exploring possible art usas of materials: new, used, old.
~.= 32. Using art understandings when making personal selections in dress and
othor things •

I.

3.

5:

=

33. Arranging exhibits: home, school, and comrunity.
34. Enjoying works of art done by others: painting, sculpture, architecture,
and crefts.

' / - 35. Using art underf:ltandings when making perso':lal selections in dress anC.

IQ. _

other things.

,;6. Solviog problems through art in other subjects.

f., __ 37. Hoking objects for personal enjoyment.
17- _

38. Doine creative activities for enjo:yment:

drawing, painting, designing,

oculpt.uring.

6, _

'l _

39. Cnrrying out art nctivities in hobbie:s.
40. D:;ing craatiYe activitios .for enjoyment:

drawing, pai.'lting, designing,

sculpture, crafts.

$. __ 41.

~

1·

Enjoying art contributions o: many peoples.
___ 42. Using arl. uncl.erstand.in1;s whe:1 making personal selections
other th:l..ogs.

:in dress and
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-3~.- 43. Studying design in architecture, costume, crafts, decorations, eardening, ·
ne::-r:handiso, nature, picturef!, sculptur:t."lg, and town planning.
9-44. Uc:t.TJg art understandings Yhen m!lklng personHl selections :i'l dress and
other things.

Jf __ 45. Making objects for personal enjoyment.
f - 46. Enjoying art cont::-ibutions of many peoples.
;:?_I.? • .t.rrsnging exhibits: home, school, and community.
'! _ 48. D:d.ng creeti·;e activities for enjoyment: drawing, painting, designing,
sculpture, crafts.

5 - 49.

Enjoying Yorks of art done by others: painting, sculptm-ing, urchitecture,
crafts.
[;._ 50. Carrying out art activities in hobbies.

f __ 51. Carrying out art activities

:in hobbies,

IP ·-- 52. Solving p=oblems through art in other school subjects.
1 - · 5.'3. Ezplori:'lg possible u.ses of materials:

3_

54. A.rre!lging exhibits:

ne'll, used, old.
home, school, neighborhood.

7-55. Doing creative activities for enjoyment:

9-56.

draYing, pai."lting, designing,
crafts.
Ucing art understandings 'llhen making personal selections in dress and
other things.
sculp~tu-e,

~---57.

3_
I _

h __

Studying design in architecture, costume, crafts, decorations, gardening,
merchandise, natu:e, pictures, sculpture, and town planning.
58. Arranging exhibits: home, school, and community.
59. Er.ploring possible ert uses or materials:
f.IJ. C:n·ryi!lg out art activities in hobbies·.

£'_ 61.

9----62.

naw, used, old.

Enjoying tJorks oi' art done by others: drawing,
UsL~g art understandings 'llhen caking personal selections in dress and
other things.

I _ 63. Exploring possible art uses of materialo: ne'll, usod, old.
g' _ 64. Enjoying art contributions or rr.any peoples.
;. __ 65. Studying design in architecture, costume, cra.rt::>, decorat.ion3, gardening,
morc~~ndise, natu:e, pictures, aculpt\~e, and town planni!lg.
6_ 66. Carrying cut art activitieo in hobbies.
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.!1_

6?. Arranging exhibits: hcmo, !!chcol, anci colll1!11l1lity.
Making objecta £or personal enjoy~ent •

.r _

69. Enjoying vorks or art. dena by others:

f ___ 68.
8_

paintir.g, sculptur:ingt architecture, r.rafta.
70. Enjoying art contributions of many peoples.

I _

5'_

71. Exploring po3sible art uaes or materials: ne".., u;;ed, old.
?2. Enjoying vorks of art done by others: painting, sc-Jlpture, architectu..e,
crafts.

If_ ?3. Making objects for personal enjoynont.
, ___ 74. Using art understandings when making personal selections in dre~s ~nd
other things.

a_ ?5.

Studr.s.ng design in architecture, costume, crafts, decorations, gardming,
nature, pictures; sculpture, end to•~ planning.
10- ?6. Solvi..ng problems thrt;ugh a1·t in other school subjects •
~erchandise,

. j _ '71. Arranging exhibito: heme, school, and community.
•18. Usi.ug art understandings when makjng personal s.alectiona in dt'ess and

9-

Qther things.

f_

7_

?9. Exploring possible art uses or lll8terials: tl.ew, used, old.
80. D:>ing creative activities for enjoyment: drawine, painting, de:.ign~g,
sculpture, crafts •

81. Studying design in architecture, costuce, crafts, decorations, gudening,
merchandise, nature, pictures, sculpt~e, and town planning.
n.- 82. Enjoying works of art done by others: painti."ig, sc-J.lpturing, erchitoct.ure,

.:2 _

"'

crafts.

3 - 8J. Arranging exhibits: home, SCbO'=ll, end CClJl!!lur,ity.
___ 84. Solving problems through a~t in other school subjects.

I~

i _

85. Exploring possible art uses of materiels:
for psrsonel enjoYJ:lent.

J.-

87. Studying design in architecture, costur.:e, crsrto, C.ecorat.ions, gardening,
merchandise, nature, picturen, sculpture, and town planning.
88. Doing creative activities for enjoyment: drawing, painting, dosignine,
sculpture, crafts.

¥- 86. Making objects

7_

ne'wf, u:led, old.

3 ___ 89. ArranLing exhibits: home, school, and ornmn~"iity.
8 _ 90. Enjoying art contributions of IIIEillY paoples.
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APPJ:."'1IDIX C

I.

COPY OF LErl'ER TO 1lOI.AN C.
~ '~;gf, ASSISTAN.r Sl.'PEHillTENDE.ll!""r,
.
ST. PAUL Plm •..IC SCHOOLS

Jackson School
437 Edmund Avenue
St. Paul, Hinnesota.

February 23, 1960

Nolan C. Kearney, Assistant Superintendent
St. Paul Public Schools

615 City F..all
St. Paul, !·linnesota

Dea.r Dr.. J(..earr.ey,
First I ~ish to state that I value and appreciate the privilege
to conduct ey doctoral study in the St. Paul Schools.,
to the agreem~nt at our conferenca l~st Thursday,
I a.m sen11r.g you tcnt.~tive forms for your perus~e You ri'.iJ.Y
alter or modify these as you find nccc.ssary for the best of
our interests ..
L~ res~onse

Yo-.1 ca.n be assured that any a."ld all d.ato. collecting deYicez

desc1"ibed in the sched,D.es ·will be submitted to you for approva.l
be!'ore their distribt:tion. I consider this a learn:L'I'lg process
in conj~~tion ~ith the study.
Si:r:cere!y yo·urs,
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II.

COPY OF

u:rrER

'110 PRHr.IPALS

Tenta.tivc cove:r.a.ge Ietter

To The Principa.l:
Enclosed is a brief description of a study that I am
conductii'lg at the University of t·1innesota. in Art Edu.cs.tion.,

The group of classroom units referred to in the description
ha.s been randomly selected from the population of eir,hth grade
pupils in Art Education in self-contained classrooms, 1?latoon 1
and jurdor high schools in the Stc 1~ul Schools. l~e rationale
for such selection is, probably, self-evident to you.
vle -who are !n the field of education realize the need ft>r
t.raini:o.g of, young pe()';'le for both ,.;ork and leisure t:lme pursuits ..
Since your interest is in art educ~tion as a phase of education,
your ccopert.tion in st~ch a stu~y iz needed, and I am, therefore

asking your assistance.
'Hill yo;;. return tbe enclosed re·ply card indicating 'Ythether
or not you are ·.;illi!'.g to have Schedules I and II completed in
your school? I f you reply af'fi.:r:::ntively, the forms will ba
sent to you for your attenticn.

Sincerely yours 1

Ida Kugler

'·''

..

~
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III.

CO?Y OF LEITER 'I;O DR. KEJ\RNEY

..Tackson School
1
-.-( .E'
~.:.
·;a.mund A venue
St. P~ul, ~·1inncsota
February 27, 196o

Dear Dr. Kee.rney,
In

co~nection ~ith

my

study I am enclosing tentative

fm'lnS a.s follows :
1.

Coverage Letter for Teachers

2.

Essay:

2·iy r'a.vori te Pastime

3. Activity
You

~ill

be

Tir:e Table
doi~J

mea. considerable service by looking

these over tei'ore final dra.ft for monolithing these forms.
Thar~ yo~
judg~ent

for your assistanco by way of interest

concerning thio study.
Sincerely,

Ida Kugler

ar~
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'IV..

COPY OF IElTER '1'0

F11II·~1PALS

Dea.r Principal:

Enclosed is a 'brief descl:-iption of a. study 1 a.m conducting
at the Univcr·sity of Minncsot..a. in Art reu~at5.on.
The gro:....--p of classroo::t units referred to in the descript:i.on
has been ran1omly selectee from the population of eighth g:cn.de
pupils in Art Education in self-conta.:i.Ik.~ classrooms, pla.toon,
and junior high schools in the St. Paul Schools.
'He "Who are in "the field. of education realize the neQd for
training of you."'l.~ peo?le for both wox·k and leisure tirne pursuits.
Since yottr interest is in. art e1ucation as a phase of educa·~ion,
your coopera:Gion in suc:h a. study is needed, and I a.m, therefore
asking your assist~~e.
HilJ. you return the enclosed reply ca.rd inaicating whether
or not you a.re -willin.~ to have Schedules I and II completed in
your school? If you rt!'f)ly affirr:.atively, the forms 'nill be se:1t
for )'Ottr attention.

Sincerely yours,

. Ida. Kugler
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V.

COPY OF OUTLINE OF. STUDY SENT TO PRntCIPALS

Outline of Jtudy
Dissertation Title: A Study of tho Helatio!lship between the .Art
Curriculum and Leisure Tine Acti.vi ties at the
Eighth Grade Level.
Pop~let:l.on

Design:

Studied: All eighth grade pupils in the l::>'t .Paul Schools.

Ranclcm sm1ple without repJ.ace:c:.ent from the
organization existinB in the dt .Paul ..5chools:
junior high schools, platoon schools, and ::;elfcontained classrooms, using the classroom as a
I.UJ.i t.

Collection of Data: §chedill_l.. Essay, "My Favorite Pastime'!,written
in three paragraphs; (1) How I discovered it,(2}
i'rJly it is enjoyable, (3) Ylhere I get help to

learn more about it.

A

time activ5.ty chart in.

half hour intervals kept for one day to record
how pupils spend their day. Essay and chu:t·t are
pupil executed.
Schedule II. After the questionnaires have been
returned, the in .restigt'<.to:r· will tabulat\3 the
findings into categories.

1~e

art and art

related categories art.: to be used in the construction of two questlom1nirez

el~ter

being

checked with courses of study. One questionnaire
is for pupils and another is for teachers ••J.so
in this schedule is a paired comparisons
list in which pupils

cheer~

cbec}~

nrt :::cti vi ties which

they prefer as 1P.i3ure ti.me nctiYities.

The dtudy:

dchedules I and II are to be strictly
For pUI'J.•Os-35 ol' the study t.he

totals, not

nWll6i5.

int~rest

anon~;C".ous.

is in
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THE

SAINT

PAUL

PUBLIC

SCHOOLS

616 CITY HALL
SAINT PAUL 2., MINNESOTA

OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT SUPERINTI:NDENT
RESEARCH AND CL1 ~RICULU!T1

March 7, 1960

Mrs. Ida Kugler
Jackson School
Edmund Ave. and Arundel St.
St. Paul 3, Minn.
Dear Mrs. Kugler:
! am attaching a copy of a letter that I will send to ee.ch of the

principals whenever you say that you are ready to write to them.
I am returning your tentative letters. I think your letter to the
principal is good as is your outline of the study. I like your letter to the teache't's, too, ex.cept that it is· somewhat difficult to
read and may give th~~ an idea that the project is much more difficult
than it is. You may get a bett~r response if you simplify this letter
very much. Tell the teachers that you are asking them to engage in an
important piece of research and that their part in it will take very
little time and effort. Tell them briefly what you want th~m to do.
The directions for writing the essay on their favorite pastime se~~s
cl~ar enough to me. Perhaps you should try this out on a group of
children not involved in the study in order to make sure that they
understand it.
Your activity timetable is sorueHhat confusing to me. Hence, I presume it would confuse child~en. Can you clarify this so that it
doesn't start at 12 o'clock midnight without telling the reader that:
that is the way it is. Perhaps i. t would be better to assume that
children of eighth grade will oe asleep from 12 midnight till 6 a.m.
I will be out of to·..."T. for a week.

If you wish to move on this project

before I return, c~ll my secretary, Mrs. Rhodes, and she will send out
the necessary letters.
Sincerely yours,

fu-!,1__~~~

-

Nolan C. Kearnay
Assistant Superintendent
nck/bar
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COPY OF U."'T.rER TO DR. KFARNEY

Ja.ckSOll School
!1.37 ll'.dl'lltmd Avenue

S".;. Pa;;.U., :·limlesota.
l~rch 11.; 196c

Dear Dr. Kearney J

T!:la.n-lt you for you:r helpf'ulne!ls in implementing ey
doctora.l st-.~dy. Your kindly assistance comes as an exta.."l.sion
of ti:.e nn<5terl:; direction of the late Dr. Palr:e:c 0 ~ Johnson who

so ~ticulously cuided end innpirea the sttmy design~

I -would ap?reciate your se.."l.d.ing of your apr>roval letter
at an early d:!te to the p:ri:!1Ci1)a.lro. I a~ ready to -.~rite the:n.
as scon as I learn that you ha7e released your letter to them.

Your Gt'egestion l:!.S to the begin."ling hour of the activity
cb.;'1.rt is to be :i.ncorpora.ted. 'i'he essay a:~::rl activity cb~-t -were
pretczted in Kpril, 1959 1 on the tivO classes which I then
ta.u.:;;..~t. r,.nln.t protq:~ted rcy changing the ctartir..g point was the
fact that tllis yes.:r a rr;r::oer of nr.~. p~:pils rise at fi vc i..., the
morr~~ for ~ork t:~c activities. H~wever, t~e stx otclock
moiT. .. nf. hcu.r vill be a better beginnir.g :po:L"lt for most ~ight!J.
grade children. I a.:n glad y:;;u co.lled thir.; to ey attention.
I am encJ.o~i:ng a. revised covem;;e letter tc ·~c::!.chers.
teachers are "oUS'J people, I t>.ppreciate you:r concern
for them.
Be~au.se

Again, I thank you fo:r your judgr::.ent a-nd concern.

Sincerely,

Ida Kw::ler

v:cr.I.

CON" OF (TEUI'ATIVE COVE.T\AGE L.":iJJTER TO TEACHERS)

Jackson School

43'7 }:dmund Avenue
St. Paul, !viL"l!lesota
:t.-arcil. 11, 1960

Dea.r Teacher :

I am a.slr..ing you to 'ParticiT.ate in an important piece of
research, the object of which is to explore the relationship
betv.een the art curriculum and the le1.sure time activities of
eighth grade children.
Your part will C.e!iimd little of yo1."rr time and effort.
There are two schedules. In Sched\ll.e I are an eoscy form to
be co:;:pleterl, ''lot/ Favorite Pasti!':'.e 11 , and an "Activities Tine
Table 11 ,. lAter you will receive Sc!:J.':ldule II, which con:;ists
of a pu~il questio~~aire, a teacher questionr~ire, and a
pupil preferred choice list.. F:Sch will require only a few
minutes.

Schedule I, the essay and time table, will oe co~leted
You need only to cistribute,

by the children and ret~cd to you.
a_~

return these by school truck services to the
Jackson School one week e.i'ter you receive thern.
collect,

You will receive Schedule II with directions in a'bo1J.t
a roonth.
T'.ne value of this study vrill be increased if you 'Will
prcvide a.n ar...s·,..er to every detail and pror.ipt consideration.
Sincerely yours,

Ida. Kugler

.·

.., ..

. . . ...

..

-

..

,-..

...

., -

.

~
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IX.

COPY OF LETTER SEt-fr OUT TO TEACHERS FROM DR, KF.ARNEY

'rilE SAINT PAUL PUBLIC SCHOOLS
647 City Hall
Saint Paul 2, Minnesota
Office of Assistant Superintendent
Research and Curriculum

1-tarch 24 1 1960
Mrs. Ida Kugler
Jackson School
Dear Mrs. Kugler
Mrs. Ida Kugler, one of our teachers, is doing some research in art
education at t.he University of Hinnesota for a doctoral dissertation.
ller objectiv~~ is to explore the relationship between the art curriculum
and the leisure~time activitie::. of children on the eighth grade level.
She has randomly selected certain schools and certain classrooms in
Sto Paul for her s tudyo It is to be hoped that most if not all of the
teachers who fall within her random s~ple will consent to participate
in this study. This is to notify you that her study has been approved
and that teachers have our permission to participate in ito
Sincerely yours,

~~,
--·--;J---

Nolan C. Kearney
Assistant Superintendent
NCK: jb
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X.

COP"i OF LETIBR SE:lT TO TE.t\CIIERS

Jackson School,

437 Bclmund Avenue,
St. Paul

11a.rch

25 1

3,

Hinnesota.

1 960 e

Mrs. Delvina Marsh,
Adams School,
Chatsworth St. & 1-Iatson Ave.,
St. Paul, Minnesota&
Enclosed is a brief description of a study I am
conducting at the UniYersity of lvri:r1nesota :i.n Art

Education.o
The group of classroom units referred to in the
description has been randomly selected from the popu ...
lation of eighth &a.de pu:pils in ·Art iW.ucation in self..,
contained cl~ssrooms~ platoon, and junior hi&l schools
in the Sto Paul. SchooJ.so
We 1-1ho are in the field of education ::_-.aalize the
need ~or training of yow1g people ror both ~~rk ~d
leisure t1.me pursuits. Since youl.. interest is in art
education as a phase of education, your coopel.. abion in.
such a study is needed~ and I am, therefore 1 askir:;g
your assistance.
1·11llyou return the encloned reply card indicating
uhether or not you al'EJ willing to have Schedules I .snd II
completed in your sc..'1.ool? If .:rou r-eply affirmaiiiYely,
the forms \-Jill be s ent for your attention.

Sincerely yours,

Ida E:ugJe r

IK/sgv

(!,.!rs e

)
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XI.

COP"f OF POST CAiill INCLUDED IVITH LETI'ER X.

I am in a position to assist in having Schedules
I and II complete in my school in assistance
with a study cf. the :relationship bet\reen the

art curriculum and leisure tLme activities at
the eighth grade level.

YES

NO

·------SCHOOL
------·----------
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XII.

COPY OF LETTER TO DR. NOLAN KEARNEY.

J·ackson School
437 Arundel .,..venue
8t .:t-'aul 3, i.:.innesota

Lay 5, 1960
Dr. :Nolm1 C.

h . '?Jarne~r

i1..s s:L st.a:Yt .~·ln e rin.trmclen t.
6l!:? Court .:-::o~lse

St. Paul 2s l.::tnnesote

Dear Dr. Kes.:L'ney;
I eJl"! sending you the questior:naires for :Schedule II of l::Qt
stud;'" " The .f(elationship bet~.'!E::on the "':..:rt Gurl"5.c•ll'..:L1'11 ancl l..f!isure
'l'ime .rtct.ivi ties at the ~ighth Gro.de Lovel 11 • .iill you kindly look
these over and sugr;est further refinement 'I.'Ihere necessary'? ili th
your approve. l, I shall ha.ve them retyped before r.lUl tili th.in£I, •

.::'...gain I ~:nmt to say that I appreciate youl assistance vii th

this stuay.
Sincerely,
I

/7J' ~~

06\t::vJ\""-:-·L-:
Ida .i:\..Ugler

J

.If
!.

.·
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